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A comparative evaluation of the influence of several alkali fluxes on the direct reduction of chromite ore was made
based on experimental observations supplemented by advanced material characterization and thermodynamic
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project-based learning, workplace learning, and simulated work experience are discussed as legitimate
approaches to WIL.
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Some physical and chemical characteristics of calcium lignosulphonate-bound coal fines
by C.A. Strydom, T.S. Mthombo, J.R. Bunt, and H.W.J.P. Neomagus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fine coal and lignosulphonate binder mixtures were prepared, pressed, and ultimate, proximate, porosity, XRD, and XRF
analysis data obtained. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) results showed that chemical interactions occur
between coal fines and the binder, as evidenced by the formation of new C−O ether-type bonds.
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Adding sustainable value to
our two natural resources from
Mother Earth

A

s we approach the end of another eventful year, it’s good to reflect on
where our mining industry and the contributions it makes belongs in the
local and global picture.
When often asked during my travels ‘what do you do?’ I normally
respond, as do the politicians, by saying ‘before I answer your question may I
pose one question to you first that will assist me to respond to yours? Since
the above question often arises at a function or dinner, I therefore ask the
person with whom I am conversing ‘what is the utensil that I am holding to
partake of my sustenance?’ The usual answer is of course a fork or knife,
which is the easy part so I follow up by asking ‘what is it made from?’ Somewhat surprisingly to me
more than ninety per cent of the respondents don’t know. Most, if not all, of our members know that
stainless steel is made from iron, chromium, and nickel – and by the way, it is almost indefinitely
recyclable. What is less well known is that it is largely the chromium that imparts the corrosion
resistance, while nickel can improve the appearance and iron makes up the bulk.
Southern Africa has almost 90 per cent of the world's chrome resources that supply the stainless
steelmaking industry, which reached a production milestone of 50 Mt/a this year. China produces
half of the total, having grown from almost zero to 25 Mt a year in almost as many years, and yet it
has virtually no chromite resources. China has also bypassed South Africa in ferrochrome production
but has very few natural competitive advantages in this regard. On the other hand, South Africa has
not helped its own cause for reasons we all know only too well. It’s surely time for the pendulum to
start to swing back to a more balanced position that offers both parties a more sustainable longerterm future in supply and growth. However, for as long as merely digging up chrome ore and
shipping over two tons overseas to produce less than one ton of ferrochrome appears to make
economic sense, owing to unduly high input costs locally, this unfortunate anomaly will persist,
impacting on local jobs and wealth generation.
South Africa needs to consider how to advance its relationships with China and India, as well as
other regions, with a view to exploring potential synergies in the stainless steel production and
manufacturing industries so that we can share in the anticipated further growth in stainless steel
production to between 55 and 60 Mt/a by 2030.
Economy of scale dictates that the minimum size for a new plant for the production of standard
grades in South Africa is probably around 2 Mt/a, but for niche products it is much less, depending
on whether the market opportunities can be found.
This leads me to share my basic philosophy on what we all do directly or indirectly, which is to
add value to the two types of natural resources that we obtain from Mother Earth. These, as we all
should know, are what we grow and harvest and what we mine and process. Our food AND drink that
sustains us, and what we use to eat and drink with, both come from what we stand on with our OWN
two feet.
Although the percentage of the world’s population employed in agriculture and mining has
decreased significantly, the products that are derived from these resources have expanded
exponentially in their diversity and complexity of application in the past fifty years. This has created
enormous growth in completely new industries with exciting, but often more challenging, career
opportunities that most of us never dreamt of even 25 YEARS ago.
In the 1960s and 1970s we used to hear about the strategic metals such as chromium and nickel
that were stockpiled in the USA because of their use in the aerospace industry rather than in their
more mundane and world-wide roles in kitchen and catering utensils. These days we hardly ever
hear of strategic metals, seemingly because critical raw materials have far and away superseded
them in so many ways. This is not surprising when one considers our daily, if not continual, need
for the various devices that we depend on for almost everything we do; how we interact on social
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Adding sustainable value to our two natural
resources from Mother Earth (continued)
media and for a host of other things, sometimes to the detriment of our quality of life. Southern
Africa has a number of these ‘critical’ minerals, including antimony, fluorspar, gallium, germanium,
magnesium, natural graphite, phosphate rock, platinum group metals, rare earths, and vanadium.
South Africa has the technology to extract most of them, but does not yet possess the ability to
convert many of them into the advanced forms needed for high-tech applications.
Employment and wealth generation in these high-tech industries far exceed those of the two
fundamental activities on which we all depend for our basic survival, namely agriculture and
mining. However, the growing footprint of both and the hunger for more energy are taking an everincreasing toll on our longer-term sustainability. Nevertheless, there is a glimmer of light at the end
of the tunnel.
Environmental factors have become a much greater threat than we imagined when we started to
burn coal to produce steam for power generation, and new products such as asbestos were first
being mined and used in the construction and housing sectors when the concept of a life-cycle
assessment hardly existed. We certainly appear not to have learnt all the lessons that we should
have at the time. Failure to carry out life-cycle assessment studies of any value on these and many
of the rapidly growing industries and widely used products, such as plastics, has led to them
becoming increasingly maligned, and we need to find solutions to these problems and those in other
related industries.
Another consideration is that while one can understand the medium-term benefits of mining
and exporting tens of millions of tons of coal while the opportunity lasts, the reality is that coal is
ultimately far too valuable to merely burn. The global and regional resources of carbon provided by
coal are insufficient to supply the longer-term requirements for smelting iron, chrome, manganese,
nickel and the production of many other metals. Most, if not all, of these metals can (and to some
extent are) being recycled, but this must be increased.
On the positive side the huge strides being made in the generation, storage, and application of
renewable energy are having an increasing impact on non-renewable resources, but much progress
still has to be made in this area. As we approach the year 2020 we often hear of 2030 as the next
big milestone, and when one considers how fast the past 20 years have flown by this should be a
wake-up call as to what we need to do in such a short time.
The expected growth to between 55 and 60 Mt/a in stainless steel by 2030 could result in the
demand for chromium and nickel units increasing by almost 2 Mt/a and 1 Mt/a respectively, hence
South Africa’s significant interest in the former, while the increasing demand for nickel, for batteries
as well as traditional applications like stainless steel, implies new opportunities for nickel projects.
The SAIMM, as part of its vital role in serving the mining, metallurgical, and related industries,
continues to act as a prominent vehicle for information exchange between the many professional
participants that contribute ever-increasing value to the industry. The SAIMM can and will no doubt
play an increasingly important role in supporting the debate on resolving the challenges outlined
above and how best to address these needs through its members and their colleagues both locally
and internationally via its events and publications.
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Local is lekker: building a global mining
supplychain from South Africa
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h my goodness, it’s nearly Christmas! How the time flies when you are enjoying yourself. It’s year
end and time to reflect, as well as to look forward to the New Year.
2018 has been a tumultuous year for the mining industry in South Africa, what with the
appointment of a new President of South Africa, a new Minister of Mineral Resources, and a Mining
Charter that we can work with as an industry.
Within the Charter is the key aspect of local procurement of capital goods, consumables, and
services by and for the industry. This focus is aimed at stimulating the mining goods and services
supply chain with the purpose of creating employment and export opportunities, with special
emphasis on historically disadvantaged South Africans and communities, BEE credentials of
suppliers, youth, and women in mining.
Through our revised strategy, which I referred to in my last President’s Corner, the Institute already has focused
attention on the youth, through our Young Professionals Council, which places special emphasis on developing young
entrepreneurs and supporting them to set up SMMEs in the mining supply chain.
Additionally, the Institute, under the guidance of our Immediate Past President, has initiated the Committee on Diversity
and Inclusion in the Minerals Industry, which, in her words, has a ’focus on providing a platform, through SAIMM activities,
to raise awareness on issues of diversity (gender, ethnicity, religion and other diversifying factors) and inclusion in the
workplace for professionals in the minerals sector. Partnering with other like-minded groups such as Women in Mining
South Africa (WiMSA) on occasion to deliver initiatives and activities to members is also envisioned’.
In addition to these initiatives, the Institute pledges its support for the development of the local supply chain, in line with
the Charter requirements.
Following on from the Mining Phakisa in 2015, an initiative was created through the Department of Trade and Industry
to establish a local mining capital goods Cluster Development Programme, to support the development of local manufacturing
of mining capital goods, create employment in the manufacturing sector, and to grow export potential. This resulted in the
formation of MEMSA, the Mining Equipment Manufacturing Cluster, which has as its Vision to ’position SA mining capital
goods, components & product manufacturers as a cost competitive, innovative and transformative industrial cluster which is
the preferred supplier to the local, regional and global markets. Clusters are all about activating the benefits of cooperation
alongside healthy competition.’
MEMSA is a manufacturing industry cluster organization. It operates nationally and has members across South Africa.
Membership has increased from an initial 13 to 28 and IS still growing, with membership now including suppliers of
consumables and services to the industry.
The formation of MEMSA and its marketing to industry have shown that the South African mining equipment fraternity
has the capacity and capability to supply the mining industry with products that are globally competitive, both in terms of
technological advancement and cost-effectiveness, facts that are often overlooked by mining industry customers.
The Department of Trade and Industry, as well as the Industrial Development Corporation, have a vision of doubling the
turnover of South African mining equipment manufacturing, a target which MEMSA members say is easily achievable.
While the initial focus was on the manufacturing of mining capital goods, attention has now also turned to the supply
chain of consumables to the industry, as well as to the capital goods manufacturers, in terms of local supply of components
through emerging OEMs and SMMEs.
As far as international suppliers of capital goods are concerned, these range from 100% importers of capital goods to
local assembly, through to local manufacture and/or local supply chain procurement. Obviously, within the objectives of the
Charter, these international companies are encouraged to step up their local manufacturing capabilities, either through
specific product lines or through localized supply chain development. The latter creates opportunities for local
industrialization, either in the economic hubs of South Africa or within local communities, thereby creating sustainable job
opportunities and promoting skills upliftment.
The Institute is proud to have invited MEMSA to be an observer-status member of Council, so that we can support local
industrialization, MEMSA, and the realization of the Charter objectives and targets. As an initial engagement, the Institute is
working with MEMSA and its mineral processing equipment manufacturing equivalent (SAMPEC) on an event in February
2019 which will unpack the implications of the Charter requirements, from a government, supplier, and industry perspective.
This is especially to identify the challenges of set-up costs and switching costs over the five-year period in which the Charter
requires these targets to be met, on a phased schedule.
With that look at SOME significant industry developments in 2018, and a glimpse of how the Institute will participate in
this important area in 2019, it leaves me to wish all of our members and their families, as well as our wonderful staff, a
blessed and peaceful Christmas, a belated happy Diwali, a happy Chinese New Year, and shared blessings for all our diverse
cultures and religions, and a prosperous, safe, healthy, and unified New Year for our wonderful South Africa and all its
people.

A.S. Macfarlane
President, SAIMM
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Application of the event chain project
management methodology to a mining
stope
by P. Nelwamondo* and J.H.C. Pretorius*

Although South Africa possesses more than 80% of the world’s platinum
reserves, its reputation for reliability in supplying platinum to global
markets is under threat. This is due to the 49% decrease in output per
worker (1999–2014), while the domestic costs have risen by more than
10% annually for the past 5 years. In addition, the continued decline in the
commodity price by 38.3% (2012–2016) has resulted in a significant
portion of the sector producing at a loss in 2015. The Chamber of Mines
(now the Minerals Council of South Africa) has suggested that solutions to
improve productivity and reduce cost pressures are required. This research
aims to provide operational excellence through the application of event
chain project management (ECPM) to improve productivity and reduce
operational costs. A case study was used to carry out research in platinum
mines, with data collected using a motion-time study to measure the
current efficiency of operations in each mining stope through actual
activity durations. The results indicate that through the application of the
event chain project management methodology, risks affecting the mining
stope schedule can be managed, the efficiency of operations was improved
by reducing the time spent on each activity, productivity was increased by
shortening the project duration, and operational costs were reduced in the
process.
527-0#
event chain project management methodology, productivity, mining stope,
risks, uncertainty.
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South Africa’s total mining industry
production was 4.9% lower in 2016 than in
2015; it decreased by 1.9% year-on-year in
December 2016, with the main contributor to
this negative trend being the platinum group
metals (PGMs) with a drop of 15.1% and
contributing -3.8% percentage points
(Statistics South Africa, 2016). Although
South Africa possesses more than 80% of the
world’s platinum reserves, the 8% drop in
production output since 2008 has put the
platinum mining industry under the threat of
being seen as an unreliable supplier to global
markets. This decline in production is caused
by the 49% decrease in output per worker
between 1999 and 2014. In addition, the
continued decline in the commodity price by
38.3% from 2012 to 2016 and an increase in
operational costs during the same period
resulted in a significant portion of the sector
producing at a loss in 2015. A turnaround
strategy is required to overcome these
challenges. The Chamber of Mines has
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The study area is an underground mining
stope where PGM-bearing ore is extracted
using conventional drilling and blasting
methods. The PGMs in the Bushveld Complex
are found in three distinct reefs – the
Merensky, UG2, and Platreef, which are
shallow-dipping at about 9º, 25º, and 10º
respectively. These orebodies are regarded as
narrow tabular reefs due to their low
thickness, which is usually less than 1 m. The
preferred method of extraction is conventional
mining (Musingwini et al., 2009). A
conventional underground mining stope is an
excavation made for extracting the ore, and as
a project it has sequential daily activities
linked together to achieve a blast. The
activities in a mining stope are characterized
by deadlines, start and finish times, and
resources are required in order to achieve the
daily objective. In most projects, the daily
activities are usually unrecognized due to their
small size, repetitiveness, and continuity
(Mokoena et al., 2013). Although the
conventional mining method may be the most
prevalent in narrow tabular orebodies, it does
have its own set of challenges, including low
productivity. Productivity is the effectiveness
of the input effort as measured in terms of the
rate of output; and is a measure of the extent
to which a certain output is obtained from a
given input. However, in operations it is highly
affected by operational deficiencies, regarded
as internal factors.

* University of Johannesburg, South Africa.
© The Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy, 2018. ISSN 2225-6253. Paper received
Jul. 2017; revised paper received Apr. 2018.
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suggested, among others, the need for
solutions to improve productivity and reduce
cost pressures. The implementation of these
solutions will ensure that the PGM industry
thrives and reaches its potential of growing
production to more than 322 t by 2020
(Baxter, 2016).

Application of the event chain project management methodology to a mining stope
One of the powerful tools used to increase operational
productivity is work study, which entails a systematic
examination of the methods used to carry out activities in
order to improve the effective use of resources and to set up
standards of performance for the activities. Work study aims
to examine the way in which an activity is carried out; it
simplifies and modifies the operational method so that a
standard time for performing that activity is set. It embraces
techniques such as method study and work measurement.
Method study is the systematic recording and critical
examination of ways of doing things in order to make
improvements; and work measurement is the application of
techniques designed to establish the time for a qualified
worker to carry out a task at a defined rate of working. When
these techniques are applied to study the work in an
operation, productivity will increase. Work study helps to
achieve a smooth production flow with minimum
interruptions, and reduce the cost of operation by eliminating
wastage of time and resources (Kanawaty, 1992). However,
work study as an operational management tool cannot deal
with risks and uncertainties in mining operations. The
mining industry requires a tool that will buffer against the
uncertainties inherent in the business due to its operational
nature.

characterized by the absence of any information related to a
desired outcome (William, 2004). Koleczko (2012) suggests
that management of risks and uncertainties is the
fundamental principle of project management’s role.
Furthermore, Virine and Trumper (2017) insist that project
management is the art of analysing and managing risks;
without risks there is little need for project management.
Project management is extremely flexible and can be adapted
to any project; its strength focused on adaptation to
difference project needs, including risky projects (Malczyk,
2011). Strauss (2016) contemplated that the application of
project management principles within the operational
environment (’operational project management’) could
contribute significantly to the sustainability and
competitiveness of a platinum mine. In addition, the
suggestion by Moorosi (2010), that project management best
practices can be used to contain costs and increase
production in a gold mine, gives effect to the use of project
management as a tool to improve productivity in all mines
due to the similar characteristics. According to Munns
(1996), project management is more efficient than traditional
functional management methods, especially in complex
environments.

3/20*/,02402$327
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Operations in a mining stope are characterized by internal
risks due to their nature. Internal risks are all the occurrences
that a project team can control or influence. They take the
form of time, cost, scope changes, inexperienced people,
staffing, materials, and equipment. Time as a risk in a mining
stope project originates from the finite shift duration allocated
for the completion of all activities required to achieve a blast.
Any change in project scope constitutes a risk because of the
limited time available for project completion. Team members’
availability increases the chances of project success; however,
absenteeism, annual leave, and lack of the skill or experience
required to execute the activity are common risks associated
with members in project teams. The availability of resources
and equipment required to carry out project activities is a
common risk in a stope. These risks have potential to affect
the planned project duration, leading to delays in activities
and ultimately in the project. According to Razaque et al.
(2012), there is a relationship between existing risks residing
in the project and related activity time. Therefore, the
significant way to manage risks in a project is to understand
their effects on the project schedule, in order to estimate a
reliable project schedule (Razaque et al., 2012). Patrick and
Warchalowski (2013) further state that every organization
can achieve competitive advantage by completing projects
sooner. This competitive advantage comes through fast
realization of project benefits, and the fast delivery of projects
with the same resources lowers the overall costs per project.
Phillis and Gumede (2009) suggested that a stope could
equate to a micro-project due to its concurrent activities that
require precise execution with limited resources within a
finite shift duration. A stope falls within the field of project
management due to the inherent risks and uncertainties,
which increases the risk of project failure. These risks are
discrete occurrences that may affect the project in an adverse
way, and uncertainties are uncommon states of nature
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A case study (Phillis and Gumede, 2009) was conducted
previously of the application of a project management
methodology, the critical chain project management (CCPM)
methodology, in a platinum mine. The CCPM is aimed at
planning; executing, and managing projects and emphasizes
the availability of resources (people, equipment, physical
space) required to execute project tasks. Goldratt (2007)
developed CCPM in response to many projects being dogged
by poor performance manifesting in longer than expected
durations, frequently missed deadlines, increased costs in
excess of budget, and substantially less deliverables than
originally promised. The steps that led to the selection of this
methodology for application in a mining stope were not
defined in the case study; however, there was visible
improvement in productivity following the application (Phillis
and Gumede, 2009). The successful application of CCPM at
the platinum mine was, however, short-lived. A mine official
stated in an interview that ‘the application was stopped as
the methodology had challenges’. A literature review on the
CCPM revealed that the application of the methodology leads
to organizational change, including the way workers fulfil
their work. A study done by Verhoef (2014) for general
projects on ‘what causes project workers to resist working
according to the principle of critical chain project
management’ confirmed that there is clear resistance from
workers to fully adapt to the methodology. Furthermore,
workers find it hard to disassociate from traditional principles
and, to some extent, they appear to easily fall back to old
patterns. Resistance to change is a natural and normal
human response. The study further states that, the
implementation of the methodology often goes reasonably
well; however, there are worries concerning long-term
sustainability, and currently there is no literature that shows
evidence of long-term sustained success of the methodology.
In a traditional industry like mining, there is limited
flexibility to accommodate drastic changes in operational
          

Application of the event chain project management methodology to a mining stope
activities such as those brought about by the CCPM.
Consideration of available methodologies led to the selection
of ECPM based on its capability to deal with risks and
uncertainties, and its flexibility to serve complex projects

"$2./4)*3.40-2)/4*.*+22./42/---+
ECPM is an uncertainty modelling technique that schedules
network analysis for project management. It focuses on the
identification and management of events that may affect
projects, as it stems from a notion that all projects entail
multiple risks. These risks are termed ‘events’ in the
application of this methodology. These events are difficult to
identify and analyse, which often leads to inaccurate
scheduling. ECPM is the next advanced methodology beyond
the critical path method and critical chain project
management (Jat, 2016). This was confirmed by Pranam
(2014), who compared ECPM with the critical path method in
a study of the construction industry. ECPM was found to
have a schedule performance index 10.95% better than the
critical path. Furthermore, it was found to be more effective
as it provides a structured approach to identifying risks and
to estimating a schedule that consider these risks. The
methodology mitigates against negative impacts of
motivational and cognitive biases that lead to ’best scenario’
planning, which is often not achievable and results in
inaccurate planning. It focuses on events rather than
continuous process problems, as events can be ameliorated
before they affect the project to a significant extent.
Furthermore, ECPM insists that understanding of the
relationship between the project and the events will influence
actions to protect the project against such events. These
actions involve the application of ECPM principles. These are:
1. The moment of event and excitation
2. The event chain
3. The event diagram
4. Risk analysis
5. Risk quantification
6. Performance measurement.
(Virine and Trumper, 2011).

0- 24#/*/22./
The platinum mine where the study was conducted has
reduced its estimated production outlook for 2017 to 710 000
platinum ounces from the initial plan of 750 000 ounces.
This will affect the production guidance of 830 000 ounces
building up to 2020. The reduction was due to a 35%
deterioration in productivity from an average face advance of
17 m per month in 2009 to 11 m per month in 2016, which is
15% less than the current targeted average face advance per
month of 13 m. There are many external factors which
contribute to this deterioration in production, including
frequent issuing of Section 54 stoppages, underground fires,
and fall of ground incidents. However, the company seeks to
improve efficiency through operational excellence strategies
that will improve productivity regardless of external factors.

 Manage internal risks in a mining stope affecting the
mining stope schedule
 Improve the efficiency of operations by reducing the
time spent on each activity
 Improve productivity by reducing the duration of the
project
 Reduce operational costs
 Be a pilot for all other platinum mines with similar
conditions.

82#2*0)42/---+
This case study research was carried out using the following
methods:
 Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used in
data collection and analysis, through complementary
triangulation.
 The data was collected at a platinum mine consisting of
a complex with 13 shafts; five mining stopes were
selected from four shafts – no. 1, 10, 12, and 14.
 The collection methods used were observations through
a motion-time study, and questions directed at team
members to add explanation to the observations.
 The observations were carried out using a stopwatch to
measure the amount of time spent in completing each
activity. Start and finish durations were recorded for
each process involved in a mining cycle.
 The observers were mining engineering graduates; they
proceeded underground at the beginning of each shift
and exited with the miner of the panel. This was done
continuously for 12 shifts, and all times were recorded
on a checklist, together with any source of delays and
disruptions.

82#,/#4*.4*.*#3#
The project has a planned schedule of 8 hours and 30
minutes (08:30:00), termed ‘best practice’. Figure 1 –
Planned vs actual durations, which include all the activities
involved to achieve the objective in the five stopes studied,
with the best practice. There are obvious discrepancies
between the planned schedule and the actual project schedule
for the five stopes, with only one panel achieving an actual
project duration close to that planned. This is attributed to
fewer events experienced at that working place. The
remaining four panels took on average of 32% more time
than planned. These results indicate failure of the project to
complete on the planned schedule. The factors contributing to
this state of affairs were investigated further earch. The event
chain methodology was used to identify and manage events
affecting the project schedule.
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This research aims to instil operational excellence by
improving efficiency in a mining stope, through the
application of the ECPM methodology, which will:

The first principle of ECPM is derived from the field of
quantum mechanics; it explains the behaviour of matter in
response to a force applied. In a project, when a force in a
form of an event acts on an activity, the activity responds by
changing its form from the ground state to the excited state.
The ground state is the original or planned state of the
activity, while the excited state is the new state. The results
presented in the Appendix (Figures 9–13) indicate the best
practise (blue bars), which represents the planned durations
in a ground state, while the red bars represents the actual
duration of each activity in an excited state.

Application of the event chain project management methodology to a mining stope

&3+,0241% *..24 *)/,*4,0*/3-.#
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The activities ‘travelling in’ and ‘travelling out’ span from
the time spent waiting for the cage until arrival at the
destination. The durations recorded for all working places
ranges from 00:30:00 to 00:57:00 (hours: minutes: seconds),
which is higher than the 00:30:00 stipulated by the planned
schedule. This indicates delays in the arrival of the cage, and
slow walking to the waiting place.
The activity ‘entry examination’, which commences from
the waiting place to the panel; indicates a range of 00:41:00
to 01:51:00, this is lower that the planned 01:30:00,
however, there are pertinent questions to be asked about the
panels that spend only 00:26:00 and 00:41:00 on this
activity. These results indicate non-adherence to the
procedure for carrying out this activity; some of the steps are
being skipped in order to have more time for production
activities.
The activity ‘temporary support and face preparation’
ranges from 00:25:00 to 01:18:00, while the planned
duration is 02:30:00. This is a serious concern, since all
panels managed to complete this activity in just 51% or less
of the stipulated time. These results again indicate that the
procedure for carrying out this activity is not followed
properly.
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The activity ‘drilling’ for all working places range from
03:15:00 to 05:17:00, which is higher than the planned
03:00:00. The minimum recorded time of 03:15:00 is
acceptable, but the highest time of 05:17:00 indicates a
problem that is affecting all working places
The activity ‘explosives’ is a combination of charging and
connecting up. The duration ranges from 01:25:00 to
03:25:00, while the planned time is 01:30:00. The minimum
recorded time of 01:25:00 is acceptable, but the highest
recorded time of 03:25:00 indicates delays.

   
The second principle of ECPM is concerned with the
occurrence of any event within a project which has potential
to trigger further events, forming an event chain. The events
identified are indicated in Figure 2: absenteeism, low
compressed air, and half-level meeting; the ‘low compressed
air’ being attributed to the common technology of pneumatic
drills powered by compressed air.
The half-level meeting, safety meeting, conflict
resolution, and intentional go-slows represent differences
within a team and the time that the team spent trying to
settle them. Conflicts are a common phenomenon when
humans are working together to achieve a goal; the meetings
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are platforms to resolve these conflict. Chairlift breakdown
and DDT breakdown events are seen to affect only two
specific working places; this is because only one working
place uses chairlifts for travelling, and only one working
place uses the DDT for the installation of roofbolts. The ‘late
blast’ and ‘far material store’ also affect only one particular
working place each. These events have resulted in activity
delays, and ultimately project delays. This has resulted in
discrepancies between the planned project schedule and the
actual durations.

     
The third principle illustrates the complex relationships
between the events and the project, in a diagrammatic form
for all stakeholders to see. Due to the complexity of the
relationships between the events, the event chain diagram
uses the familiar structure of a Gantt chart to visualize the
relationships between project events. Figure 3 indicates the
relationships between all the events identified and all the
activities within the project. These events resulted in

deviations from the planned schedule of 08:30:00 to the
actual duration of 12:30:00.

    
The fourth principle of ECPM is concerned with event
analysis, which enables the identification of the critical
events. Critical events are events with potential to cause
project failure; their identification will ensure that an
appropriate response plan is implemented. Through the
process of analysis the probability and severity of each event
is determined and understood, which enables the ranking of
each event.



    

After events are identified, their probability of occurrence
should be determined; their ranking of importance regarding
potential damage follows this (Munier, 2014). The
probability of occurrence is determined using the recorded
frequency of occurrence from Equation [1]. The results are
shown in Figure 4.
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[1]

   
An event, by its very nature, has a negative impact on the
project more often than not. However, the magnitude of the
impact varies in terms of project duration, cost, or some other
critical factor. The severity of impact is determined using a
scale of 1–10, 1 being assigned to little impact and 10
indicating a catastrophic impact using (Anon, n.d.). The
results are shown in Figure 5.

  
Events ranking is a qualitative evaluation used to acquire
information about the threat and its performance; often, an
event matrix is used (Munier, 2014). However, in this case a
ranking formula was used (Equation [2]. Figure 6 shows the
ranking of each event based on probability of occurrence and
the severity of the impact on the project. Absenteeism,
ranked 62%, is considered the most critical event with the
highest potential to cause project failure. DDT breakdown
ranked at 48%; making it the second-highest ranked event; it
affects drilling and ultimately contributes to project delay.
DDT breakdown is followed by low compressed air at 44%,
which causes delays in drilling and triggers other events
such as a late blast or project failure.

[2]
Once the events have been ranked, a comprehensive
mitigation plan can be employed to lower the impact. In this
case, absenteeism was identified as the most critical event.
Absenteeism refers to the unscheduled absence of employees
from the workplace. Since it is unscheduled, precautionary
measures cannot be implemented. Absenteeism has potential
to hurt the business, due to the drop in production coupled
with constant or increasing costs. Absentee employees are a
financial burden to the business and a workload burden to
other employees. This event forces the team to adjust and
stretch their strengths in order to cover the gap; this can
have severe consequences for both safety and production
(Folger, 2016). According to Gouws (2015), there is a
positive relationship between absenteeism and physical
workplace conditions; therefore, improved working
conditions will discourage absenteeism.
Compressed air is a source of power for the pneumatic
drilling machinery. Its efficiency is the lowest compared to
other power sources like electricity and hydropower, and the
power available decreases with increasing distance due to
leakages. However, its versatility has resulted in it being
used to power a variety of pneumatic equipment, with the
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result that the supply needs to be shared. According to
Hassan et al. (2011), the use of compressed air can be
optimized if mines adopt appropriate control philosophies,
such as the setting of compressor pressure such that it is
allowed to cut back. Drilling is the main activity that utilizes
compressed air, therefore during the drilling activity the
guide vanes should be fully opened so that the compressors
run at full capacity to cover the demand, and they should be
closed when drilling ends. Furthermore, a mine with only one
compressor must increase the number of compressors when
faced with ‘low compressed air’ challenges.
The breakdowns experienced with DDT machinery and
the chairlifts are a failure to function properly or an
occurrence in which a machine stops working. According to
Kumar and Rudramurthy (2013), breakdowns can be
prevented by a good maintenance system, which increases
machine availability and productivity; and moreover deals
with the root causes of breakdowns

    
The fifth principle deals with the quantification of the events.
Event quantification is the process of evaluating the critical
events and developing data that will be needed for decisionmaking about these events. Furthermore, it measures the
cumulative impact of the critical events on the project
schedule. Quantification is a quantitative assessment of the
value of the events and their effect on the project output. An
event may affect a single activity or more than one activity,
therefore their effect on the project requires understanding.
This will assist in revealing the economic loss or time lost
due to the occurrence of critical events; however, this
research considers only the impact on the project duration,
hence termed ‘duration cumulative’ (Dcum) (see Equation [3].
[3]

delays are visible when compared to the planned activity
durations; however, correlation between each activity’s
duration and the project duration must be performed so that
the event’s effect on activities and the whole project is
estimated. The correlations were performed using a
Spearman's rank-order correlation, represented by k in
Equation [3], which is the nonparametric version of the
Pearson product-moment correlation; it measures the
strength and direction of association between two ranked
variables (Laerd Statistics, 2013), in this case the duration of
each activity correlated with the project duration. The
planned duration for each activity is represented by Di, and
the actual duration which is affected by an event is
represented by Di’.
The results from the cumulated durations, presented in
Figure 7, indicate that the critical events resulted in
cumulated durations for several activities. Drilling and
explosives activities suffered major delays, as seen from the
high percentage of cumulated durations.
The results presented in Figure 8 indicate that through
the application of ECPM, the time wasted by the events can
be recovered through a comprehensive mitigation plan.
According to the results, in panel 22 C 93 3N 03:28:00 can be
recovered, in panel 12 C 77 10N 02:45:00 can be recovered,
in panel 15 C 24 6N 01:48:00 can be recovered, and in panel
17 107 5N 01:50:00 can be recovered.

   
The sixth principle is a critical principle of ECPM, which deals
with monitoring of project activities using updated
information to perform a new analysis, which can be used to
recalculate the probability of events occurring, and the actual
impact, and a new project schedule can be generated. In
addition, this principle puts more emphasis on ensuring that
a comprehensive mitigation plan is employed and is
strengthened regularly.

-.),#3-.4*.402)-2.*/3-.#
In order to determine the cumulated duration due to the
events, a sum of all affected activities in a project is
considered, as the cumulated duration results from impacts of
all affected activities. The effects on activities in a form of

This research has demonstrated that ECPM can be used as a
tool to improve productivity in a mining stope. The
methodology is capable of dealing with internal risks
affecting the planned mining stope schedule; it improved the
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efficiency of operations by reducing the time spent on each
activity. Furthermore, it improved productivity by reducing
the project duration.
The presence of risks within an activity reduces the
efficiency of carrying out the activity, because of the time
wasted in dealing with risks. Elimination of the risks will
allow effective use of the allocated time; thus the efficient use
of the project duration. However, the improvement in
efficiency in this project is limited to project duration, and is
not linked to the quality of the product; that constitutes a
limitation for this research. Further research should be
conducted to test the methodology’s ability to improve on the
quality of the product or service rendered at a specific
duration.
As stated by the triple constraints theory, there are three
restrictions in a project. These are scope, time, and costs, and
they are interdependent. These three factors are related in a
defined and predictable way, because the cost is a function of
scope and time; if one changes, then another must change
(Baratta, 2006). Therefore, when the project time is reduced,
then the costs will decrease.
This research demonstrated the use of project
management to break the boundaries created by traditional
ways of management; ways that lead professionals to believe
that projects and operations run parallel and never link. It
research has confirmed that operations can be improved
using project management (Joslin and Muller, 2016)

82'202.)2#
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Explicit representation of rock
reinforcement in 3D DEM models for
foliated ground
by E. Karampinos*, J. Hadjigeorgiou*, and M. Pierce†

One of the main challenges in the numerical modelling of ground support
in underground excavations is to reproduce the performance of the
sequential installation of the reinforcement while capturing the rock mass
behaviour of an advancing face in 3D. The 3D modelling approaches used
to simulate the progressive advance of excavations are mostly continuum
and often cannot reproduce the rock mass failure mechanisms. The 3D
discrete element method (DEM) can better reproduce structurally
controlled rock mass failure mechanisms and can explicitly represent the
reinforcement elements. This paper builds on previous work that
reproduced the structurally controlled squeezing conditions in an
underground hard-rock mine using 3D DEM and the in situ behaviour of
reinforcement under pull conditions. It addresses important issues on the
way reinforcement is explicitly introduced in discrete element models. A
pseudo-3D model is employed to overcome the computational restrictions
and time limitations of a 3D modelling approach. The work focuses on the
scaling of the material properties of the ground support elements when the
thickness of the model is not equal to the out-of-plane spacing of
reinforcement. It demonstrates the scaling methodology based on the type
of the modelled reinforcement elements used and investigates the
significance of this approach. The advantages and disadvantages of this
approach with respect to 2D and 3D methods are discussed. The results are
compared with field data and previous modelling work done at the mine.
>$:<65
rock reinforcement, discrete element method, squeezing ground.

8;<:604;9:8
Numerical models can provide significant
insight into the anticipated behaviour of
underground excavations. The modelling of
ground support, however, is not a trivial
exercise. An effective representation of ground
support in underground excavations should
capture the behaviour of both the rock mass
and the support elements. When numerical
models are used for design purposes, the
complexity of the problem requires significant
time and expertise (Sweby, Dight, and Potvin,
2016).
At a laboratory scale, numerical models
have successfully reproduced the results of
laboratory tests on rockbolts by explicit
modelling of the bolt, the borehole, and the
grout. Chen and Li (2015) used a continuum
FLAC3D (Itasca Consulting Group Inc., 2012)
model to simulate the mechanical behaviour of
D-bolts as observed experimentally. Grasselli
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(2005) used a 3D finite element code to model
the behaviour of fully grouted rods and
expandable bolts under shear.
At a larger scale, 2D models are most
commonly used to capture the behaviour of
ground support around excavations. The most
severe limitation of these models is the
difficulty in taking into account the sequencing
of the excavation and the support installation
during excavation (Lorig and Varona, 2013).
Three-dimensional models can simulate
explicitly the progressive advance of
excavations. These models are mostly
continuum (Vlachopoulos et al., 2013; Vakili
et al., 2013; Perman et al., 2007; Beck,
Kassbohm, and Putzar, 2010).
This paper builds on previous modelling
work using the 3D discrete element method
(DEM) to analyse structurally controlled
deformations and investigates different ways
to represent reinforcement. The previous work
demonstrated that 3D DEM models can
successfully capture the buckling and
squeezing mechanisms observed in
underground hard rock mines (Karampinos et
al., 2015). The method allows for a more
refined consideration of the role of fractures
within the rock mass, including rotation of
separate blocks, opening of fractures, and
detachment of blocks from their initial
position. The interaction of the separate blocks
with the reinforcement is also modelled
explicitly.
The representation of reinforcement in
numerical models depends on whether the
tunnel is modelled in 3D, pseudo-3D (a slice of
finite thickness) or 2D. 3D models can
simulate explicitly the timing of support
installation relative to the incremental
advanceme of the face, which is important to
capture in cases where the support is installed
close to the face. Computational restrictions

Explicit representation of rock reinforcement in 3D DEM models for foliated ground
and time limitations often do not allow for 3D modelling, and
so techniques have been developed to account for the impact
of tunnel advance in both pseudo-3D and 2D modelling
approaches, such as the pressure reduction or face destressing methods (Vlachopoulos and Diederichs, 2014).
Previous work presented by Karampinos, Hadjigeorgiou, and
Turcotte (2016) used the pressure reduction method in 3DEC
to capture the impact of tunnel advance on the effectiveness
of reinforcement in managing structurally controlled
deformations at the LaRonde mine.
While a pseudo-3D model offers the advantage of
providing some insight into the variability in deformation
control that the reinforcement provides in the out-of-plane
direction, scaling of the ground support element properties
(and emergent forces) is generally still required, unless the
thickness of the model is set equal to the out-of-plane
spacing of the ground support. Such scaling must always be
used in 2D models, where the effect of ground support must
be averaged over the actual spacing between elements in the
out-of-plane direction (see, e.g. Donovan, Pariseau, and
Cepak, 1984; Itasca Consulting Group Inc., 2014). The choice
between 2D, pseudo-3D, and 3D models is dictated by
problem geometry, computational restrictions, etc.
This paper addresses important issues on the way
reinforcement is explicitly introduced in distinct element
models. It focuses on a case where a pseudo-3D model of
fixed thickness (not equal to the out-of-plane spacing of
reinforcement) was employed. This necessitated scaling the
properties of the reinforcement elements according to the
modelled, versus true, spacing. The work illustrates the
methodology of scaling the mechanical properties based on
the type of the reinforcement elements used, with particular
focus on the performance of rebars, friction rock stabilizers,
and hybrid bolts. The advantages and disadvantages of this
pseudo-3D approach (as opposed to purely 2D or 3D) are
discussed and the results are compared with field data and
previous modelling done at the LaRonde mine.

=2;0<98.;->2><1:<3=84>:1<>981:<4>3>8;98  
2077:0;;>5;5
The mechanical behaviour of reinforcement elements can be
modelled in a 3D DEM, such as 3DEC, using structural
elements. Global reinforcement elements can be used
successfully to simulate the performance of the different bolts
used at LaRonde (Karampinos, Hadjigeorgiou, and Turcotte,
2016). These elements are assumed to be divided into a

number of segments. Nodal points are located at the end of
each segment. They can simulate the resistance to pull-out
that results from the combined effect of shear forces
developing at the interface between the reinforcement and the
rock or the grout and the axial stiffness of the steel itself. The
first part is accounted for by a spring-slider system at each of
the nodal points. A maximum limit can be assigned to the
shear force developed per unit length of element. A spring is
also located between the nodal points to simulate the axial
behaviour of the steel. An axial stiffness, a tensile strength,
and a strain limit can be assigned to the element (Itasca
Consulting Group Inc, 2013).
Karampinos, Hadjigeorgiou, and Turcotte (2016)
calibrated material properties, simulating the performance of
the reinforcement elements used at LaRonde based on in situ
pull-out tests. The calibrated material properties for the
rebars, friction rock stabilizers (FRSs) and hybrid bolts used
at the LaRonde mine are shown in Table I. An elastic-plastic
material behaviour was assigned to the spring-slider system
that represented the bonding between the blocks and the
structural elements at the nodal points. The elastic behaviour
of this system was controlled by the bond stiffness assigned
to the elements. The cohesive strength of the bond applied a
limit to the shear force developed per unit length of element.
The elastic behaviour of the steel, represented by a spring
between the nodes, was controlled by the Young’s modulus
assigned to the elements. A tensile yield strength and a strain
limit were assigned to the spring to represent the yielding of
the steel and bolt rupture respectively.
A hybrid bolt is a rebar installed inside a FRS. This setup can be easily installed in fractured ground and results in
an increased loading capacity compared to a FRS without
rebar, Turcotte (2010). The performance of the hybrid bolt
under axial load using the global reinforcement elements is
shown in Figure 1 as an example. The graphs show that
when the peak axial load is reached, the bolt starts to slide.
After that point, the bolt continues to slide under a constant
load while the tensile capacity of the element is not exceeded.
The FRS stabilizer has a similar mechanical behaviour with
low loading capacity.
A different behaviour was assigned to the elements
representing the rebars. It was assumed that the nodal points
could not slide, while the elements between the nodes could
stretch. When the bolt reaches its axial capacity, plastic
deformation occurs and the bolt ruptures when the strain
limit is reached (Karampinos, Hadjigeorgiou, and Turcotte,
2016).

Table I
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Length (m)
Area (m2)
Young's modulus (Pa)
Tensile yield strength (N)
Strain limit
Bond stiffness (N/m/m)
Cohesive strength of bond (N/m)
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The buckling mechanism at LaRonde has been described by
several authors (Potvin and Hadjigeorgiou, 2008; MercierLangevin and Wilson, 2013; Karampinos et al., 2015). Figure
2 shows a schematic representation of the mechanism and a
typical squeezing example at 2550 m depth. In thinly foliated
ground, the stress redistribution around the excavation
results in axial loading of the rock slabs. This causes
contraction along the foliation and dilation orthogonal to the
foliation planes. The dilation decreases the critical buckling
load. As buckling occurs in the walls the process propagates
deeper into the rock mass. The direction of squeezing is
normal to the foliation planes.

%9.0<> 4->3=;94<>2<>5>8;=;9:8:1;->/04798.1=970<>3>4-=8953
=86=;$294=750>> 98.>=327>=;(=&:86>398>
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Figure 3 demonstrates the recorded impact of the hybrid bolts
at the LaRonde mine. Borehole extensometers were installed
in the back and the north wall at 2690 m approximately one
week after the excavation of the examined section. The
measurements presented in Figure 3a showed that the
introduction of the hybrid bolts and straps reduced the
displacement rate, although they did not completely arrest the
deformation. The extensometers were subsequently sheared
due to excessive deformation. For practical purposes, when a
drift becomes less than 3.5 m wide, the excess and
fragmented rock is removed by ’purging’ the walls. Figure 3b
shows the significant reduction of the purging distance after
the introduction of the hybrid bolt and straps as a secondary
support strategy. This distance was defined as the length of
the drift sections requiring purging of the walls in a direction
parallel to the direction of mining (Karampinos,
Hadjigeorgiou, and Turcotte, 2016).

327>3>8;=;9:8:1.7:/=7<>981:<4>3>8;>7>3>8;598
3:6>77>650>> 98.4:869;9:85
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The construction of a true 3D numerical model using the

DEM was not a practical option due to computational and
time limitations. The constraints have been discussed by
Karampinos et al. (2015), who therefore decided to construct
a pseudo-3D model. The option implemented was to model a
thin slice of a drift. The constitutive models used to reproduce
the squeezing mechanism have been described by
Karampinos et al. (2015). The progressive reduction of the
forces acting at the boundaries of the excavation in the model
captured the deformation changes resulting from tunnel
advance as observed in the field.
The pressure reduction method was used to introduce the
calibrated global reinforcement elements at different
deformation stages following the same sequence used at
LaRonde. The forces acting at the boundaries of the
excavation were progressively reduced by a reduction factor
(r) through a series of modelling steps. This method provides
a longitudinal displacement profile (LDP) indicating the
progressive displacement for each wall and allows modelling
of the sequential installation of reinforcement at different
deformation stages. The face of the excavation is considered
to be ahead of the modelled section when the reduction factor
is equal to unity. As r reduces, the face approaches the
modelled section and overpasses it. At the final modelling
stage the reduction factor is equal to zero and the face has no
effect on the modelled section. The model reached

Explicit representation of rock reinforcement in 3D DEM models for foliated ground

%9.0<> 32=4;:1;->-$/<96/:7;5<>4:<6>6=;;->(=&:86>398>*=+&>604;9:898;->6>1:<3=;9:8<=;>=1;><;->98;<:604;9:8:1-$/<96/:7;5 =86*/+
<>604;9:8:1;->20<.98.695;=84>/>7:7>>7,=1;><;->98;<:604;9:8:1;->-$/<96/:7;*=1;><=<=3298:5)=69.>:<.9:0)=860<4:;;>),+

equilibrium at the last modelling stage in all the examined
cases. The modelling steps are not directly related to actual
steps of a 3D advancing face.
Figure 4 shows the model geometry and the modelled
squeezing conditions in LaRonde prior to the introduction of
reinforcement in the model. The employed technique captured
the progressive extent of joint slip and plastic zones around
the opening as observed in several squeezing case studies
and indicated a direction of squeezing normal to the foliation
planes. The model captured the rotation and detachment of
the rock blocks and the opening of the fractures. The
direction of squeezing is normal to the foliation planes and
the extent of joint slip follows the same trend.
A series of reinforcement cases was originally examined
and has been presented by Karampinos, Hadjigeorgiou, and
Turcotte (2016). It was ascertained that the use of a hybrid
bolt as a secondary support strategy reduces the bulking of
the tunnel sidewalls and can decrease the required
rehabilitation. The representation of variability in
deformation control (by reinforcement) in the out-of-plane
direction in these cases was limited to the thickness of the
modelled slice. This work investigates the impact of using
unscaled versus scaled material properties for the
reinforcement elements at LaRonde in the pseudo-3D model.
This work focuses on two cases investigating the 3D
impact of primary and secondary reinforcement at the
LaRonde mine. The mine has recognized, based on empirical
experience, that under squeezing conditions the
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reinforcement is best installed in stages. In case A, primary
support comprising rebars in the back and FRSs in the
sidewalls was installed at r = 0.3 (stage 6). In case B, in
addition to the primary support, secondary support was
installed in the sidewalls at r = 0.15 (stage 8). Figure 5
shows the modelled displacement at the installation stage
when the reinforcement elements were added using the
calibrated material properties. The reinforcement elements
were installed in the middle of the 0.05 m thick model. A
bond strength ten times higher than that presented in Table I
was assigned to the first node of each global reinforcement
element to simulate the effect of a plate on each bolt. The
elements were not pre-tensioned.

?932=4;:1;->6954<>;>>11>4;:1<>981:<4>3>8;
The impact of linear scaling of the reinforcement material
properties was examined to account for the fact that the
pseudo-3D model thickness in this case is not equal to the
true out-of-plane spacing of the reinforcement. This approach
averages the effect of reinforcement in 3D and takes into
account the out-of-plane spacing of reinforcement (i.e. along
the tunnel axis) (Itasca Consulting Group Inc, 2014).
The impact of the reinforcement in a 0.6 m out-of-plane
spacing was examined based on the spacing used at
LaRonde. The calibrated material properties of the global
reinforcement presented in Table I were linearly scaled to
distribute the discrete effect of the bolts in the out-of-plane
direction.
          

Explicit representation of rock reinforcement in 3D DEM models for foliated ground

%9.0<>
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rebar, the parameters scaled were those controlling the axial
force of the elements and the shear stiffness. Based on the
calibration of the elements, as discussed previously, and the
modelled failure mechanism, it was assumed that the bolts
do not slide at the anchorage points in both scaled and nonscaled cases. Therefore, the cohesive strength of the bond
was not modified. The scaled material properties for the FRS,
the hybrid bolt, and the rebar are shown in Table II. These
properties were used in the reinforcement scenarios from
cases A and B.
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The material properties of the structural elements were
divided by 12 to account for a 0.6 m spacing in the 0.05 m
thick discrete element model. For the FRS and the hybrid
bolt, the parameters scaled were those controlling the axial
force and the shear force of the elements, namely the
Young’s modulus, the tensile yield strength, the bond
stiffness, and the cohesive strength of the bond. For the

Figure 6 shows the modelled displacement and the
performance of rockbolts for case A (when only primary
support was introduced to the model) using scaled and nonscaled material properties. The reduction of the displacement
in the hangingwall when non-scaled properties were used
was 4%, whereas when scaled properties were used, there
was no reduction of the displacement. The failure in rebars in
the back, when scaled properties were used, was reasonable
given the lower material properties used. The bonds of the
rebars in the back remained intact in both cases while the
bonds of the FRSs failed in both cases, resulting in sliding of
the bolts.

%9.0<> ':6>77>669527=4>3>8;=;;->985;=77=;9:85;=.>:1>=4<:4/:7;1:<4=5>5=86

Explicit representation of rock reinforcement in 3D DEM models for foliated ground
Table II

4=7>63=;><9=72<:2><;9>51:<;-><>981:<4>3>8;>7>3>8;505>698(=&:86>;:<>2<>5>8;=352=4>62=;;><8
:15;<04;0<=7>7>3>8;5
'=;><9=72<:2><;9>5
Length (m)
Area (m2)
Young's modulus (Pa)
Tensile yield strength (N)
Strain limit
Bond stiffness (N/m/m)
Cohesive strength of bond (N/m)

33%&*596>=775+

33&>/=<5*/=4+

33&>/=<5*/=4+

$/<96/:7;5*596>=775+

2
2.71E-4
1.67E+10
1.06E+04
0.12
1.94E+05
2.92E+03

2.3
3.8E-4
1.67E+10
1.54E+04
0.35
1.25E+06
5.50E+05

1.9
3.8E-4
1.67E+10
1.54E+04
0.35
1.25E+06
5.50E+05

2
6.51E-4
1.67E+10
3.06E+04
0.12
5.33E+05
6.67E+03

%9.0<> ':6>77>669527=4>3>8;=862><1:<3=84>:1<:4/:7;51:<4=5>0598.54=7>6*<9.-;+=868:854=7>6*7>1;+3=;><9=72<:2><;9>5

In interpreting the results of the axial forces generated by
using scaled elements, it is recognized that these are
influenced by the reinforcement modelling strategy. In effect,
instead of employing widely spaced elements, closely spaced
elements with scaled properties were used to capture the
same reinforcement effect that would be obtained by using
widely spaced elements. Consequently, the axial forces
shown in the right-hand side of Figure 6 are the result of
using tightly spaced scaled elements. In order to extrapolate
these results to obtain the emergent forces that would result
with the use of widely spaced elements, it would be
necessary to multiply the forces on the right-hand side in
Figure 6 by 12 (0.6/0.05). This would actually result in
higher axial forces as the elements are more widely spaced in
the out-of-plane direction (i.e. each rockbolt must therefore
take more load).
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Figure 7 shows the final modelled displacement and the
performance of rockbolts for case B using scaled and nonscaled material properties. In this case, hybrid bolts were
introduced to the sidewalls after the installation of the
primary support and after some initial displacement had
occurred. The modelling results from when non-scaled
properties were used are shown as a reference. When nonscaled properties were used, the reduction of the
displacement was 18%. When scaled properties were used,
the reduction of the displacement was 10%. The model
reached equilibrium at the last modelling stage (step 13) in
all the examined cases. The plots illustrate that the bonds of
the FRSs and the hybrid bolts failed to a greater extent when
scaled properties were used, due to the lower bond strength
assigned to the elements. The results are logical.
          

Explicit representation of rock reinforcement in 3D DEM models for foliated ground

%9.0<> ':6>77>669527=4>3>8;)2><1:<3=84>:1<:4/:7;5)=867:8.9;0698=769527=4>3>8;2<:197>:1;->-=8.98.=771:<4=5>0598.54=7>6=868:8
54=7>63=;><9=72<:2><;9>5

Figure 8 shows the combined interpretation of the LDP
for the centre of the hangingwall (left wall), the footwall
(right wall), the back, and the floor. The results from all the
walls indicate similar trends. Scaling the material properties
averaged the effect of reinforcement in 3D and increased the
modelled displacement for each case. The modelled
displacement was higher when scaled material properties
were used than when non-scaled properties were assigned to
the bolts. The modelled displacement using scaled and nonscaled properties indicated the same trends. The introduction
of hybrid bolts as part of a secondary support strategy
contributes to a significant reduction in drift convergence.
Non-scaled elements show a larger reduction in
displacement. The results obtained from both approaches are
consistent with field observations. The non-scaled results are
closer to field observations. However, neither of the two
approaches explicitly takes into consideration the impact of
surface support. This would have to account for load transfer
between the different elements, which is not a trivial exercise
and is beyond the scope of this paper.

investigate the significance of this approach in taking into
account the out-of-plane effect in the DEM analysis of
structurally controlled deformation. This approach averaged
the effect of reinforcement in 3D, taking into account a
spacing pattern of reinforcement and increasing the modelled
displacement for each case.
The results obtained from scaled and non-scaled input
reinforcement properties are consistent with field
observations. It was evident that, for the examined problem,
both approaches capture the same trends for the impact of
reinforcement elements and give similar magnitudes in
reduction. The use of hybrid bolts as part of a secondary
support strategy contributed to a significant reduction of the
convergence.
Neither of the two approaches explicitly takes into
consideration the impact of surface support. This would have
to account for load transfer between the different elements,
and is not a trivial exercise. In this investigation, the impact
of scaling was not significant because of other factors (very
low stiffness of elements on pull-out, lack of surface
support). This may not always be the case.

:847059:85
The advantages and disadvantages of this pseudo-3D (as
opposed to purely 2D or 3D) approach have been discussed,
and the results compared with previous modelling done at the
LaRonde mine. The calibrated material properties of the
global reinforcement elements were linearly scaled to

48:7>6.>3>8;5
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Ethylenediamine-funtionalized ion
exchange resin for uranium recovery
from acidic mixed sulphate-chloride
media: initial column loading studies
by J.T.M. Amphlett*, C.A. Sharrad*, R.I. Foster*†, and
M.D. Ogden‡

A renewed interest in nuclear power around the world in order to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions is going to increase demand for uranium as fuel.
This will result in more uranium being mined, which will in turn increase
associated environmental pressures, such as fresh water use. A move to
lower quality waters containing impurities such as chloride would help
alleviate these pressures. In this work, we determined the uptake
characteristics of weakly basic anion exchange resin Ps-EDA towards
uranium from saline solutions in a dynamic flow column. Breakthrough
curves were produced, with suppression of uptake being observed for
chloride concentrations above 5 g L-1. Calculated resin saturation
capacities at zero and 5 g L-1 chloride are comparable with literature
values for strong-base anion exchange resins, and exceed those published
for weak-base resins up to 20 g L-1 chloride. Data has been fitted to
multiple breakthrough models, with the modified dose-response model
most effectively predicting uranium recovery. The results show that the
ethylenediamine functionality could be suitable for use in future uranium
processing flow sheets where a high-saline lixiviant is used.
B@%.=?26
uranium, ion exchange, chloride media, water quality.

A:>?=23*>;=:
Ion exchange (IX) is a key technology in the
uranium mining industry and is well
established for the extraction of uranium from
both acidic and alkaline leach liquors
(Edwards and Oliver, 2000). It was first
employed in 1952 at the West Rand mine in
South Africa (Ford, 1993; Taylor, 2016).
H2SO4 and Na2CO3 are the most commonly
employed lixiviants used to solubilize uranium
in acidic and alkaline leach conditions
respectively. The chemistry of these systems
causes uranium to form anionic sulphate or
carbonate complexes, which can be taken
advantage of by anion exchange resins.
Another major technology for the
extraction and purification of uranium from
leach liquors is solvent extraction (SX). This
technique involves the extraction of uranium
from the aqueous phase into an immiscible
organic layer. Although this is a commonly
used method, there are major drawbacks to it,
including the use of large volumes of
flammable solvents, solvent loss, phase
disengagement, third phase formation, and the
production of problematic degradation
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products (Veliscek-Carolan, 2016). These
problems can be circumvented through the use
of IX resins.
Strong-base anion (SBA) resins have been
the staple choice in both sulphate- and
carbonate-based uranium processing circuits,
due to their wide pH operating window and
high loading capacities (Ogden et al., 2017).
These resins are able to overcome the
challenges associated with SX, and have an
enhanced ability to preconcentrate aqueous
metal species. They contain quaternary amine
functionality and readily extract anionic
species from aqueous solution. However, SBA
resins suffer from impaired performance in the
presence of iron, which also forms anionic
sulphate species ([Fe(SO4)2]- at pH < 3 and
high sulphate) and chloride, which cause the
suppression of uranium uptake (Moon et al,
2017; Ogden et al., 2017).
A significant proportion of the world’s
uranium resources are located in arid regions
such as Australia, Namibia, and South Africa
(Nuclear Energy Agency and International
Atomic Energy Agency, 2016). As uranium
production is a fresh water-intensive process,
environmental conflicts can arise, which will
surely be exacerbated by an increased uranium
demand due to the building of new nuclear
reactors (IAEA, 2016). However, not only are
there environmental issues surrounding water
usage, there are economic ones as well. Any
fresh water used in the production of uranium
will need to be cleaned and/or recycled, which
is an energy-intensive and therefore expensive
process. Both of these issues could be

Ethylenediamine-funtionalized ion exchange resin for uranium recovery
surmounted by the use of either seawater or untreated bore
water. These water sources are generally of lower quality due
to the high levels of aqueous contaminants, especially
chloride. Traditional uranium processing flow sheets struggle
to perform under such conditions, as discussed above, and it
has been observed that chloride levels as low as 2.5 g L-1
reduce uranium extraction by 20% (Ogden et al., 2017).
Weak-base anion (WBA) exchange resins have shown a
higher selectivity for uranium over iron in sulphate media, as
well as an increased tolerance to dissolved chloride (Kunin et
al., 1969; Lunt et al., 2007; Mcgarvey and Ungar, 1981;
Moon et al., 2017; Ogden et al., 2017; Riegel and Schlitt,
2017). This makes them promising candidates for
implementation in future uranium extraction processes which
use lower quality water sources. They are considered to be
more selective than SBA resins for uranium, equally selective
as direct SX, and less selective than a combined IX/SX
process such as Eluex/Bufflex (Lunt et al., 2007). WBA
resins can contain piridyl, polyamine, and polyamide
functionalities, among others (Mcgarvey and Ungar, 1981).
However, WBA resins are not suited for use in carbonate
systems and are therefore restricted to use in liquors with pH
values between 0 and 8.
This work has focused on the ability of an in-house
produced WBA resin, Ps-EDA (Figure 1, Table I) to extract
uranium from sulphate media in a dynamic flow column at
various flow rates and chloride levels. Batch equilibrium
studies of uranium uptake onto this resin have been reported
previously (Amphlett et al., 2018). Although there are
commercial WBA resins available, and large-scale
development of a new resin is costly, we believe that there is
still merit in the design and testing of new ones. Firstly, the
cost of developing the Ps-EDA resin should not be as high as
for others, such as a chelation resin with an exotic functional
group, as it is produced from common, cheap chemicals.
Secondly, as a WBA resin it has the potential for mass
production for global use in uranium processes, and thirdly,
it allows for relatively facile tuning of the functionality by
increasing the polyamine chain, or further functionalization
to explore the fundamentals of WBA/hybrid resin chemistry.

Table I

@6;:60@*;1;*<>;=:61=?69&
<?<7@>@?
Matrix structure
Functionality
Form
Cl- capacity / mg g-1
UO22+ capacity / mg g-1

+<53@
Polystyrene-DVB, macroporous
Polyamine (ethylenediamine)
Spherical beads, 16–50 mesh
165.46
195.96

water. Sodium hydroxide was added to this, forming a uranyl
hydroxide precipitate. This precipitate was filtered off and
dissolved in sulphuric acid.

%#"'&'&'$ "%
A uranyl sulphate solution (1 g L-1, pH 2, [SO42-] = 0.5 g L-1)
was pumped through a column containing 2 mL of wet,
settled Ps-EDA resin (1 bed volume, BV) using a WatsonMarlow 323S peristaltic pump. Flow rates of 1.95, 3.75, and
7.5 BV h-1 were used. Effluent from the column was collected
in multiple fractions using a Bio-Rad model 2110 fraction
collector.

%#"'&'#&$%'#&!#%!"$ "&!
The same method was used as detailed above; however, the
influent flow rate was kept constant at 3.75 BV h-1 and
chloride (as NaCl) was added to the influent at 5, 10, 20, 30,
and 50 g L-1.

 %' ! 
Samples were analysed for uranium concentration using
UV/Vis spectroscopy via the Arsenazo(III) method (Wang et
al., 2009).

@635>6
%#"'&'&'$ "%'&!'$% "$&'%$&$ !#%
Breakthrough curves were produced by plotting C/Ci vs. BV
(Figure 2) where C is the effluent uranium concentration and
Ci is the influent uranium concentration. These curves allow
for a qualitative understanding of the effect of flow rate on

& 0@?;7@:><5
%!"' !'$% %!"
All chemicals except uranyl sulphate were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Uranyl sulphate was
produced from stocks of uranyl nitrate provided by the Centre
for Radiochemical Research at the University of Manchester.
All solutions were made using deionized water (> 18 M).

$ !' "%'$&#"&!
A known mass of uranyl nitrate was dissolved in deionized

';83?@'3:*>;=:<5;>%=169& ,?@0?@6@:>6>4@0=5%6>%?@:@+)
?@6;:7<>?;
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Ethylenediamine-funtionalized ion exchange resin for uranium recovery
Table II

$<5*35<>@230><@0<?<7@>@?61=?>4@*=537:5=<2;:8=1-- =:>=69& .;>4
;:*?@<6;:815=.?<>@
'5=.?<>@)+49
1.95
3.75
7.50

 )+

#

19.5
11.25
8.0



78

38.56
21.97
15.59

uptake behaviour. They also allow for the calculation/
identification of certain parameters, such as resin saturation
capacity (qm), breakthrough volume (Bv), breakthrough
concentration (Bconc), time and volume for 50% breakthrough
(t1/2 and B50), and breakthrough capacity (Bcap) (Table II).
All studied flow rates appear to have achieved saturation
of the resin, the point at which no more adsorbate can be
taken up and C = Ci. However, the volume of influent solution
needed to achieve this varies with flow rate. The slowest flow
rate (1.95 BV h-1) achieves this with the lowest influent
volume, with this volume increasing as flow rate increases.
This means that contact time must be increased with
increasing flow rates to achieve saturation, which has
implications for process scale-up and design.
Breakthrough time (tbr) is defined as the point at which
effluent adsorbate concentration reaches a set point, which is
generally related to its permitted disposal limit (Calero et al.,
2009). In these studies, tbr shows an inverse trend to that of
saturation: as flow rate increases, tbr decreases. This shows
that the kinetics of uptake are too slow to counteract the
increase in flow rate.

%#"'&'!#$% !'#&$%'#&!#%!"$ "&!'&!
$% "$&'%$&$ !#%
Breakthrough curves were produced from collected data as per
the flow rate studies. Data for 0, 5, 10, and 20 g L-1 chloride
were plotted together (Figure 3), with data for 30 and 50 g L-1
being plotted separately for clarity (Figure 4). The 0 g L-1 [Cl-]
data is taken from the 3.75 BV h-1 flow rate experiment.
Calculated uptake parameters are presented in Table III.
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30.08
30.25
28.23

1119.38
522.72
251.68

36.38
32.67
31.46

98.27
87.17
83.69
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No suppression of uranium uptake is seen up to [Cl-] of
5 g L-1, with a decrease in calculated qm of 74% and 34% for
10 and 20 g L-1 respectively. Saturation capacities for 0 and
5 g L-1 chloride are within error of each other, suggesting Clhas no effect on uranyl loading at concentrations of up to
5 g L-1. Effluents from the 20 and 50 g L-1 [Cl-] experiments
were upgraded in uranyl compared with the influent
concentration.

;6*366;=:
&%'""!
There are multiple models available in the literature which
can be used to predict the breakthrough behaviour of ion
exchange resins towards aqueous metal species. For the
purpose of this work the Adams-Bohart (Bohart and Adams,
1920), Yoon-Nelson (Yoon and Nelson, 1984), Thomas
(Thomas, 1944), and modified dose-response (Yan,
Viraraghavan, and Chen, 2001) models have been used. It
must be noted, however, that these models were not
necessarily derived using the theoretical basis of ion
exchange chemistry, and therefore the extracted parameters
may not be representative of the real experiment. These
models primarily allow for comparison with current literature
data. All model fitting was carried out via linear regression
analysis using Origin Pro 2015, with errors being calculated
at a 95% confidence interval from standard errors given by
the line of best fit.

 & $"
The Adams-Bohart model was derived to describe the
adsorption of chlorine gas onto charcoal (Bohart and Adams,
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Ethylenediamine-funtionalized ion exchange resin for uranium recovery
Table III
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( )+

5
10
20
30*
50*

11.250
5.625
1.875
1.875
1.875

#
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4.548
4.421
0.822
256.848
625.946

525.568
393.168
198.928
-

22.475
11.616
3.793
3.643
3.340
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32.848
24.573
12.433
-

88.100 ± 2.983
62.362 ± 4.055
28.943 ± 3.484
-

*It was not possible to calculate t50, BV50, and qm for [Cl-] of 30 and 50 g L-1.

1920). It assumes that the uptake equilibrium is not
instantaneous, with the rate of adsorption being proportional
to the residual capacity of the resin (Ansari et al., 2012).
This model is generally used to describe the initial section of
the breakthrough curve, for C  0.15Ci. The linear and
nonlinear equations from this model are shown in Equations
[2] and [3] respectively, where KAB is the Adams-Bohart
constant (L mg-1 min-1), t is the contact time (minutes), N0 is
the saturation capacity (mg L-1), Z is the resin bed depth in
the column (cm), and v is the influent flow rate (cm min-1).
[2]
KABCit
(KABNOZ)/v

in the absence of Cl-, though the only fit with a value above
0.99 was that of 3.75 BV h-1.

 
The Yoon-Nelson model was derived to model gaseous
adsorption onto solid sorbent respirator cartridges (Yoon and
Nelson, 1984). It is based on the assumption that the rate of
decrease in the probability of adsorption is proportional to
the probability of the adsorbate adsorption and the adsorbate
breakthrough on the adsorbent (Calero et al., 2009; Tavakoli
et al., 2013). The linear and nonlinear equations for this
model are shown in Equations [4] and [5] respectively,
where KYN is the Yoon-Nelson constant (min-1).

[3]

KABCit

Goodness of fit (R2) and model parameters for flow rate and
chloride concentration experiments are shown in Tables IV
and V, respectively. Due to a sparsity of data at C  0.15Ci for
a flow rate of 7.5 BV h-1, collected flow rate data has been
fitted to the Adams-Bohart model for C  0.30Ci. R2 values
for all [Cl-] apart from 5 g L-1 are not acceptable, leading to
the conclusion that this model is not able to describe
breakthrough in this system. Generally, R2 values are better

[4]

KYN (t50 – t)

[5]

Goodness of fit and model parameters for flow rate and
chloride concentration experiments are shown in Tables VI
and VII, respectively. As with the Adams-Bohart model, R2
values are much better in the absence of chloride. However,
in both cases the R2 values are not adequate. For the chloride

Table IV

';>>;:80<?<7@>@?61=?>4@ 2<769)=4<?>7=2@5<>(<?%;:815=.?<>@6.4@?@
#
'5=.?<>@)+49
1.95
3.75
7.50

-





0.979
0.994
0.981
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5.35 ± 0.35
9.39 ± 0.24
15.66 ± 0.51

 787;:/9
12.78 ± 0.84
5.53 ± 0.36
2.59 ± 0.55

Table V
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0.997
0.860
0.937
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1.93 ± 0.10
3.69 ± 12.82
6.01 ± 1.74
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 787;:/9
4.62 ± 0.11
2.67 ± 0.45
1.42 ± 0.21

          

Ethylenediamine-funtionalized ion exchange resin for uranium recovery
systems, R2 values are all less than 0.62, showing that this
model is unable to effectively model breakthrough in these
systems. Predicted time taken to 50% breakthrough does not
follow the same trend as calculated from breakthrough data;
however, the errors are so large as to bring any conclusion
based on this model into question. KYN also shows large
errors, further evidencing the inadequacy of this model for
this system.

linear and nonlinear forms of the equation are shown in
Equations [8] and [9] respectively, where a and b are
modified dose-response model constants.
[8]

[9]


The Thomas model was derived to explain column loading of
aqueous species onto a zeolite (Thomas, 1944). It is based
on the assumption that uptake is controlled not by chemical
equilibria, but by mass transfer at the interface between the
resin and the aqueous matrix (Calero et al., 2009; Tavakoli et
al., 2013). The linear and nonlinear equations from this
model are shown in Equations [6] and [7] respectively,
where KTH is the Thomas constant (L min-1 mg-1), m is the
mass of the resin in the column (g), Q is the flow rate (ml
min-1), and Vef is the effluent volume (mL).
[6]

(qmm-civef)

[7]

Model parameters have been extracted from fitting data
and are presented in Tables VIII and IX for flow rate and
chloride concentration experiments respectively. R2 values for
all data-sets are  0.98, demonstrating that this model does
not adequately describe breakthrough. It also overestimates
qm values compared to those calculated from breakthrough
data, though it does predict the same trend in uptake
suppression. However, the errors are large enough to prevent
reliable conclusions being drawn from the use of this model.

   
The modified dose-response model (Yan et al., 2001) is
based on the dose-response model, which has historically
been used in the fields of medicine and pharmacology. The

By equating Equation [9] to 50% removal (C/Ci = 0.5)
and applying the Thomas model, it is possible to produce an
expression to calculate qm (Equation [10]). Fitting
parameters for this model are shown in Tables X and XI for
flow rate and chloride concentration experiments
respectively. R2 values for this model are greater than 0.99
for all data-sets, with no obvious effect of chloride on
goodness of fit, and therefore this model is suitable to model
column loading. Extracted qm values are within error of those
calculated from breakthrough curve data, though this model
tends to overestimate these values. The observed trends for
increasing flow rate and suppression by chloride are also
predicted by this model. Breakthrough curves for flow rate
and chloride data fit with this model are shown in Figures 5
and 6, respectively.
[10]
Goodness-of-fit parameters did vary in the presence and
absence of chloride. However, both data-sets were in
agreement as to which models were and were not able to
adequately model breakthrough behaviour, with R2 values
for the modified dose-response model always exceeding 0.99.
As breakthrough prediction is consistent when the
complexity of the influent matrix is increased, it is reasonable
to theorise that uranium breakthrough may be predicted
using this model in the presence of other species (such as
iron) and for process scale-up.

Table VIII

';>>;:80<?<7@>@?61=?>4@==:9@56=:7=2@5.;>4
(<?%;:8;:153@:>15=.?<>@
'5=.?<>@)+49
1.95
3.75
7.50

-

 9#7;:9

" 7;:

0.980
0.962
0.953

6.41 ± 0.63
6.90 ± 0.57
1.20 ± 0.74

1168.84 ± 27.83
589.00 ± 17.19
264.10 ± 19.37
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1.95
3.75
7.50

-
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 7889

0.980
0.962
0.953

6.48 ± 0.48
7.16 ± 0.73
12.27 ± 1.09

102.67 ± 3.09
96.93 ± 5.99
87.99 ± 5.89

Table VII

Table IX
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5
10
20

-
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" 7;:

0.616
0.436
0.282

5.08 ± 1.98
5.06 ± 2.98
3.52 ± 2.63

843.19 ± 163.50
858.42 ± 328.12
717.32 ± 349.51

          

5
10
20
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0.869
0.814
0.736

8.86 ± 1.73
6.88 ± 1.77
8.96 ± 2.68

103.65 ± 9.12
93.80 ± 15.23
53.24 ± 16.39
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Table VI

Ethylenediamine-funtionalized ion exchange resin for uranium recovery
Table X
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-

<
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0.994
0.998
0.994

8.74 ± 0.43
4.97 ± 0.14
3.39 ± 0.32

72.87 ± 0.43
64.59 ± 0.50
60.82 ± 0.51

98.42 ± 3.76
86.17 ± 1.98
80.90 ± 2.04

Table XI

';>>;:80<?<7@>@?61=?>4@7=2;1;@22=6@9?@60=:6@
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-
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 7889

0.992
0.995
0.992

4.97 ± 0.23
3.32 ± 0.13
3.36 ± 0.15

67.47 ± 1.59
50.90 ± 1.56
26.40 ± 1.15

92.07
71.80
36.48

%#"'&'#&$%'&!'$ !'$%#& %$
No suppression of uranium uptake onto Ps-EDA is observed
for [Cl-] up to 5 g L-1. This agrees with data collected for
uptake onto the bispicolylamine-functionalized WBA resin
Dowex M4195 (Ogden et al., 2017), where batch equilibrium
studies showed the same trend in uptake suppression with
increasing [Cl-]. Uptake of uranium onto WBA resin Amberlite
IRA-67 (tertiary amine functionality) has been assessed for
water purification purposes, with saturation capacity
determined at 60 mg g-1 (Riegel and Schlitt, 2017). This is
well below the capacities for uranium uptake onto Ps-EDA at 0
and 5 g L-1 chloride and is within an error of qm for loading
from a 20 g L-1 chloride solution. Values for saturation
capacity are comparable to those determined for a set of SBA
resins (81.73–131.81 mg g-1), the staple type for uranium
processing circuits (Rychkov, Smirnov, and Gortsunova,
2014).
Above 5 g L-1 chloride, suppression of uranium uptake is
observed. This is again consistent with work reported in the
literature (Moon et al., 2017; Ogden et al., 2017). Ps-EDA

';83?@)?@<>4?=384*3?(@61=?<3?<:%563504<>@6=53>;=:8/9,
0-@;:80370@2=(@?-7/$ =169& <>15=.?<>@6=1 ,#,
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(a) [R(EDA)(SO4)] + [UO2(SO4)2H2O]2- + [Cl] [R(EDA)(UO2(SO4)2H2O)] + [SO4]2- + [Cl](b) [R(EDA)(SO4)] + [UO2Cl(SO4).2H2O]- + 2[Cl][R(EDA)(Cl)2] + [UO2Cl(SO4).2H2O]- +[SO4]2';83?@?=0=6@230><@7@*4<:;6761=?69& ;:7; @23?<:;379
63504<>@9*45=?;2@6%6>@76<>,,<:2-8/9 *45=?;2@<<:2<>#
<:28/9 *45=?;2@

extracts uranium via anion exchange; this process can be
affected by the presence of other anions in the aqueous
matrix, such as chloride. Chloride anions will compete for IX
sites on the resin, which will be a contributing factor to the
observed reduction in uranium uptake. Another factor to be
considered is uranium speciation in mixed sulphate/chloride
media. Reported data shows that from 0–6 M chloride there
are three different solution species which dominate;
[UO2(SO4)2H2O]2- (0–0.5 M), [UO2Cl(SO4).2H2O]- (1–2 M),
and [UO2Cl4]2- (3–6 M) (Moon et al., 2017). As this work was
carried out between 0 and 50 g L-1 chloride (0–1.4 M) the
uranyl-bis-sulfato and the mixed uranyl-chloro-sulfato species
will be dominant in solution.
Data for 5, 10, and 20 g L-1 chloride produces a traditional
breakthrough curve which converges to C/Ci = 1. These [Cl-]
(0.14–0.56) correspond to the uranyl-bis-sulfato species being
dominant, which is able to outcompete the chloride for IX sites
on the resin due to its larger charge (-2 vs. -1). The 30 and 50
g L-1 chloride (0.85 and 1.41 M) breakthrough curves will
have the mixed uranyl-chloro-sulfato species dominating. As
the influent solution contacts the resin, chloride is
preferentially removed; this process is rapid enough for a
solution depleted in chloride to be present within the resin
bed, allowing for uranium uptake. This uranium is
subsequently eluted off the column by chloride present in the
influent solution as resin further ‘upstream’ of the uraniumloaded resin is already saturated with chloride ions. This
process produces an upgraded effluent solution, from 2–20
BV, with C/Ci values reaching 1.25 for the 30 g L-1 chloride
breakthrough curve. Electrostatics is a key factor in
determining what will load onto the Ps-EDA resin. The
          

Ethylenediamine-funtionalized ion exchange resin for uranium recovery
[UO2(SO4)2H2O]2- is preferentially sorbed onto the resin
compared with monoanionic chloride; however, the more
charge-dense chloride outcompetes the relatively large
[UO2Cl(SO4).2H2O]- species at higher chloride concentrations
(Figure 7). It has not been determined in this work if
preferential uptake would switch to the [UO2Cl4]2- species if
chloride concentrations were increased above 106 g L-1 (3 M).

The authors would like to thank the Centre for Radiochemical
Research at the University of Manchester for the provision of
uranyl nitrate. This work was funded by the UK Engineering
and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC reference:
EP/G037140/1).
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WBA resin Ps-EDA has been shown to absorb uranium
effectively from aqueous sulphate solution at varying flow
rates, with an inverse relationship between flow rate and
breakthrough time tbr , as well as between flow rate and
predicted saturation capacity. It has also shown effectiveness
for the uptake of uranium from mixed sulphate/chloride media.
The presence of chloride in the aqueous phase has a
suppressive effect on uranium uptake above 5 g L-1 in a
dynamic loading column; however, uranium loading capacity
at 20 g L-1 chloride is comparable to literature values for
loading onto WBA resins in the absence of chloride, showing
that Ps-EDA is more effective than other available WBA resins
for uranium extraction. Loading of uranium from solutions
containing [Cl-] of 30 and 50 g L-1 was not possible, with
effluent being upgraded in uranium with regards to the
influent concentration between 2 and 20 BV.
The modified dose-response model was the only dynamic
loading model able to effectively fit the collected data.
Modelling produced similar qm values and showed the same
trend in uranium uptake suppression above 5 g L-1 chloride.
The Adams-Bohart, Yoon-Nelson, and Thomas models all
produced inadequate goodness-of-fit parameters, with the
Thomas model overestimating qm values.
The ability of Ps-EDA to outperform other WBA resins for
uranium uptake from solutions containing up to 20 g L-1
chloride, and loading capacities comparable to SBA resins with
solutions containing up to 5 g L-1 chloride demonstrate that it
is a promising resin for future implementation in uranium
recovery processes, potentially replacing SBA resins with a
view to more environmentally friendly uranium production. As
a WBA resin, Ps-EDA should demonstrate an enhanced
tolerance to dissolved iron (Merritt, 1970), a common and
problematic contaminant which suppresses uranium uptake
(Ogden et al., 2017). Due to the restricted operating pH
window, facile elution should be possible using a carbonate
solution. Although changing from acidic sulphate to alkaline
carbonate media can be expensive, these costs may be offset
by removing the need for expensive desalination plants for
fresh water production. A caveat to these beneficial properties
is that WBA resins are more susceptible to silica fouling than
SBA resins (Lunt et al., 2007; Ogden et al., 2017).
Further work on the effect of iron in the aqueous phase
needs to be carried out, and is currently under way in our
research group, as well as loading experiments from solutions
containing > 50 g L-1 chloride to look for an increase in
uranium uptake. Elution studies also need to be performed.
These will fill existing gaps in the literature and establish the
potential of Ps-EDA as a candidate IX resin in uranium
processing circuits. The EDA functionality can also be readily
extended to (hopefully) increase saturation capacity. Scale-up
studies also need to be undertaken to assess the validity of the
modified dose-response model for predicting column
performance as a tool in process design.
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BACKGROUND
The production of SO2 and sulphuric acid remains a pertinent topic in the Southern African
mining and metallurgical industry, especially in view of the strong demand for, and
increasing prices of, vital base metals such as cobalt and copper.
The electric car revolution is well underway and demand for cobalt is rocketing.
New sulphuric acid plants are being built, comprising both smelters and sulphur burners,
as the demand for metals increases. However, these projects take time to plan and
construct, and in the interim sulphuric acid is being sourced from far afield, sometimes more
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Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in
alkaline cyanide solutions
by T. Fungene*, D.R. Groot*†, T. Mahlangu‡, and K.C. Sole*

 ;904:4
Although oxygen is widely employed as the oxidant of choice in gold
leaching by cyanide, its low aqueous solubility presents some drawbacks
in practical application; hydrogen peroxide has therefore been considered
as a possible alternative. The aim of this investigation was to study the
catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, which generates an
oxidizing intermediate species, and to understand its effect on cyanide
destruction. Operating conditions that facilitated the effective
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide were established by varying the pH
and catalyst type and concentration. The oxidizing intermediate, detected
using an indirect technique, was found to be the hydroxyl radical (OH˙).
OH˙ is commonly generated in acidic solutions, but this work demonstrated
that it is also produced at the alkaline pH values necessary for cyanide
gold leaching. The effects of free and complexed iron and copper catalysts
on the oxidation and consumption of hydrogen peroxide and cyanide were
also investigated. It was shown that the cyano complexes of Fe(II) and
Cu(I) are also effective as decomposition catalysts. Hydrogen peroxide
concentrations above 0.01 M decreased the free cyanide concentration,
which was attributed to the probable formation of the cyanate anion
(CNO−). Although cyanide consumption increased due to its oxidation in
the presence of OH˙, excessive cyanide consumption in the presence of
copper was attributed primarily to its complexation by the unstable
copper(I) cyanide species. Rate constants for the decompositions of H2O2
and cyanide by ferrocyanide and copper cyanide were calculated; the latter
was identified as being a better catalyst.
< ?9634
hydrogen peroxide, decomposition, Fenton chemistry, cyanide, gold
leaching, radical.

;7693.57:9;
Leaching of gold from its ores using cyanide
has been employed for well over a century
(Habashi, 2016). Addition of cyanide converts
the gold into a cyanide complex (Au(CN)−2)
that is soluble in water (Wang and Forssberg,
1990). The leaching reaction can be
represented as Equation [1]:
4 Na[Au(CN)2] + 4 NaOH

[2]

This decomposition is well known to be
catalysed by metallic species, specifically iron
and copper, in what are termed Fenton and
Fenton-like reactions, respectively (Fenton,
1894; Haber and Weiss, 1934; Watts and Teel,
2005). H.J.H. Fenton discovered in 1894 that
several metals exhibit a strong catalytic effect
that generates highly reactive hydroxyl
radicals; these impart oxygen transfer
properties that improve the use of hydrogen
peroxide. Iron and copper commonly occur as
impurities in gold ores (usually as sulphides),
so leaching can benefit from the enhanced

[1]

As shown above, leaching also requires the
presence of an oxidant, so a source of oxygen
(typically air) is introduced into the leach pulp.
Leach kinetics are, however, limited by the
slow rate at which oxygen transfers from the
gaseous to the liquid phase and the resulting
low levels of dissolved oxygen. Even with the
use of enhanced aeration techniques, such as
compressed air or pure oxygen (Adams, 2016;
          

2H2O2 2H2O + O2

%'=--
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4 Au + 8 NaCN + O2 + 2H2O 

Loroesch, 1990), the maximum aqueous
solubility of dissolved oxygen is about
20 mg/L (Loroesch, 1990). To overcome this
limitation of oxygen mass transfer, the
application of a liquid oxidant, such as
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), has been proposed
(Ball et al., 1989; Knorre et al., 1993, 1994).
Use of H2O2 in the cyanide leaching of gold
has the potential to ensure the fast and
homogenous distribution of an active oxygen
species in the pulp. Peroxide-assisted leaching
has been acknowledged to exhibit enhanced
kinetics and improved gold recoveries
compared with both conventional and
improved aeration techniques (Arslan et al.,
2003; Guzman et al., 1999; Loroesch, 1990);
however, these advantages need to be weighed
against the increased cyanide consumption
due to its loss by oxidation by H2O2.
When H2O2 is added to an aqueous
system, the resulting decomposition produces
dissolved oxygen that is directly available for
leaching:

Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in alkaline cyanide solutions
dissolved oxygen content resulting from the catalytic
dissociation of H2O2 into free oxygen and water. However, if
the pH is too high, iron will precipitate as Fe(OH)3 and H2O2
will decompose to oxygen.
Debate regarding the reaction pathway for the
decomposition of H2O2, specifically concerning the nature of
the oxidizing intermediate(s), is ongoing (Barbusiński,
2009). Two main pathways are postulated: one considers
hydroxyl radical (OH˙) formation (Barbusiński, 2009;
Deguillaume et al., 2005; Haber and Weiss, 1932, 1934); the
other is a non-radical pathway that considers ferryl ion
(FeO2+) formation (Barbusiński, 2009; Bray and Gorin,
1932). The respective reactions are shown in Equations [3]
and [4]:
[3]
Fe2+ + H2O2 Fe3+ + OH-+ OH˙
Fe2+ + H2O2 FeO2+ + H2O

[4]

An aim of this work was to determine the pathway for
the decomposition of H2O2, i.e., to identify whether a radical
is involved in the reaction, specifically in alkaline cyanide
solutions. This could lead to a better understanding of the
mechanism by which dissolved oxygen levels are improved
by the addition of H2O2 and its effects on other possible
consumers of cyanide (CN−) in gold leaching.
The study comprised four main parts: determination of
the effects of pH and catalyst type and concentration on the
decomposition of H2O2; the effect of H2O2 concentration on
the decomposition of cyanide; examination of Fenton and
Fenton-like reactions in the presence of cyanide; and
detection of the presence of radicals in acidic and alkaline
solutions.

0<6:<;781

Hydrogen peroxide (30%) was employed as received. Copper
and iron, employed as the decomposition catalysts, were
added as the respective sulphate salts for experiments in the
absence of cyanide and as K4Fe(CN)6 and CuCN for those in
the presence of cyanide. Cyanide was also provided as NaCN
in some experiments. Concentrated (98%) H2SO4 and CaO
were employed for pH adjustment. All chemicals were of
analytical reagent grade, supplied by Merck and Sigma
Aldrich.

 
  
   
The experiments for each catalyst were carried out at both
acidic (the natural pH of the catalyst, defined as the resulting
pH when the metal salt was added to water: pH 2–3 for iron;
pH 3–4 for copper) and alkaline conditions (pH 9–10
obtained by addition of CaO). Sixty millilitres (mL) of H2O2
(0.6 M) and 0.5 g/L (approx. 0.01 M) of iron or copper,
obtained by addition of the respective sulphate salt, were
added to deionized water to make up a volume of 1000 mL.
The solutions were magnetically stirred at a constant speed of
500 r/min. Individual experiments were carried out at pH
values ranging from 4 to 11. After 15 minutes at each pH, a
10 mL aliquot was analysed for residual H2O2 concentration.
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To study the effect of catalyst concentration, experiments
were carried out using an initial metal catalyst concentration
of 0.1 g/L (approx. 0.002 M). This was increased stepwise to
3 g/L (approx. 0.06 M) after equilibration for 15 minutes.
After equilibration, the dissolved oxygen (DO) content, redox
potential (Eh) (reported relative to the Ag/AgCl reference
electrode, E0 = 0.222 V), and H2O2 content of each solution
were measured.




 

  

The effect of H2O2 concentration on cyanide decomposition in
the absence of a metal catalyst was determined using 1000
mL of 0.015 M NaCN and initial H2O2 concentrations ranging
from 0.005 M to 0.1 M. CaO was added to maintain a pH of
10–11.5 throughout each test. Samples taken after selected
reaction times were analysed for pH and cyanide content.

    
    
The effects of iron and copper (as both free and complexed
ions) on H2O2 decomposition were investigated to determine
whether H2O2 would decompose similarly in both Fenton and
Fenton-like reactions. The metals were added both as
sulphates (FeSO4·7H2O; CuSO4·5H2O) and as cyanide
complexes (K4Fe(CN)6; CuCN) at a concentration of 0.004 M
to a solution of 0.01 M H2O2. The pH was maintained in the
range 10–11.5.
Determination of the effects of iron and copper cyanide
complexes on the aqueous free cyanide concentration
followed the same experimental procedure as described
above, with 0.01 M free cyanide added as NaCN. The tests
were carried out with and without the addition of 0.01 M
H2O2. Samples taken at selected reaction times were analysed
for pH, H2O2, and cyanide content.


An indirect method for identifying the presence of the
hydroxyl radical was employed, based on analysis of the
products of the reaction between salicylic acid and OH˙.
Detection of the 2,3- or 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHBA)
isomers (Equation [5]) confirms the presence of OH˙
(Nguyen et al., 2008). Fenton reactions were carried out in
the presence of sufficient salicylic acid to react with the free
OH˙ generated. To a 1 L solution of specified pH (acidic or
alkaline), 0.01 M Fe2+ was added, followed by
0.5 M H2O2 and 0.12 M salicylic acid (stoichiometric excess
of 20% with respect to Fe2+). The solution was allowed to
react for 1 hour at 30°C and then cooled to room temperature,
after which it was poured into a separating funnel and
intimately mixed with diethyl ether to extract only the desired
organic products (2,3- and/or 2,5-DHBA). The organic phase
was evaporated over low heat, leaving a solid that was
collected for identification by infrared (IR) and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.

[5]

          

Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in alkaline cyanide solutions
 
H2O2 concentrations were titrimetrically determined using
0.025 M KMnO4 (Klassen et al.,1994). Free cyanide (CN−)
was determined by titration with 0.1 M AgNO3, using
Rhodamine B as the indicator (Mendham et al., 2000). DO
content was measured using a dissolved oxygen meter
(model 5100 OUR/SOUR, YSI, USA); pH and Eh were
measured using a combination meter (model 704, Metrohm,
Switzerland). All tests were repeated twice, giving a total of
three replicates to establish the measure of uncertainty,
indicated by the error bars on the graphs in Figures 1 to 9.

<4.174=8;3=3:45.44:9;
  
Figure 1 shows the effect of equilibrium pH on the extent of
decomposition of H2O2 in the presence of 0.01 M iron or
copper. It is evident that, for both metals, an increase in pH
increased the extent of decomposition. This result is in
agreement with those of Nicoll and Smith (1955), who
observed that the decomposition of H2O2 in distilled water in
the presence of a catalytic impurity increased as the alkalinity
of the solution increased. The effective decomposition at high
pH values accounts for the reported efficiency of H2O2 as an
oxidant in alkaline gold leaching (Guzman et al., 1999). It is
also evident that copper resulted in more effective
decomposition of H2O2 above pH 7, indicating that it is a
better catalyst than iron in the alkaline pH range.

species of both iron and copper under these conditions. These
species are known to be active catalysts in the decomposition
of H2O2 (Lin and Gurol, 1998). At alkaline pH, heavy metal
ions (such as iron or copper) form unstable peroxides,
causing decomposition of H2O2; in addition, colloidal
hydroxides are formed as the pH increases. These metal
hydroxides are considered to be more active catalysts for
H2O2 decomposition than the free or complexed metal ions
(Lin and Gurol, 1998; Nicoll and Smith, 1955). It is notable
that both catalysts had the most significant effect at a
concentration of 0.5 g/L; above this concentration, further
improvements in performance were limited.
As shown in Figure 3, the DO content was higher in
alkaline solutions for catalyst concentrations above 0.5 g/L,
which indicates greater extents of decomposition of H2O2
(see Equation [2]). This confirmed that such stable
hydroxides tend to be better catalysts than their respective
free transition-metal cations (Lin and Gurol, 1998; Nicoll and
Smith, 1955). It is also notable that the DO concentrations
reached close to 50 mg/L under these conditions, which is
considerably higher than the equilibrium oxygen
concentration reported when using enhanced aeration with
gaseous oxygen (approx. 20 mg/L) (Loroesch, 1990).




The use of H2O2 in treating wastewaters containing cyanide
and/or cyanide complexes is common practice (Ozcan et al.,


/ /  

This effect was not evident for Cu2+, which is stable in
the divalent form under these conditions. In contrast, a
decrease in Eh was observed in alkaline solutions for both
metals. This is attributed to the formation of stable hydroxide

&:".6<=/91.7:9;=6<39=097<;7:81=84=8=2.;57:9;=92=&</ 8;3=)./
58781 47=59;5<;7687:9;=:;=85:3:5=8;3=8181:;<=491.7:9;4*=(;:7:81= $/%/ #=
,*='+

&:".6<=-7<;7=92=$/%/ 3<59094:7:9;=84=8=2.;57:9;=92=0$=:;=7!<
06<4<;5<=92=:69;=8;3=5900<6*=(;:7:81= $/%/ #=,*='=:;:7:81= '/ #=,*,-='
:;:7:81=0$=296=&<=7<47#=/=:;:7:81=0$=296=).=7<47#=+

&:".6<=:4491<3=9 "<;=59;5<;7687:9;=84=8=2.;57:9;=92=&</ 8;3
)./ 58781 47=59;5<;7687:9;=:;=85:3:5=8;3=8181:;<=491.7:9;4*=(;:7:81
$/%/ #=,*='+
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Figures 2 and 3 compare the effects of increasing iron or
copper catalyst concentration on the Eh and DO due to H2O2
decomposition in acidic (natural pH for each catalyst) and
alkaline (pH 9–10) ranges.
Figure 2 shows that the solution potential gradually
increased at acidic pH values for increased iron
concentrations because the ferrous iron concentration
decreased as a result of oxidation to ferric ions in the
presence of H2O2:
[6]
Fe2+ + H2O2  Fe3+ + OH- + OH˙

Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in alkaline cyanide solutions
2011). This ability of H2O2 to destroy cyanide potentially
mitigates against its use in cyanide leaching systems. Figure
4 shows the effect of H2O2 concentrations ranging from
0.005 M to 0.10 M on the rate of decomposition of free
cyanide. A significant decrease in CN− concentration was
observed for H2O2 concentrations above 0.01 M. These
results agree with those of similar work carried out by
Guzman et al. (1999), who attributed the decrease in cyanide
concentration to the formation of the cyanate anion (CNO−),
according to Equation [7]:
CN- + H2O2  CNO- + H2O

[7]

 

Figures 5a and 5b show the effects of iron and copper,
respectively, added as sulphate and complexed cyanide salts,
on the rate of H2O2 decomposition. Both the free and
complexed cations affected the stability of H2O2. The rate of

decomposition in the presence of Fe was essentially
unaffected by the nature of the ion; copper, however, had a
more pronounced effect when present as the cyanide
complex. Although copper(II)-cyano complexes have been
characterized, they are unstable and decompose rapidly,
forming copper(I)-cyano complexes and cyanate, CNO−, in
the presence of H2O2 (Sceresini and Breuer, 2016): the
presence of cupric copper (the free Cu2+ ion) therefore causes
loss of cyanide as cyanate. These results indicated that H2O2
decomposed in the presence of iron and copper as both free
and complexed species in Fenton and Fenton-like reactions,
respectively.
Figure 6 shows the corresponding first-order plots based
on the data of Figure 5. The rate constants, k, for the
decomposition of H2O2 by these catalysts were calculated
from the slope of a linear least-squares fit:
Slope = (ln[H2O2])/t = −k

[8]

where the concentration of H2O2 is given in M.
The equations, rate constants and correlation coefficients
(R2) for the linear plots are summarized in Table I. The
relative values of the rate constants confirm that the rate of
decomposition of H2O2 in the presence of copper was faster
than that of iron and that the rates were slightly faster when
the metal ions were present in the form of the respective
cyanide complexes. The free copper ion reduced the initial
H2O2 concentration by 90% in 480 minutes, compared with
only 55% in the presence of the free iron species. Similarly,
the presence of copper cyanide reduced the H2O2
concentration by 95% in 480 minutes, compared with only
50% for ferrocyanide (Figure 6).

&:".6<=22<57=92=$/%/ 59;5<;7687:9;=9;=7!<=687<=92=26<<=5 8;:3<
3<476.57:9;*=(;:7:81=8)#=,*,- ='=0$#=-,--* +

&:".6<=&:647 963<6=01974=296=7!<=3<59094:7:9;=92=$/%/ :;=7!<
06<4<;5<=92=&<% 8;3=).% (26<<=587:9;4+=8;3= &<()+ 8;3=).)
(5901<<3=587:9;4+

Table I

.87:9;4=92=<47=1:;<86=2:7=5966<187:9;=59<22:5:<;74
8;3=687<=59;478;74=296=7!<=2:647 963<6
3<59094:7:9;=92=$/%/ :;=7!<=06<4<;5<=92=:69;=8;3
5900<6=06<4<;7=84=26<<=(4.10!87<=<3:8+=96
5901<<3=(5 8;:3<=<3:8+=587:9;4=84<3=9;=7!<
3878=:;=&:".6<=
)8781 47

&:".6<= 22<57=92=26<<=8;3=5 8;:3<=5901<<4=92=(8+=:69;=8;3=(+
5900<6=9;=7!<=687<=92=3<59094:7:9;=92=$/%/ .;3<6=8181:;<=59;3:7:9;4*
(;:7:81=$/%/#=,*,-='=0$=-,--* =:;:7:81= '/ =).)=96= &<()+#=
,*,,='+
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Fe (free)
Fe (complex)
Cu (free)
Cu (complex)

<"6<44:9;=
<.87:9;

87<=59;478;7
(4-+

/
81.<

y = −2.0E−05x − 4.7
y = −3.0E−05x − 4.48
y = −7.0E−05x − 4.69
y = −0.0001x − 4.53

2.0 × 10−5
3.0 × 10−5
7.0 × 10−5
1.0 × 10−4

0.98
0.95
0.96
0.99

          

Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in alkaline cyanide solutions
 
 
/ /
Using a H2O2 concentration of 0.01 M, which was shown to
have negligible effect on the degradation of free cyanide
(supplied as NaCN) (Figure 4), it was of interest to monitor
whether cyanide would be similarly destroyed when the
catalysts were introduced as the cyano complex ions. Figures
7a and 7b show the decrease in free cyanide with time in the
presence and absence of H2O2 when using iron and copper as
the catalysts, respectively. Ferrocyanide is regarded as a
strongly bound complex and is therefore not easily
dissociated (Adams, 2016; Sharpe, 1976), which is why it
tends to remain stable during detoxification of free cyanide
and cyanide complexes by H2O2 (Griffiths et al., 1987; Ozcan
et al., 2011). A small decrease in the initial free cyanide
concentration was, however, still observed (Figure 7a) This
was attributed to a Fenton-like reaction between H2O2 and
ferrocyanide, which produces the hydroxyl radical
intermediate (OH˙) that, in turn, reacts with
free CN−. In the absence of H2O2, no decrease in the free
cyanide concentration occurred for the case of ferrocyanide,
confirming the stability of the complex.
For the case of CuCN, the free cyanide concentration
dropped markedly both in the presence and absence of H2O2.
It is well-known, however, that copper forms a series of
strong cyanide complexes (Ringbom, 1963), of which the triand tetracyanide species predominate at alkaline pH values
(Sceresini and Breuer, 2016):
[9a]
Cu+ + 2CN-  Cu(CN2)- log 2 = 24.0
Cu+ + 3CN-  Cu(CN3)2- log 3 = 28.6

[9b]

Cu+ + 4CN-  Cu(CN4)3- log 4 = 30.3

[9c]

Only a slightly greater extent of cyanide destruction
occurred in the presence of H2O2, indicating that this
phenomenon is primarily due to complexation, rather than to
reaction with the hydroxyl radical due to Fenton-like
reactions.
The degradation of free cyanide both with and without
H2O2 occurred according to second-order kinetics in the
presence of iron and copper cyanides, as shown in Figure 8,
derived from the data presented in Figure 7. The relative
values of the rate constants (Table II), calculated by the
equation:
[10]
1/[CN-]t = kt + 1/[CN-]0
where the concentration of CN− was calculated in g/L,
confirmed that copper(I) cyanide caused faster decomposition
of CN− than ferrocyanide, both with and without H2O2.

 
Salem et al., (2000) proposed OH˙ as an intermediate product
in reactions where the catalyst is a transition-metal complex.
In this work, evidence for the existence of the OH˙ radical in
the decomposition of H2O2 was assumed based on an indirect
method (Nguyen et al., 2008). Aromatic hydroxylation of
salicylic acid to specifically yield the 2,3- and/or 2,5-DBHA
isomers can only occur via the OH˙ radical (see Equation
[5]). The hydroxylation reaction was carried out in the
presence of H2O2 and an iron catalyst under acidic pH (2–3)
and alkaline pH (10–11) conditions and the reaction products
were analyzed.

&:".6<=<59;3 963<6=3<"68387:9;=92=26<<=5 8;:3<=:;=7!<=06<4<;5<=92
&<()++=8;3=).)=:;=7!<=06<4<;5<=(5194<3=4 914+=8;3=84<;5<
(90<;=4 914+=92=$/%/*=(;:7:81=$/%/#=,*,-='=0$#=-,--* =:;:7:81=8)#
,*,-='=:;:7:81= &<()+ 96=).)#=,*,,='+

Table II

.87:9;4=92=<47=1:;<86=2:7=5966<187:9;=59<22:5:<;74
8;3=687<=59;478;74=296=7!<=4<59;3 963<6
3<476.57:9;=92=26<<=5 8;:3<=:;=7!<=06<4<;5<=92=:69;
8;3=5900<6=06<4<;7=84=5901<<3=5 8;:3<
587:9;4=84<3=9;=7!<=3878=:;=&:".6<=

&:".6<=22<57=92=(8+=:69;=8;3=(+=5900<6=5 8;:3<=5901<<4=9;=7!<
687<=92=3<"68387:9;=92=26<<=5 8;:3<=:;=7!<=06<4<;5<=8;3=84<;5<=92
! 369"<;=0<69:3<*=(;:7:81=$/%/#=,*,-='=0$#=-,--* =:;:7:81=8)#=
,*,-='=:;:7:81= &<()+ 96=).)#=,*,,='+=
          

Fe (without H2O2)
Fe (with H2O2)
Cu (without H2O2)
Cu (with H2O2)

%'=--

<"6<44:9;
<.87:9;

87<=59;478;7
("- :;-+

/
81.<

y = 5E−05x + 2.25
y = 0.0038x + 2.36
y = 0.042x + 2.22
y = 0.029x + 5.46

0.00005
0.0038
0.042
0.029

N/A
0.87
0.95
0.92
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Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in alkaline cyanide solutions
NMR spectra of the hydroxylation products compared
well with that of the standard 2,3-DHBA isomer (National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology,
2013): peaks characteristic of the hydrogen atoms of this
isomer were observed at chemical shifts of 6.5 to 8.5 ppm. IR
spectra indicated the presence of carboxylic acid, alcohol, and
carbonyl groups, which are the functional groups present in
this isomer. Identification of the hydroxylation product of
salicylic acid as 2,3-DHBA by NMR and IR spectroscopy,
irrespective of whether the reaction was carried out in acidic
or alkaline media, indirectly confirmed the presence of OH˙
and showed that H2O2 decomposed to this radical under both
pH conditions. It was important to confirm the presence of
this intermediate because it is highly reactive (standard
reduction potential of 1.4 V) compared with the ferryl ion
(0.9 V) (Petri et al., 2011) and could possibly react with
contaminants in a gold leach pulp, leading to further losses
in such application. This high reduction potential of OH˙ may
also improve Au leaching kinetics.

)9;51.4:9;4
The aim of this work was to study how the addition of H2O2
affects the cyanide concentration, the Eh, and the DO
concentration in cyanide gold leaching. The effects of
transition-metal cation catalysts, such as iron and copper
(free and complexed), and pH on the stability of H2O2 were
established. It was found that the cyano complexes of Fe(II)
and Cu(I) effectively act as hydrogen peroxide decomposition
catalysts in alkaline media. Increasing pH and catalyst
concentration increased the rate of decomposition of H2O2.
Copper (free and complexed) cyanide was found to be more
effective in decomposing H2O2 than the corresponding
iron(II) species.
It was established that a H2O2 concentration greater than
0.01 M caused loss of free cyanide. In the presence of copper,
loss of free cyanide by complexation was attributed to the
formation of stable higher copper(I) cyanide complexes. No
loss of cyanide by complexation was observed in the
presence of ferrocyanide, in accordance with the known
relatively high stability of this complex. Additional losses of
cyanide in the presence of hydrogen peroxide were attributed
to the presence of the hydroxyl radical in Fenton-like
reactions for both iron and copper.
An oxidizing intermediate in the Fenton and Fenton-like
reactions, assumed on the basis of detection and
identification by an indirect technique to be the hydroxyl
radical, was found to be present in both acidic and alkaline
solutions. This radical was responsible for the increased
oxidation potential observed in alkaline solutions. Proving
the presence of this species in alkaline solutions (in the
presence of transition metal ion complexes) and
understanding its effect on free cyanide degradation could
aid in minimizing cyanide losses and establishing economical
H2O2 dosages for industrial applications in gold leaching.
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Underground mine scheduling modelled
as a flow shop: a review of relevant
work and future challenges
by M. Åstrand*†, M. Johansson†, and J. Greberg‡

Advanced planning and automation are increasingly important in modern
mines. Sophisticated methods for long-term mine planning are often used,
and the advent of autonomous machines makes the actual operation more
predictable. However, the interface between these two timescales, i.e. the
scheduling of the mobile production fleet, often limits the ability to operate
mines at maximum profitability. We show how scheduling the production
fleet in an underground mine can be modelled as a flow shop. A flow shop
is a general abstract process formulation that captures the key properties
of a scheduling problem without going into specific details. Thus, the flow
shop enables mine scheduling to reap the benefits of scheduling research
from other industries. We review recent results from the mining
community and the flow shop community, and introduce scheduling
methods used in these two fields. This work aims at providing value to
researchers from the mining community who want to leverage their skill
set, as well as to theoretical researchers by presenting the mining process
as a potential application area. Lastly, we discuss the results, and outline
some future challenges and opportunities facing the industry.
864.,1
underground mining, scheduling, flow shop, optimization.
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The margins in underground mining are
constantly under pressure since costs increase
as the mine becomes deeper. One major
component influencing the operational
performance, and thus the profitability of an
underground mine, is how the mobile
machinery and staff are coordinated. Today,
the coordination of the underground fleet, i.e.
scheduling of the machines, is mostly done
manually, with methods that are stretched to
their limit and with no guarantees on
performance. According to a survey of more
than 200 high-level executives in mining
companies around the world (Mincom, 2011),
the top challenge for modern mines is to
maximize production effectiveness, rather than
improving the reliability of individual items of
equipment. This highlights the importance of
coordination on a system level.
The effectiveness of mine production can
be increased by introducing supportive
algorithms in the scheduling process. These
algorithms enable mines to construct
optimized schedules with respect to custom
metrics. Additionally, manual scheduling is a
tedious and error-prone task where the
performance is heavily dependent on the
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scheduler. To reduce the staff dependency,
supportive algorithms can help to achieve
more uniform outcomes, resulting in a more
predictable process. In turn, this increases the
transparency of the mining process through
the entire production chain. It is worth noting
that automatic scheduling has proved
beneficial in many other industries, such as
chemicals and metals (Floudas and Lin, 2004;
Tang et al., 2001).
The operation of a mine is often planned
on different levels, each with its own time
horizon and task granularity (see Figure 1).
The life-of-mine plan, which contains a rough
plan of which year in which to extract what
parts of the orebody until depletion, has the
longest timespan. Based on the life-of-mine
plan, extraction plans of various granularities
are constructed that have a shorter time
horizon and include more details about what
amount of ore is planned to be produced
during a shorter period of time. These
extraction plans are then scheduled, i.e. the
exact time of each activity is determined and
the necessary resources (machines/personnel)
are allocated. After a schedule has been
constructed, typically spanning 1–2 weeks, it
is a matter of realizing the schedule by routing
the correct vehicle to the production area and
performing the actual activity. Commonly, a
supervisor underground acts as a real-time
controller reacting to unforeseen changes and
disturbances. Several authors (e.g. Song et al.,
2015) note that decisions taken by the
supervisors are often based on intuition, which
can result in suboptimal reactions to
disturbances and disruptions.

Underground mine scheduling modelled as a flow shop
methods. In order to address this broad audience a common
ground must be established. Therefore, the underground
mining process is introduced, followed by a review of
previous work on underground mining scheduling. The flow
shop concept is then introduced, together with some relevant
results from previous studies in this field. We conclude with a
discussion, together with an outlook on future challenges and
opportunities in underground mine scheduling.
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It is interesting to note that for the top two levels in the
pyramid in Figure 1, sophisticated tools and methods are
commonly used to ensure optimized (although perhaps not
optimal) plans, while the lower levels still rely on a lot of
manual and suboptimal work. With the advent of
autonomous vehicles affecting the bottom two levels in the
pyramid, it is obvious that the long-term plan and its
realization need to be connected by scheduling in an efficient
manner. Scheduling can thus be seen as the ‘glue’ that unites
high-level planning (how to maximize dividends) with lowlevel control (excavating ore).
The incentives for theoretical research on scheduling
often come from different underlying industries. To formalize
the methods, general abstract formulations known as ‘flow
shops’ have been developed, which capture the key properties
of the scheduling problem without going into specific details.
For instance, when scheduling an assembly line, it is
important in which order parts should be assembled, but not
if the actual part is the tyre of a bicycle or the button on a
shirt. The flow shop thus provides a framework for
developing scheduling algorithms separated from irrelevant
process details. People working in a specific industry often
believe that their processes differ from other industries in
some key aspects, rendering results from other industries
inapplicable. However, we argue that at least those industries
which can be categorized as process industries have more
things in common than things that differ. By modelling the
mining process as a flow shop one can see in black-andwhite which scheduling methods developed for other
industries are applicable for mining.
Publications on underground mine scheduling sometimes
briefly mention the flow shop concept as a way to justify
methodological choices. However, there has been no
systematic approach to highlight the specifics of underground
mining and how it can be modelled as a flow shop in order to
reap the benefits of scheduling research from other
industries. The question that we address is thus how the
diverse activities in underground mining can be adequately
represented in a flow shop setting. To answer this, we review
literature from both the mining community and the flow shop
community, and study the methods used in both of these
fields.
The goal for this paper is to be of value for both the
theoretical researcher by presenting the mining process as a
potential application area for the flow shop concept, and for
researchers from the mining community who want to
leverage their skill set or get an overview of available
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Mining is the process of extracting minerals from the Earth,
by either open pit or underground methods. In general,
mining consists of a large number of discrete and continuous
activities. Activities can be related to rock excavation, such as
drilling and charging, or supporting activities such as
managing the steady inflow of water and ventilating blast
fumes. Underground mines typically have large uncertainties
in process parameters (for instance task durations), due
partly to the fact that the rock properties are not known until
the rock has been physically encountered. This brings
uncertainty, as one does not know if an activity will take 4,
6, or even 12 hours. Historically, underground mining has
also been a very non-transparent process, where the state of
the mine is evident only between shift breaks, if at all. With
the adaption of new communication technologies
underground, this has started to change. Still, profitable
mining requires a variety of uncertain and partially nontransparent activities to be coordinated and steered towards a
common goal.
An underground mine is in operation for many years, and
decisions need to be taken on different timescales. It is
natural to categorize these decisions as strategic, tactical, and
operational. The most vital strategic decision is the choice of
mining method, which sets the stage for all downstream
decisions at the tactical and operational levels. An example of
a tactical decision is the sequence of extraction. Underground
mining essentially involves excavating blocks of ore under
complex precedence constraints. A common approach found
in the literature for finding a good sequence of extraction is
to solve a mathematical programming problem which
optimizes the net present value of the mine subject to
production targets from the strategic level. The operational
scale deals with the shortest time horizon: once the sequence
of extraction has been determined, how should equipment
and personnel be allocated to meet the production targets in
the extraction plan?
The life of a mine can be divided into five stages
(Newman, Kuchta, and Martinez, 2010). The first two stages,
prospecting and exploration, are concerned with determining
the profitability of exploiting an orebody. The third stage is
development, i.e. making the orebody accessible for
production, while the fourth stage, exploitation, deals with
the actual excavation of ore. Finally, the fifth stage
(reclamation) is restoring the affected environment as much
as possible to its original state. Out of the five stages in the
life of a mine the only profitable stage is exploitation. Hence,
how the exploitation is realized, i.e. choosing a mining
method, is vital for the profitability of a mine. The mining
method is selected based on the geometry, geology, and rock
mass characteristics of the orebody and the surrounding
rock. Since different mining methods have different process
dynamics they pose different scheduling problems.
          

Underground mine scheduling modelled as a flow shop
Excavating drifts (tunnels) is called development and is a key
component in most mining methods. The drifts are used not
only for transporting rock and equipment, but also for
supporting activities such as supplying air, water, and
electricity. Development is implemented in a cyclic process,
often called the production cycle (see Figure 2 and Table I). In
most mines, development takes place simultaneously in
many parallel drifts, and different types of machine are
needed at different steps in the production cycle. This makes
scheduling development a non-trivial activity.
Different mining methods have different strengths and
weaknesses. The choice of mining method depends, among
other factors, on the depth and inclination of the orebody.
Orebodies close to the surface are naturally mined in open
pits, whereas if the orebody goes deep, underground mining
methods are used. A common underground mining method
for near-horizontal orebodies such as deposits of copper,
coal, or potash, is room-and-pillar mining (see Figure 3a). As
the name suggests, in this method the ore is excavated in
blocks, with some blocks being left as pillars to provide
support for the surrounding rock. Common mining methods
for steep orebodies include sublevel caving, block caving, and
cut-and-fill mining. Sublevel caving, depicted in Figure 3b, is
based on collapsing the ore and adjacent waste rock by
blasting at sublevels and progressing downwards. Regularly
spaced drifts are developed into the orebody to enable drilling
and blasting so as to initiate this caving. The ore is then
dumped into orepasses connecting production levels to
haulage levels. Another method for steep orebodies is block
caving (Figure 3c), which is used for large-scale production
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where parts of the orebody are induced to cave by removing
the support from underneath. The ore is fractured naturally
by gravity and rock stress, and caves down to drawpoints.
Cut-and-fill mining (Figure 3d) differs from the
abovementioned methods in that it uses backfill. Proceeding
upwards, the excavated voids are backfilled with concrete,
waste rock, and sand. The backfill acts as support for the
surrounding rock and becomes the platform for subsequent
excavation on a higher level as production progresses.
Although some mining methods are similar, most of them
differ in key aspects such as the type and number of
machines required, where these machines are operating,
whether rock support is needed, and how fast the mine
evolves. This means that the choice of mining method does
not only affect the strategic and tactical levels, but also
propagates down to the operational level. Some
categorization is, however, evident since the process
dynamics of room-and-pillar and cut-and-fill are similar to
development as the process follows a production cycle at one
single location. This may not be the case for other methods
where different parts of the production cycle take place at
different locations. For more on underground mining
methods, and mining in general, see Hustrulid (1982) or
Darling (2011).
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Table I

/0550
Drilling
Charging
Loading
Scaling
Cleaning
Bolting
Shotcreting

%2/)536
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Drill rig
Wheel loader with platform
LHD
Scale rig
Wheel loader with bucket
Bolter
Shotcreter

Drilling holes in the rock face
Charging holes with explosives
Removing loose rock from a drift after blasting or scaling
Mechanically removing loosely attached rock from the walls of a drift
Removing small amounts of rock from the drift after scaling
Securing a drift by installing bolts in the rock
Reinforcing by spraying the walls of a drift with concrete
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Underground mine scheduling modelled as a flow shop
This introduction contains the essence of underground
mine operations, as viewed from a scheduling perspective.
That being said, each mine site has its own peculiarities
which affect the operation and thus the scheduling problem.
Moreover, a schedule is not only dependent on production
goals. It must also adhere to legislation and safety standards,
and it needs to consider additional information from other
sources such as maintenance, localization, and
geomechanical systems. In summary, underground mining
requires the coordination of a multitude of heterogeneous
machines, under large process uncertainties, in a dynamic
environment, while obeying numerous process constraints.
This is a non-trivial task, and it is part of the reason why
even in modern mines the average utilization of some mobile
machines can be well below 50% (Gustafson et al., 2014).
Altogether, this indicates that scheduling is a crucial
component in the overall mining process.

/)6,&-53(7537&3,6.(.4&3,7*5353(
There are some previous works on scheduling in
underground mining, although these are scarce. The
terminology in the mining community regarding planning,
scheduling, and dispatching varies between authors and is
unfortunately inconsistent at times. Outside the mining
community, planning is used to answer what and how, while
scheduling is answering who and when. Following this
convention, mine planning thus determines in what sequence
the orebody is exploited and how (by which method) this is
done. The scheduling process then determines exactly when
each activity is to be conducted, and by who (what resource).
Another common term is dispatching, which represents the
actual realization of the activities contained in a schedule.
For instance, several parallel schedules might exist but only
one schedule is actually dispatched. In the literature there is
also a categorization of scheduling and planning into longterm, medium-term, and short-term, where there is no
consensus on where one time horizon ends and another
starts. The works introduced here will be focused on shortterm questions rather than long-term, i.e. on operational level
rather than strategic or tactical. For a review on research on
long-term issues, refer to Newman et al. (2010) or Kozan
and Liu (2011).
With a few exceptions (e.g. Williams, Smith, and Wells,
1973), research on scheduling in underground mining is a
recent topic. Song et al. (2015) developed a decision-support
instrument to aid the scheduling process by constructing a
schedule of some of the activities in the production cycle. The
sequencing is done by calculating all possible permutations
of the activities and selecting the one with shortest total
duration. The total duration of a schedule, i.e. the difference
between the start time of the first activity and the end time of
the last activity, is called the makespan and is a common
quality metric in the scheduling literature. To cope with the
factorial growth of possible permutations the authors cluster
the faces based on geographical distance, and schedule one
machine set at each cluster. The method was tested on data
from the Kittilä mine in Finland, where the makespan
achieved by using the algorithm was far shorter than the
actual outcome from manual scheduling. However, the
authors recognize that this analysis is an open loop in the
sense that it does not incorporate the dynamic nature of
uncertain activity durations and disturbances.
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Potash is commonly mined using the room-and-pillar
method. Schulze et al. (2016) studied how to schedule the
mobile production fleet in an underground potash mine, also
with the objective of minimizing the makespan. This was
done by formulating a mixed integer programming (MIP)
model and solving it to optimality using a commercial solver
for small problem instances. To handle the computational
burden when scaling up the problem to realistic sizes, the
authors introduced construction procedures embedded in a
multi-start environment. By observing that non-delay
schedules (all activities placed without buffers) need not
include the optimal schedule, the construction procedure is
enhanced by introducing conscious delays into the heuristic.
The authors additionally introduced a modified Giffler and
Thompson procedure (Giffler and Thompson, 1960) for
scheduling medium to large problem instances. The different
algorithms were tested on a variety of problem and fleet
sizes. The authors conclude that for small problem instances,
solving the MIP formulation using a commercial solver is
efficient. For medium sized problems, the Giffler and
Thompson procedure works best, and for large problems the
construction procedure, including conscious delays, yields the
lowest makespan. The fact that including conscious delays
may lower the makespan indicates that the common mine
practice that machines should never be idle is not necessarily
a good practice. The authors continued to develop the
heuristics in Schulze and Zimmermann (2017), where a
combined method for scheduling both staff and machines is
presented. The heuristic is constructed to minimize
deviations from a targeted amount of mined potash, and the
results show that the algorithm outperforms manual
scheduling of the same problem.
Nehring, Topal, and Knights (2010) studied an
application in a sublevel stoping mine. Here, the scheduling
problem addresses how to transport the ore from the
drawpoints, via intermediate storage, to the haulage shaft.
The MIP model allocates machines to different drawpoints on
a shift basis over a period of 2 months. The objective is to
minimize the deviation from targeted production. The MIP
model is solved using CPLEX and evaluated on a simulated
mine. This is one of the few papers that also includes
secondary ore movements such as transporting ore from an
orepass to the crusher. The authors continue to explore this
path in Nehring, Topal, and Little (2010) by simplifying the
model to decrease computation time. Additionally, in Nehring
et al. (2012) the medium-term goal of optimizing net present
value is included in the MIP formulation. The advantage of
using a holistic model spanning both tactical and operational
decisions is also evaluated by Little, Knights, and Topal
(2013). The authors integrate both stope layout and
production scheduling in one model and note that the
generated schedules are superior to those created
sequentially. However, using a holistic model instead of two
segregated models increases the computation time from
seconds to days.
Some mining methods require backfill, i.e. refilling
excavated voids with waste rock, sand, and concrete. This
adds complexity to the scheduling problem since the backfill
activities need to be synchronized with excavation.
O’Sullivan and Newman (2015) studied the Lisheen mine in
Ireland, which uses a mining method similar to cut-and-fill.
A MIP model is introduced to schedule when a certain area
          

Underground mine scheduling modelled as a flow shop
overall process dynamics, which partially arises from the
need of a more diverse machine fleet underground. In the
open pit context there are mainly two types of equipment,
shovels and trucks. The shovel-truck problem simply
involves deciding where a truck should go for loading after it
has unloaded. Alarie and Gamache (2002) give a structured
overview of the different methods used for open pit
dispatching. These methods are categorized as single-stage
or multi-stage, where mathematical programming is often
used in the first stage in multi-stage programming but rarely
in later stages.
One feature that characterizes mining compared to other
process industries is the noisy (sometimes chaotic) nature of
operation. A common mining practice to deal with variable
duration of activities is to place buffers between subsequent
activities. Another way is to incorporate the uncertainty into
the scheduling model formulation. Based on a similar
approach to long-term planning, Matamoros and
Dimitrakopoulos (2016) use stochastic integer programming
with recourse to produce schedules on a monthly basis for
allocating shovels and trucks to different mining areas in an
open pit mine. The authors simultaneously optimize the fleet
and mining considerations together with the extraction
sequence. Uncertainty is accounted for by including fleet
parameters and ore quality as stochastic variables in the
model formulation. The problem is solved using a commercial
solver to produce monthly extraction sequences and machine
allocations for a planning horizon of 12 months. This
composite way of modelling the mining process has both
advantages and disadvantages. It is obvious that a decision
made on the tactical level (e.g. extraction sequence) will
have an effect on the operational level (fleet allocation), and
vice versa. Optimization using a holistic model incorporates
the synergies of considering both timescales simultaneously.
The authors use an objective function formulated as a sum of
smaller optimization goals spanning both the tactical and the
operational level (minimize cost of extraction, minimize
shovel movement, maximize shovel utilization, minimize
deviation from targeted plan, among others). One drawback
is thus the need to determine weighting parameters such as
cost per shovel movement and cost per surplus of mining
tonnage. Determining these parameters accurately may be
very difficult in practice.
A stochastic approach to the shovel-truck problem for
open pits was also studied by Ta et al. (2005). The authors
decompose the problem by solving two sub-problems, where
the first step is solving a chance-constrained problem in
continuous decision variables, while the second step solves a
MIP model in discrete variables. The combinatorial challenge
facing questions regarding global optimality is noted by the
authors to be hard, which is why heuristic approaches to the
dispatching problem for open pit mines are common.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that in order to schedule
efficiently, access to accurate process information is crucial.
As mentioned earlier, a major difference between open pit
and underground operations is the availability of up-to-date
process information. However, the adoption of new
technology in underground mining has started to change
this, where mine-wide WiFi enables real-time monitoring of
machines, equipment, and staff. Song, Rinne, and van
Wageningen (2013) discuss the impact of information
technology underground, as well as summarizing systems
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underground should be extracted in order to maximize the
production of mineral (i.e. maximizing the product of the ore
grade and the volume of ore extracted). Unfortunately, the
MIP model is unable to solve problems over an extended
period of time due to the high computational cost. The
authors alleviate this issue by introducing a heuristic
decomposition method based on fixing variables in a
predefined fashion. The idea is to first consider only highgrade areas and solve the scheduling problem for activities in
those areas only. When a solution is found, lower-grade
areas are introduced into a new scheduling problem where
the solution considering only the high-grade areas is
enforced as a constraint. The authors argue that the
decomposition-based method provides a feasible way of
obtaining good (but not optimal) results.
Another decomposition-based technique can be found in
Martinez and Newman (2011), who build on the results first
obtained by Kuchta, Newman, and Topal (2004) and later
refined by Newman, Kuchta, and Martinez (2007). Similar to
O’Sullivan and Newman (2015), Martinez and Newman
(2011) decompose a MIP model based on ore grades. The
goal is to determine monthly resource allocations over a
horizon spanning several years. The objective is to minimize
the deviation from monthly targeted quantities while
adhering to numerous mining considerations. Upon
evaluation on data-sets from the Kiruna mine in Sweden, the
authors note that the method often finds a solution within
5% of the targeted quantities, and does so in a reasonable
time for this application.
The solution of a scheduling problem contains at least a
schedule of the activities’ start and end times, together with
allocated machines for performing these activities. Executing
the activities in a mine often includes routing the correct
equipment to the correct location – a distinct problem in
production scheduling. For completeness, some recent work
in this field is briefly mentioned. Equi et al. (1997) note that
the characteristics of the open pit routing problem are similar
to e.g. sugarcane and timber production, while for the
underground case, Saayman, Craig, and Camisani-Calzolari
(2006) state that routing research from other areas has
limited application. The authors proceed by studying the
effect of different routing strategies in dispatching LHDs to
drawpoints in a block cave diamond mine. Another study of
underground routing can be found in Gamache, Grimard, and
Cohen (2005), who used Dijkstra’s algorithm for routing
mobile machinery. Dijkstra’s algorithm considers one vehicle
at the time, which neglects the interaction between vehicles.
This research was extended by Beaulieu and Gamache
(2006), who present a method based on dynamic
programming which provides a global view on the routing
problem.
Although the emphasis in this work is on underground
mining, it is appropriate to mention some noteworthy open
pit scheduling studies. Beaulieu and Gamache (2006) note
that scheduling for an underground mine operation does not
simply involve altering existing algorithms for open pit
mines; it is a related but distinct problem from scheduling
open pit mines. An aspect that differs between the two types
of mine is that the transparency of the process in open pits
has historically been higher than that of underground
operations, i.e. more relevant information is available in
order to make informed decisions. Another difference is the
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and hardware suitable for providing informational
transparency. Burger (2006) describes a system of systems
for integrating the mining plan of the Finsch mine in South
Africa into the control system, showing that the integration
of different processes is crucial for future profitability. Howes
and Forrest (2012) describe an approach to a similar problem
at the Chelopech mine in Bulgaria. They provide the
operating context for a scheduling solution including
upstream and downstream integrations to e.g. long-term
production planning and to process control. The authors note
that interfacing between systems on different operational
levels is non-trivial, and that although no standards exist
specifically for the mining industry, there are tentative
standards such as ISA-95 that have been used successfully
in other industries.

-471)4'71/)6,&-53(
The scheduling of the mobile machinery is a key aspect of
successful underground mining operations. One way to
describe a scheduling problem is to use the concept of a flow
shop. The term flow shop is used to denote a typical
manufacturing set-up where the items that are being
produced need to be processed on several stationary
machines. For instance, to produce a loaf of bread in an
industrial bakery, the ingredients first need to pass through a
dough mixer, followed by a portioning machine, and lastly
the raw loaf needs to be baked in an oven. Several parallel
dough mixers may exist so a particular batch of ingredients
can be scheduled on one out of many mixers. In a flow shop,
each producible item is known as a job, and the
manufacturing steps are denoted stages. The equipment units
that process the items at each stage (e.g. mixer, oven) are
called machines.
More formally, a flow shop is a process description where
jobs are scheduled on a set of resources in a given processing
order. A k-stage hybrid flow shop (HFS) is a generalization
of the flow shop problem where n jobs are to be processed in
k > 2 stages. Each stage s = 1 …, k holds Ms  1 machines,
and all jobs are processed in the same relative sequence
(stage 1  …  stage k) but are allowed to skip some stages
given that each is processed in at least one. An HFS is
sometimes referred to as a flexible flow shop, flexible flow
line, or multi-processor flow shop although the meaning of
these terms varies between authors.

In a mining context, the flow shop abstraction can be
used to model mining methods that follow a production cycle
at a single location (such as development or cut-and-fill
mining). The individual activities in the production cycle can
be thought of as stages (see Figure 4), where each stage
contains a set of machines that can perform the activity. In
contrast to the common manufacturing set-up (e.g. the
bakery analogy) it is not jobs that travel between stationary
machines, but rather mobile machinery that travel between
stationary jobs.

  
A large vocabulary exists in order to describe the
characteristics of an industrial process. For instance, if the
time for a machine to perform a job (the processing time) is
independent of which machine in the stage is used, and
independent of which particular job is being processed, the
machines are said to be identical. However, if the machines
are independent of which job is processed, but have different
processing times based on which machine is used, then the
HFS is said to have uniform parallel machines. An example
of uniform machines is when the processing time of machine
A is 10 minutes for all jobs, while that for machine B is 15
minutes for all jobs. In the scenario when the processing time
also explicitly depends on what job is being processed, then
the HFS is said to have unrelated parallel machines (e.g. on a
particular machine job A takes 10 minutes while job B takes
15 minutes). There is some sambiguity on the topic of
parallel machines, where some authors claim that unrelated
parallel machines are included in the formulation of an HFS,
while others claim that an HFS without specification holds
identical machines (Ruiz and Maroto, 2006).
Furthermore, if a certain job can only be processed on a
subset of the machines in a stage, then the problem is said to
have machine eligibility. If a job is to be treated at one stage
several times it is said to have revisits or recirculations. An
HFS with preemption allows a job to be interrupted and
finished later, while an HFS with non-preemption models a
situation where jobs which have started on a machine must
be completed on that machine without interruption. An HFS
naturally has precedence constraints between stages since
each job has to pass through the stages sequentially.
In a general setting, starting a job at a certain stage may
not be possible until another job is completed. The HFS is
then said to have precedence constraints between jobs. Often
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a certain time is required to prepare a machine before it can
process a job at a certain stage. If the set-up time is constant
then it is most often included in the duration of the stage.
However, if the set-up time depends on the processing order,
the HFS is said to have sequence-dependent set-up times (for
instance, if switching between two different types of jobs
requires changing some tooling, but scheduling two
subsequent jobs of the same type eliminates the need for this
time buffer). If the process is constrained by the fact that a
sufficient amount of time must pass between certain stages
of a job, the problem is said to have time lags. For more on
classification of different flow shops see Pinedo (2015).
A scheduling problem is not particularly interesting
without an objective. As noted by Ruiz and VázquezRodríguez (2010), the most common objective of an HFS
problem is to minimize the makespan, defined as the time
difference between the start of the first activity and the end of
the last activity. It is commonly reasoned that a low
makespan indicates a high utilization of the machines. Let 
denote the feasible schedule, and let Cjk() be the completion
time of job j at the final k-th stage under the schedule . Minimizing the makespan of processing J jobs can thus be
formulated as

 One job is identified as excavating one geographical
volume of rock in a specified location, i.e. one job
corresponds to one full production cycle.
 Each location is processed by the activities included in
a production cycle, hence the activities in the cycle are
seen as stages in a k-stage HFS.
 If the machine park is heterogeneous (different
specifications such as shovel volume or drilling speed),
but does not vary in different parts of the mine, then
the machines can be considered as uniform.
 The transportation time between different locations can
be modelled as sequence-dependent set-up times. This
does not exclude ‘ordinary’ set-up times, such as
connecting a machine to the electrical grid, since these
durations can be added on top of the transportation
time in a sequence-dependent manner.
 Multiple scaling, clearing, loading, and rock supporting
activities during one production cycle can be modelled
by revisits.
 Precedence constraints can be used to account for (i)
considering safety standards, (ii) the impact of
operating in a confined environment, and (iii) to model
the fact that access to a location needs to be granted
before excavation can start.

[1]

Summarizing, the mining methods that follow a
production cycle at a single location can be modelled as a kstage HFS with uniform parallel machines, sequencedependent set-up times, revisits, and precedence constraints
between jobs. A possible objective could be to minimize the
makespan (see Equation [1]), indicating that sought-after
schedules include efficient use of the mobile production fleet.

[2]
In order to leverage research from other industries it is
beneficial to model the mining process as a flow shop. HFS is
mentioned in a few previous studies from the mining
community. Most notably, Schulze et al. (2016) argue that
the production cycle in a room-and-pillar mine can be
described as an HFS where excavating one cubic block is
considered as one job. The authors model the process with
unrelated parallel machines, indicating not only machinedependent but also location-dependent processing times.
They complicate the HFS further by including revisits to
model the fact that this particular potash mine has timebased rescaling, meaning that if a certain amount of time has
passed since scaling the work area it is unsafe. Hence,
rescaling is necessary before continuing operations. The
authors do not include any transportation time for the
machines to travel between faces. Another study that briefly
mentions HFS is that by Song et al. (2015). The authors note
that the mining operation under study is an HFS, but without
providing any details or motivations. They claim that the
transportation time between work areas in an underground
mine is a key characteristic that previous work on HFS
scheduling does not consider. However, as discussed above,
transportation times can be modelled as sequence-dependent
set-up times, for which there are numerous related studies.
By using the introduced vocabulary, we note that cutand-fill, room-and-pillar, and development can be modelled
as an HFS as follows.
          

   
The methods used for solving the HFS scheduling problem
can be categorized as exact, heuristic, or metaheuristic. The
exact methods solve the HFS problem to optimality. A simple
example of an exact method is the scheduling of all different
combinations of activities and selecting the one that
optimizes some metric (given that it is feasible). It is worth
mentioning that even one of the simplest HFS (two stages,
where the first stage has only a single machine and the other
stage has two machines) is known to be NP-hard (Gupta,
1988). Thus, it may be very hard to solve certain scheduling
problems to optimality in a reasonable time using exact
methods. Therefore, heuristic methods are often introduced
as the size of the problem increases. A heuristic is an
algorithm that is typically fast, but lacks optimality
guarantees. Metaheuristics, in turn, are systematic
techniques for introducing randomness to improve on
heuristics in the search for optimal solutions.


To be categorized as exact, a scheduling algorithm needs to
be guaranteed to find the globally optimal solution on every
problem instance. The most commonly used exact technique
for HFS scheduling is branch and bound (B&B), where the
problem is solved by searching over a binary decision tree. At
each node, the search space is branched (split) into two
disjoint sets. Two statistics are tracked, an upper bound and
a lower bound. For minimization, the upper bound is simply
the best solution so far, while the lower bound is calculated
by solving a relaxed problem. The relaxation could, for
 !%#7++
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An example of another common objective in scheduling is
to minimize the inventory costs. In some settings, this can
be represented as a weighted sum of all completion times
which focuses on reducing the completion times of all jobs
simultaneously.

Underground mine scheduling modelled as a flow shop
instance, be to consider all discrete variables as continuous
(known as linear relaxation). Obviously, a solution to the
relaxed problem will have at least as good an objective as the
original problem. In each node in the search tree the lower
bound is calculated and compared to the upper bound. If the
lower bound is higher than the upper bound (i.e. the best
solution found so far) then that part of the tree cannot
contain the solution with the minimal cost. Thus, the whole
subtree can be ignored, which results in a reduced search
space. Much of the previous work on B&B in HFS scheduling
considers two- or three-stage HFS with only a few parallel
machines at each stage. One representative example
(Haouari, Hidri, and Gharbi, 2006) use a B&B algorithm to
schedule a two-stage HFS under the objective of minimizing
the makespan. The authors derive several efficient lower
bounds by relaxing the HFS under study. Upper bounds are
calculated in each node by an algorithm that gives priority to
jobs with a lot of remaining processing time. The authors
note that the B&B algorithm with the proposed bounds and
dominance rules can handle larger problem than previous
work in the field.
A related method is constraint programming, which is a
modern graph-based method increasingly used for scheduling
(Baptiste, le Pape, and Nuijten, 2012). This approach
leverages the common B&B method by systematically
exploiting the structure of the problem. Constraint
programming has been used successfully in many diverse
areas including planning, scheduling, and vehicle routing
(Baptiste, le Pape, and Nuijten, 2012).
An alternative method is to formulate the scheduling
problem as a mixed integer program (MIP) and solve it using
a commercial solver. The solvers often use B&B internally to
calculate the upper and lower bounds using a linear
relaxation. Early methods for scheduling HFS are criticized by
Liu and Karimi (2008) due to their incapability of handling
more complex HFS problems. The authors use MIP to study a
k-stage HFS which produces multiple products in batches. It
is common in modelling HFS by MIP to use variables either
representing time-slots, or by variables representing the
particular sequence in which jobs are scheduled on stages.
Liu and Karimi (2008) continue to note that even though

sequence-based models often involve fewer binary variables
than the time-slot counterpart, the relaxation of sequencebased models is often inferior. To tighten the relaxation the
authors propose to combine both models. However, the work
indicates that models with fewer binary variables, or tighter
relaxations, do not necessarily always perform better (a
remark which is noted by the authors to be frequent in
related literature) (Table II).
For concreteness, a basic MIP model is introduced for
scheduling jobs in a k-stage HFS with the objective of
minimizing makespan. The full model can be seen in Model
1. Here, Cjs denotes the completion time of job at stage s. The
makespan Cmax is introduced as the minimum value such that
Cmax  Cjs holds for all j and s. Further, each stage has Ms
uniform parallel machines, and pjs denotes the processing
time of job j at stage s. By introducing two binary decision
variables, Yjsm and Xjj s, we can adequately represent the kstage HFS. The variable Yjsm represents machine allocation,
while Xjj s keeps track of the order in which the jobs are
scheduled.
In the MIP model given in Model 1, constraint [4] ensures
that at each stage only one machine is scheduled to process a
certain job. Constraint [5] enforces that the completion time
of a stage is dependent on the processing time of the
allocated machine. The two constraints in [6] and [7] make
sure that one machine cannot process several jobs
simultaneously, where a large number Q is used to enforce
the disjunctive constraint (Griva, Nash, and Sofer, 2009). The
domains of the decision variables are specified in constraint
[8]. This MIP model can be seen as a baseline where
modifications further specify characteristics of the particular
process under study.


As noted by many authors (e.g. Ruiz and VázquezRodríguez, 2010), most exact methods are incapable of
handling medium and large problem sizes. Therefore,
research often turns to heuristic methods as the problem size
increases. Heuristic methods (including dispatching rules,
scheduling policies, and construction procedures) are commonly deployed to deal with the computational challenge of

Table II

%4,6-7+737% 7*4,6-7$4.7*535*553(7*261'23753727"215/7102(67$-471)4'
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Yjsm =

′

job j is processed in stage s by machine m
{10 ifotherwise

Xjj′′s

Cjs = completion time of job j at stage s

=

job j precedes job j in stage s
{10 ifotherwise

Cmax = the makespan of the schedule
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[9]

which in turn is used to the form the total average
processing time for all jobs TAPTj = s APTjs. In Algorithm 1
(Table III) the NEH algorithm for minimizing makespan is
given in pseudocode. In order to be specific, assume that in
step 2 we select job j1 and j2. The makespans of the two
schedules are then calculated, one for the job sequence (j1, j2)
and one for the job sequence (j2, j1). Assume that the
makespan of (j1, j2) is lower than that of (j2, j1), the sequence
(j2, j1) is then discarded. At step 3 we consider a new job j3;
we then evaluate all possible insertions of the job into the
current sequence of jobs. In this case we evaluate the
makespan of three schedules; (j3, j1, j2), (j1, j3, j2), and (j1, j2,
j3). Similarly, the schedule with the lowest makespan is kept,
while the others are discarded. This continues until the list of
unscheduled jobs is empty. Once a sequence has been
determined the criterion used for allocating machines at each
stage is often based on the earliest finishing time. The NEH
algorithm is very flexible since the assignment of jobs to
machines can be based on any criteria, not only makespan.
(Table III).
Brah and Loo (1999) compare five HFS scheduling algorithms and conclude that the NEH algorithm produces
high-quality schedules. The NEH algorithm is also deemed
appropriate by Ruiz, Şerifoğlu, and Urlings (2008), who
studied a complex k-stage HFS including unrelated parallel
machines, release dates for machines, sequence-dependent
set-up times, time lags, precedence constraints between jobs,
and machine eligibility. They furthermore compare heuristic
algorithms with solving MIP models, and conclude that the
NEH algorithm scales best with increased complexity of the
scheduling problem.
          

Another interesting heuristic for the k-stage HFS is the
shifting bottleneck procedure (SBP) found in e.g. Cheng,
Karuno, and Kise (2001). A bottleneck is a term used for a
limiting resource in a process chain, and the idea behind SBP
is to give priority to a bottleneck resource. For instance,
consider a three-stage HFS with a large number of identical
machines at stages 1 and 3, but only a single machine at
stage 2. If all machines have the same processing time, the
single machine in stage 2, through which all jobs need to
pass, becomes the bottleneck in the process. The SBP for this
three-stage HFS can be thought of as decomposing the three
stages into three single-stage parallel machine problems, and
iteratively sequencing and re-optimizing a schedule based on
which machine is the bottleneck in the current iteration. The
idea behind this heuristic is similar to the theory of
constraints (Nave, 2002).


The drawback of using heuristics is that there is no
guarantee that the solution will be optimal. In fact, heuristic
solutions are typically suboptimal. However, the quality of a
constructed schedule can often be improved by randomly
perturbing a schedule and selecting a solution which shows
the best improvement. These methods, called metaheuristics,
include a variety of optimization techniques such as
simulated annealing, tabu search, and genetic algorithms,
with the common concept of combining randomness and local
search (Pham and Karaboga, 2012). Metaheuristics are
initialized by a solution, and explore the neighbourhood of
that solution in hope of finding a solution with an improved
objective. An example is running a heuristic algorithm to
produce an initial schedule, and then studying all feasible
swaps of two activities in that schedule. The explored
neighbourhood would then correspond to all pairwise swaps
such that machines allocations Mi, Mj to jobs Ji, Jj are changed
from (Mi  Ji, Mj  Jj) to (Mi  Ji , Mj  Ji) as long as it is a
feasible change. For all schedules in this neighbourhood, the
schedule with the lowest makespan is then selected.
A representative metaheuristic commonly deployed to
complex HFS is the genetic algorithm (GA). This algorithm
takes inspiration from biology by mimicking the evolutionary
process of natural selection. Based on a set of tunable
parameters (such as probability of mutation) the algorithm
’cross-breeds’ schedules to produce new schedules. In each
iteration the newly produced schedules are evaluated and a
subset of these is kept to breed the next generation of

Table III

-(4.50)*7+7# 72-(4.50)*
1 . Sort all jobs in non-decreasing TAPT
2. Select the two jobs j, j′′ which have highest TAPT and remove them
from the list
3. Construct two schedules, one where j is scheduled first and one
where j′ is scheduled first. Discard the schedule with highest
makespan
4. for all jobs left in the list do
5. Select the job with highest TAPT and remove it from list
6. Calculate all possible insertions of the job into the current job
sequence
7. Select the insertion which yields the lowest makespan
8. end for
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complex HFS problems. Heuristics are computationally cheap
and often intuitive algorithms for constructing a feasible
schedule. Although heuristics may produce good solutions,
they come with no performance guarantees. Moreover,
intuitive heuristics might perform poorly on some problem
instances. One famous example was introduced by Graham
(1978), who describes a bicycle factory. Scheduling of
workers to assemble the bicycles is done according to the
scheduling policy that (i) no assembler can be idle if there is
some work task that can be done and (ii) an assembler must
continue working on a task until it is completed (it is not
permitted to pause and do another task). Although this policy seems reasonable, Graham showed that both reducing the
duration of each task and hiring more workers results in
fewer bicycles produced per day. Such unexpected and
unpredictable behaviours are common for many dispatching
rules.
A common heuristic found in the scheduling literature is
the Nawaz-Enscore-Ham algorithm (NEH algorithm)
introduced by Nawaz, Enscore, and Ham (1983). The basic
idea of the NEH algorithm is that jobs which require a lot of
processing time should be scheduled before jobs which
require less time (so as to fit the smaller jobs in-between
larger ones). The NEH algorithm is based on the average
processing time (APT) of a job at stage s. For unrelated
parallel machines the processing times depend on the job,
stage, and machine (p = pjsm) and can be calculated as

Underground mine scheduling modelled as a flow shop
schedules based on their fitness, i.e. objective function. One
example of GA can be found in Ruiz and Maroto (2006).
Unlike previous approaches with GA, which decompose the
problem into first sequencing the jobs and then finding a
feasible allocation of machines, in this paper the authors
embed the makespan directly into the fitness function of the
GA. Inspired by an industrial setting, the authors study a
complex k-stage HFS with unrelated parallel machines,
sequence-dependent set up times, and machine eligibility.
Furthermore, they benchmark their implementation to other
metaheuristic methods and show that their method
outperforms the next best metaheuristic by at least 50%. It is
noted that the GA outperformed manual scheduling done by
experts at the industry by almost 10%, indicating the
industrial relevance of these methods when it comes to
scheduling complex problems. In general, a drawback of GA
is the presence of numerous optimization parameters which
are typically case-dependent. In the example by Ruiz and
Maroto (2006) they determine these parameters by
performing a full factorial experiment on simulated test data.
Another study of sequence-dependent set-up times, but
with another metaheuristic method, can be found in Naderi et
al. (2009), where simulated annealing (SA) is used instead
of GA. SA is an optimization technique that resembles the
physical process that molecules undergo when a heated metal
is cooled. At first the mobility of the molecules is high
(corresponding to evaluating a lot of diverse schedules),
whereas when the metal cools the mobility becomes
increasingly impaired (corresponding to focusing in on
further optimizing a subset of these schedules) and the
molecules finally freeze in place (resulting in one final
schedule). The problem under study in this paper is a k-stage
HFS with transportation times and sequence-dependent setup times with the objective of minimizing, among other
things, the sum of completion times (see Equation [2]). The
method is compared to other metaheuristics, and the analysis
indicates that the proposed SA method works well for this
class of problem.

51/&11543723,7/43/-&1543
We have argued that scheduling, the ‘glue’ that unites highlevel planning and low-level control, is increasingly important
for profitable mining. After establishing a common ground by
giving an overview of underground mining and the flow shop
concept, representative previous research from both the
mining and flow shop communities has been reviewed. A
simple HFS model for underground mining was then
introduced, and a number of existing state-of-the art
scheduling techniques for HFS were described.

    
We have shown that cut-and-fill, room-and-pillar, and
development can all be modelled as a k-stage HFS with
uniform parallel machines, sequence-dependent set-up times,
revisits, and precedence constraints between jobs.
This HFS serves as a baseline that can be extended and
adapted to a specific mining process. For instance, the
processing time of a machine might depend on rock mass
properties, which could vary within the mine. This can be
modelled as unrelated parallel machines. Furthermore, in
some activities preemption is commonly allowed while in
others (for instance, activities involving concrete) preemption
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is not possible. Some activities might also have an after-lag,
such as shotcreting, where the concrete needs to cure. The
machine is then free to do other jobs, while the location
remains unavailable for a certain duration. Mining practice
might also impose additional constraints on the HFS
scheduling problem. An example could be the safety hazard
of simultaneously drilling in adjacent drifts. This differs from
precedence constraints between jobs in the aspect that it is
dependent on both stage and job.
The HFS model presented in this paper covers only some
mining methods. When the scope is expanded to other
mining techniques, or to holistic modelling of the entire
underground mining process, the activities in the production
cycle might take place at different locations. Consider, for
instance, an activity that does not take place solely at the face
of a drift but at several locations, such as loading in a block
caving mine. Due to the confined environment, only one
machine can work at one location at a time. This means that
different locations in the mine need to be allocated at
different times during different stages of a job. Two ways of
dealing with this come to mind. One is to explicitly model
locations as necessary resources for different parts of the
production cycle, and the other is to use a segregated
approach where the HFS scheduling problem represents
production on a higher level and routing of vehicles is left to
tailored algorithms on a lower level. The routing algorithms
then handle the allocation of locations in order to ensure
coordinated routing. The segregated approach will naturally
be suboptimal, but in the context in which the algorithm is
situated it might be more suitable since machine routing may
be provided by e.g. machine manufacturers.

    
When examining the previous work on scheduling in
underground mining, a synthesized picture emerges. Almost
all studies reported by the mining industry use optimal
methods. Heuristics are sometimes introduced, but often only
naïve versions are in place, only to benchmark the optimal
methods. This could stem from the fact that to obtain some
results with enough theoretical height, researchers are more
likely to rely on rigorous mathematical programming than
heuristics or metaheuristics, with which it is difficult to
ensure that an optimal result has been found. However, most
authors admit that the optimal methods struggle when
scaling to industrial-size problems.
When considering the recent work from the flow shop
community, another picture emerges. In published papers on
HFS research the methods are distributed roughly as 50%
heuristics, 25% optimal methods, and the rest metaheuristics
and unclassified methods (Ruiz and Vázquez-Rodríguez,
2010). Historically, the development of efficient heuristics
has been the focus, while lately many authors use
metaheuristics. The metaheuristic approach (e.g. genetic
algorithms) is considered by many to be the state-of-the-art
for complex industrial scheduling problems.
We introduced an HFS model for underground mining in
order to reap the benefit of research from other industries. A
selection of relevant literature on isomorphic HFS scheduling
problems includes (i) the metaheuristic implementation by
Alfieri (2009) to schedule cardboard production, (ii) the
benchmark of heuristics (and MIP) by Ruiz, Şerifoğlu, and
Urlings (2008) which has applications in the ceramic tile
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In order to increase safety and maintain profitability in
underground mining, there has been a shift from hand-held
to mechanized equipment, followed by an increasing use of
continuous automation (e.g. conveyor belts, mine hoists,
crushers). Today, as noted in the survey of 200 mining
executives mentioned in the Introduction, modern mines are
primarily struggling with maximizing the total production
effectiveness. This means that the big picture must be
considered. More and more elaborate methods are being used
for long-term planning, and the advent of autonomous
vehicles makes the implementation of this plan more
predictable. Unfortunately, the interface between these two
timescales, the scheduling process, has not yet received the
same amount of interest. In order to achieve a lean,
transparent, and predictable mining process, highperformance scheduling will be a crucial part of the
planning/production chain. The amount of published results
from the flow shop community is large. However, Ruiz and
Vázquez-Rodríguez (2010) note that in a selection of 200
papers on HFS scheduling the most general case with k > 2
stages and unrelated parallel machines is only considered in
7% of all papers. Unfortunately for the industry, it is in this
category where most real-world applications are found. This
lack of works calls for research not only on mine scheduling
in particular, but also on complex flow shop scheduling in
general.
A benefit of using automatic scheduling compared to
manual scheduling is that it is easier to take into account a
large amount of facts when constructing a schedule. It is, for
instance, possible to integrate maintenance information
directly in production scheduling. Today, production
scheduling and maintenance planning are often separate
activities. However, it is clear that these two topics are
connected, since they both operate on the same resources: the
machines. In a mine, the maintenance is often supported by
some software system keeping track of e.g. machine health
and spare parts. It would be beneficial if information from
this maintenance system could be integrated in the
scheduling algorithm. This would enable the construction of a
coordinated schedule where maintenance is planned to
minimize the adverse impact on production. This is especially
interesting if one considers predictive maintenance, since it
would allow an operator to make informed decisions that
account for the trade-off between machine health and
production goals. Here we considered maintenance
integration; however, this is only an example of many similar
benefits that can be gained from integrating other supporting
activities into the scheduling process, such as integrating the
management of infrastructure or rock mechanics inspections.
When the number of integrated systems increases, the overall
mining process becomes more coordinated and predictable.
Another important topic is the study of what metric is a
suitable quantifier of schedule quality in underground
mining. Most process industries have internal organizations
which are evaluated by different KPIs. However, on an
aggregated level, the goal is a safe and profitable mining
          

process. In order to reach that goal, a holistic metric may be
appropriate. For instance, an objective function that reflects
both scheduling and routing might produce high-quality
schedules. Another way would be to consider the entire value
chain (from mine to port) in the objective function to tightly
couple long-term and short-term goals. Most previous
research in both mine scheduling and flow shop scheduling
evaluates schedules based solely on the makespan. However,
due to the noisy nature of mining the probable use for
automatic scheduling is in an online ’rolling horizon’
approach. With that in mind, is makespan a good quality
indicator even though the schedule might be revised several
times a day? A metric representing smart utilization of the
parallel drifts might be more suitable in this case. A valuable
contribution to the field would be a study of which objective
functions are appropriate to use in a rolling horizon
approach, and how these can be constructed to reflect
common KPIs found in mining.

 
Many authors note that implementing automatic scheduling
in the industry is non-trivial (e.g. McKay, Pinedo, and
Webster, 2002; Ruiz, Şerifoğlu, and Urlings, 2008;
Harjunkoski, 2016). The first test of any scheduling
algorithm is a comparison with previous manual methods.
Therefore, to prove its value in an industrial setting,
automatic scheduling must be designed such that it will be
used by the manual scheduler on site. Continuing this train
of thought, this means that the algorithm needs to be flexible
enough to deal with most of the corner cases that the manual
scheduler can handle. If it is not in the same ballpark to
enable comparison, it will simply not be used. This
conclusion is supported by Harjunkoski et al. (2014), who
note that successful scheduling implementations in other
industries emphasize empowering the current manual
scheduler, and do not aim at replacing the scheduler. This
requires an intuitive and flexible way to interface the
scheduling algorithm, thus encouraging mine schedulers to
actually use it. This part of automation is often overlooked by
researchers, who are inclined to view design topics as second
in importance to algorithm development, although from an
industrial acceptance point of view the design might even be
more important than the actual algorithm being used.
From published works, it is easy to recognize recent
trends and the state-of-the-art at the moment. However,
when targeting an industry with a lot of competition there is
always an incentive to keep results secret. Compared to
academia, where success is measured by published works, it
is harder to estimate the state-of-the-art in mine scheduling
practice, since many mines do not disclose any information
about their scheduling process. Some secrecy concerns can,
however, be alleviated by using flow shops. The flow shop
abstraction can be used to separate algorithmic scheduling
issues from sensitive process or business details, enabling
the discussion to be held at an appropriate level. We believe
that an open research community that supports development
and collaboration would benefit the entire industry.
Summarizing, there are several opportunities to increase
production effectiveness in underground mining by
optimizing the scheduling process. As methods for long-term
planning becomes better, and excavation is to a larger extent
handled by autonomous vehicles, research on scheduling
 !%#7++
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industry, and (iii) the heuristics introduced by BottaGenoulaz (2000) solving similar HFS problems with
applications in e.g. the textile and paper industries.

Underground mine scheduling modelled as a flow shop
methods will become increasingly important. By addressing
these challenges, the mining industry will, hopefully, stay
profitable for many years to come.
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Coal has over the years remained South
Africa’s major energy source, with over 90% of
the country’s electricity being produced via
coal-fired processes (Arndt et al., 2016).
Sasol’s coal conversion technology alone
provides more than 40% of South Africa’s
liquid fuel requirements (van Dyk, Keyser, and
Coertzen, 2006). The production of high-grade
coal requires the processing of run-of-mine
(ROM) resources by a combination of
processes which include crushing, screening,
and washing (Radloff, Kirsten, and Anderson,
2003). These processes result in the
generation of coal fines (< 0.5 mm) which,
until recently, have been discarded into slimes
dams (le Roux, Campbell, and Smit, 2012).
Several issues are associated with slimes
dams, among which are the costs of
transportation of these fines from the place of
origin to the discard point (often a
considerable distance), and the potential
environmental effects due to seepage of toxic
materials into surrounding ecosystems
(Clausen, 1973).
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Low-cost calcium lignosulphonate (CL), which is a byproduct of the WOOD
pulping industry, was investigated as a potential binder during laboratoryscale pelletization of inertinite-rich high-ash coal fines from the Highveld
Coalfield of South Africa. Coal-binder mixtures containing between 1 and
15% calcium lignosulphonate were prepared, pressed, and ultimate,
proximate, porosity, XRD, and XRF analyses obtained. It was found that
increased pressure during pelletization results in increased attractive
forces, due to increased interparticle contact areas. FTIR analysis showed
that chemical interactions occur between coal fines and the binder, as
evidenced by the formation of new C−O ether-type bonds. The presence of
moisture during pelletization enhanced surfactant activity of the binder.
Chemical interactions between the coal and the binder seem to be mainly
electrostatic, driven by Ca2+ from the calcium lignosulphonate, which may
act as a bridge between the anionic parts of the binder and the surface of
the coal.

Consequently, utilization of these coal
fines is an area of great interest. Mechanical
densification of fine coal by means of
pelletization and/or briquetting to larger sizes
for use in technologies that require lump coal,
such as chain-grate stokers and fixed-bed
gasifiers, has been shown not only to reduce
environmental risks (Mangena et al., 2004),
but also to significantly reduce storage and
transportation costs (Mani et al., 2001).
Pelletization is the process by which solid
particles are consolidated into uniform, usually
hard, impact-resistant agglomerates, rendering
them useful as a fuel with sufficient calorific
value for domestic and industrial utilization
(Finney, Sharifi, and Swithenbank, 2009).
Coal can be agglomerated either with or
without the use of a binder. Although
binderless pelletization is the cheapest, and
often the preferred, form of pelletizing (due to
the elimination of binder costs), it is not
always effective. Conventional binderless
pelletization may not always yield the desired
specific properties such as water resistance,
combustion characteristics, durability, etc. The
addition of a binder, on the other hand,
enhances agglomeration properties, thereby
reducing the intensity of pelletizing conditions
such as high temperature and pressure. In this
study, an organic binder, lignin sulphonate
(lignosulphonate), was used as a binding
agent in the production of pellets from coal
fines.
Lignosulphonate (C20H24RO10S2) is a
cellulose-based organic component of trees
that is obtained as a byproduct of the paper
industry. During sulphite pulping, acidic

Some physical and chemical characteristics of calcium lignosulphonate-bound coal fines
cleavage of ether bonds on the -carbon of the propyl sidechain in lignin results in the formation of electrophilic carbocations, which in turn react with bisulphite ions (HSO3–), to
produce sulphonates (Stuart, Jerry, and Timothy, 2001).
Primarily, lignosulphonates are recovered from the pulping
liquid through the Harvard process, in which up to a 95%
yield of calcium lignosulphonate (C20H24RO10S2) is
precipitated in excess calcium hydroxide. Figure 1 shows the
typical unit structure of calcium lignosulphonate.
The lignosulphonate part of calcium lignosulphonate (CL)
may behave as an anionic surfactant, containing both
hydrophilic (e.g. sulphonic, phenolic hydroxyl) and
hydrophobic (i.e. carbon chain) groups, and thus possesses a
certain degree of surface activity (Fredheim, Christensen, and
Bjørn, 2003; Chen and Wu 1994). It has been used as an
adhesive (Chen and Wu 1994), as well as an auxiliary
substance for paper coating (Telysheva, Dizhbite, and Paegle,
2001). More than 50 Mt of lignin (lignosulphonate plus alkali
lignin) are globally produced annually, of which only 10% is
utilized (Xiao, Sun, and Sun, 2001). The unused
lignosulphonate needs to be treated in order to alleviate
environmental risks, which is an undesirable expenditure.
Previous research focused on binderless briquetting of
vitrinite-rich coal fines, and investigations into the
agglomeration of inertinite-rich coals has received less
attention (Finney, Sharifi, and Swithenbank, 2009).
Leokaoke et al. (2018) studied the manufacturing and testing
of briquettes from inertinite-rich low-grade coal fines using
various binders. They reported that the use of
lignosulphonate as a binder resulted in briquettes with
sufficient compression strength to be considered for
industrial application. Emphasis has been on the physical
properties of the manufactured pellets, with little interest in
understanding the mechanisms of binding. In this paper we
describe the characterization of the more physico-chemical
properties of fine inertinite-rich coal pellets with calcium
lignosulphonate as a binding agent. The pellets were
prepared in the manner described by Leokaoke et al. (2018).
The mechanism by which the binding occurs is investigated
and reported on.
Finney, Sharifi, and Swithenbank (2009) compared
inorganic (caustic soda) and organic (starch) binders for the
preparation of coal tailings pellets. They concluded that an

addition of 2% of starch binder improved the pellet quality.
They attributed this to the inherent lignin in the starch,
which softened, especially at elevated temperatures (45–
75°C), thus enhancing agglomeration. Zhang et al. (2001)
investigated the effect of different treatment conditions on
rice straw-based binders in lignite coal briquettes. They
found that sodium hydroxide-treated rice straw can be used
as a lignite briquette binder.
Chung (1991) reviewed several adhesion theories and
concluded that at the microscopic level, the driving force of
adhesion is the electrostatic interactions between molecules.
The binding forces between the particles can exist with or
without a chemical bond (covalent bond) being formed
(Rumpf, 1962). In the absence of covalent bonds, attraction
between particles is due to forces such as molecular
interactions (hydrogen bonds, van der Waals attraction etc.)
and electrostatic and magnetic forces, provided the particles
are brought close enough together (Rumpf 1962). Van der
Waals forces are believed to make the largest contribution of
all intermolecular attractive effects, while electrostatic forces
help binding where there is an excess charge or electrical
charged surface, which may be created by interparticle
friction (Zhou, Zhu, and Wang, 2004). Covalent bonds, on
the other hand, may form via reactions between molecules in
particles from different parts of the mixture at points of
contact (Kaliyan and Morey 2010), especially under applied
pressure.

;6:19;84<;5'</:6*7'4
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A batch of the same South African medium-rank, low-grade,
inertinite-rich discard coal from the Highveld Coalfield used
by Leokaoke et al. (2018) was obtained. Calcium
lignosulphonate powder was used as supplied by a local
pulping company.

!! !! !
  
A suitably prepared representative portion of the coal sample
(fines) was set in an epoxy and resin mixture, and then
ground to a polished surface for microscopic investigation,
according to the standard methods for petrographic analysis.
Maceral analysis was conducted using a Zeiss Axio imager at
500× magnification under oil immersion. Petrographic
analyses were done according to ISO 7404:1994 to obtain
vitrinite reflectance and maceral composition.
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Proximate analyses were performed using the following
standard methods: moisture – ISO 11722: 1999; ash content
– ISO 1171: 2010; volatile matter content – ISO 562: 2010;
and fixed carbon content was determined by difference.
Ultimate analyses (carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and sulphur
weight percentages) were based on the ISO 29542: 2010
method and were performed by Bureau Veritas Testing and
Inspections, South Africa. The total sulphur content was
determined according to ISO 19759: 2006 using IR
spectroscopy. For comparison, pellets manufactured from the
coal and specified binder concentrations (wt.%) were also
analysed for their proximate and ultimate compositions.
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Coal fines, calcium lignosulphonate, and the produced pellets
were subjected to mineralogical analysis using X-ray
diffraction (XRD) with a PANalytical V4.1 instrument,
utilizing the Rietveld-based X’Pert HighScore Plus software
to identify and semi-quantify minerals. Samples were fused
into a borosilicate disk and analysed by X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) spectrometry at Set Point Laboratories, South Africa.

   

 
To characterize the structural properties of the coal and CL
binder material before and after pellet preparation, density
and porosity measurements were carried out. The sample
masses were measured using an electronic balance with an
accuracy of 10-4 g. The bulk density was determined using
the equation:
[1]
where b (g cm-3) is the bulk density, m is the mass (g), and
vb is the bulk volume.
True volumes of the samples, were estimated using a
helium stereo pycnometer (Quantachrome, MVP-1) with an
accuracy of 0.001 cm3. The procedure involved degassing the
sample by purging with a flow of dry helium. The analysis is
performed by pressurizing the sample cell, then expanding
the gas into a reference chamber. The sample volume is
calculated from the two pressure readings. Three
measurements were performed, the averages for each sample
were obtained, and the density was calculated by the
equation:
[2]
where t (g cm-3) is the true density, m is the mass (g), and
vt is the true volume.
The porosity () was estimated from Equations [1] and
[2] using the relationship
[3]

Surface morphology studies of coal and binder samples were
carried out on as-received samples, while for the pellets, the
cross-sectional surfaces were analysed. Samples were
observed under an FEI Quanta 200 scanning electron
microscope (SEM) with an integrated Oxford Instruments
INCA 200 energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
microanalysis system, at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV.
Samples were mounted on double-sided adhesive tape, and
then coated with a gold-palladium coating under a 4.0 Pa
vacuum to render them conductive. Images of each sample
were taken at low (600×) and high (2400×) magnifications.


Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) analysis was performed
using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 400 FT-IR/FT-NIR equipped
with a universal Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR)
sampling accessory to determine the differences in the
functional groups in the samples before and after pelletizing.
Approximately 1 mg of each sample was placed on a sample
holding hole, and pressed by means of a gauge force arm
mounted on top of the instrument in order to ensure
maximum contact with the detector. Spectra of all three
samples were recorded in the range 1800 to 600 cm-1.

  
Samples were prepared by dispersing a pellet in 50 ml
deionized water and stirring the mixture for approximately 5
minutes using a magnetic stirrer. The same procedure was
followed for 2.5 g coal and 2.5 g calcium lignosulphonate,
and the samples’ pH changes were measured between 3 and
30 minutes. In order to determine the adsorption behaviour
of the calcium lignosulphonate particles on the coal surface,
zeta potential measurements were carried out using a
Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern, South Africa). The prepared
pellet in the deionized water sample was transferred into a
clear, disposable, electrophoretic cell for analysis. The
procedure was repeated five times and the mean value
reported. The temperature was set at room temperature.

:42864<;5'<'943244975
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Inertinite-rich coal fines were air-dried under ambient
conditions for 24 hours, then pulverized to pass 250 μm
using a Fritsch pulverisette (Labotec, South Africa). The
pulverized coal fines were mixed with the desired amount of
binder using an overhead stirrer (Heidolph RZR 2041) at a
constant speed of 20 r/min for 1 hour. Coal-binder mixtures
containing between 1 and 15% calcium lignosulphonate were
prepared. The coal-binder mixtures were then pressed using
an LRX Plus tensile test machine (Ametek Lloyd
Instruments). The procedure involved weighing 2.5 g ±
0.0005 g of the mixture into a cylindrical, 13 mm internal
diameter die set. The mixture was then compressed into a
small pellet with a force of 4000 N at a rate of 10 mm/min
and holding time of 10 seconds after reaching the maximum
force. The pressed pellets were stored in a closed container
prior to analysis.
          

Results of the petrographic analysis of the fine coal sample
are given in Table I. The vitrinite content was found to be
28.1 vol.%. The medium-rank C bituminous coal contains
56.2 vo.l% inertinite. Mineral matter was determined as 9.4
vol.%.
Table I

:617-1;.*93<;5;8494<70<6*:<37;8<095:4<)/,/,,(
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Vitrinite
Liptinite
Inertinite
Fusinite + secretinite
Mineral matter
Rank

+ <%%

28.1
0.0
56.2
6.3
9.4
Bituminous mediumrank C
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Table II

Table III

17 9/;6:<);91'1<;494(<;5'<2869/;6:<)'1!<;4*01::
;494(<;5;8494
$6,#

&7;8

&;8392/<
89-57428.*75;6:

:88:6<
),<$6,<#<&+(

*:71:693;8<
.:88:6

Moisture
Volatile
matter
Ash
Fixed
carbon

5.3
28.3

7.8
58.9

5.7
30.2

5.5
30.6

25.8
40.6

14.3
19.0

28.5
35.6

25.2
38.7

C
H
N
S
0

77.4
4.2
1.9
1.3
15.2

71.8
9.8
1.2
3.4
13.8

78.1
3.6
1.2
1.5
15.6

77.0
4.6
1.8
1.5
15.1

*Pellet composition: 7.5 wt.% calcium lignosulphonate
** Theoretical pellet: ∑ (92.5% coal + 7.5% CL)

"<;5;8494<)$6,#(<70<3;8392/<89-57428.*75;6:
)&+(!<37;8<095:4!<;5'<.:88:6<),<$6,#<&+(
&7;8<095:4

&+

,<$6,#<&+
.:88:6

Fe2O3
MnO
CaO
K2O
SiO2
Al2O3
MgO
Na2O
SO3

1.3
<0.1
1.5
0.3
11.4
5.7
0.4
0.1
3.2

0.06
<0.1
8.5
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.3
0.1
7.0

0.6
<0.1
2.6
0.4
6.8
2.8
0.3
0.1
8.6

LOI*

77.2

86.1

82.7

LOI* = loss on ignition

! ! ! !! 
Results of the bulk proximate (air-dried basis) and ultimate
(dry, ash-free basis) analyses are given in Table II. For
comparisons theoretical values for the pellet are also listed.
The proximate and ultimate analyses results for the 7.5 wt.%
CL-coal pellet were similar to that of the coal fines.

 !!!! 
XRF results for the coal fines, calcium lignosulphonate, and
pellet (7.5 wt.% CL-coal) are given in Table III. The XRF
analysis was used to determine the sulphur content as SO3 in
the pressed pellets. Calcium lignosulphonate is characterized
as a sample containing higher CaO and SO3 contents than the
coal fines. As expected, the three samples analysed have high
LOI values (77.2–86.4%), reflecting mostly the remaining
ash content.
XRD results for the coal fines sample (Figure 2) provide
an indication of the concentrations of crystalline minerals.
The crystalline minerals comprise mainly kaolinite (9.3%),
illite (2.8%), quartz (3.5%), and gypsum (1.1%) with minor

goyazite and calcite. Similar results were observed for pellets
with between 1 and 15%. CL binder. Matjie, Ward, and Li
(2012) reported that South African Highveld coals contain
abundant kaolinite and quartz, with minor illite, calcite,
pyrite, dolomite, goyazite, and gypsum. Significant
concentrations of kaolinite and illite clay minerals, which are
more reactive than other coal minerals, were also found. The
XRD analysis of the calcium lignosulphonate sample (Figure
2) indicates that this sample contains noncrystalline phases.
Pelletization thus does not seem to influence the mineral
matter composition.

  !    !
SEM images of the surface morphology of the coal and
calcium lignosulphonate particles, as well as images of crosssectional surfaces of the pellets, are shown in Figure 3.
Unlike the calcium lignosulphonate particles, the coal fines
particles are sharper-edged, with finer particles that are more
compacted (Figure 3a and 3b). A comparison of the pellet
with 2.5% CL binder (Figure 3c) and that with 7.5% binder

"9-21:< <'9001;367-1;/4<70<37;8<095:4<)&"(!<3;8392/<89-57428.075;6:<)&+(!<;5'<.:88:64<)&"&+(<$96*<;195-<&+<3756:56<)$6,#(
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aromatic rings (Shen, Zhang, and Zhu, 2008). A shoulder on
the peaks for the coal and pellet at approximately 1650 cm-1
is assigned to C=O stretching vibrations, with no shoulder
observed for the CL sample. Peaks observed in the region
between 1300 and 1110 cm-1 may be due to the presence of
ether groups, C–O stretching, and O-H bending vibrations
(Shen, Zhang, and Zhu, 2008). The distinct peak at 1221
cm-1 for the pellet sample may indicate the formation of
additional ether-type groups.
The major peaks at 1032 cm-1 denote the aromatic
skeletal and sulphonic groups, and are characteristic of the
sulphonic group present in the calcium lignosulphonate
binder (Shen, Zhang, and Zhu, 2008).

 ! !

"9-21:<   <9/;-:4<) </;-59093;6975(<70<);(<37;8<095:4!<)(
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(Figure 3d) shows an increase in compactness of the pellets
with increased binder dosage. A decrease in the voids
between the coal and binder particles is thus expected.
During the initial stages of pelletization, i.e. at low
pressures, it is commonly considered that some sliding, rearrangement, and/or fragmentation of the particles may
occur, resulting in a more closely packed structure, and hence
a decrease in voidage (Mani et al., 2001). Furthermore, since
during pelletization the loading is hydraulic in nature, the
application of pressure may fragment brittle particles.
Increased pressure will result in the elastic (temporary) or
plastic (permanent) deformation of particles, which
significantly increases the interparticle contact area and may
result in attraction between the molecules in adjacent
particles. The initial interparticle attraction is due to weak
van der Waals and electrostatic forces. The porosity of the
coal fines sample was determined to be 0.688, that of the
calcium lignosulfonate sample 0.397, and that of the 7.5
wt.% CL-coal pellet 0.325. A clear reduction in porosity for
the pellet indicates closer contact between all samples on a
structural level. An additional strength-enhancing result
of the compression process may be that flat-shaped
particles and bulky particles may mechanically interlock
(Rumpf, 1962).

The zeta potential of a dispersion of calcium lignosulphonate
in deionized water was found to average –20 mV. As seen in
Figure 5, zeta potential (in absolute value) of coal pellets
containing CL increases with increasing CL concentration up
to approximately 4 wt.%. The zeta potential of the pellet
initially becomes more negative with the addition of the
binder, indicating interaction between the coal fines and the
binder. This observation is consistent with results from a
mechanical study in which maximum compression strength
was observed for pellets with 4 wt.% CL as binder (Leokaoke
et al., 2018).
Proximate analysis indicated that the air-dried coal
pellets contained approximately 6% moisture (Table I). The
moisture on the surface of the pellets will dissolve soluble
constituents of the coal fines and the calcium
lignosulphonate binder, with resulting acid or basic
properties at the surfaces. The surface acidity or basicity was
simulated by preparing mixtures of the 7.5 wt.% CL-coal
pellet, calcium lignosulphonate, and coal fines in deionized
water and measuring the pH. The changes in the pH value for
the three samples with time are shown in Figure 6. The coal
fines mixture yielded pH values between 7.6 and 8.2,
producing basic solutions. The pH values for the calcium
lignosulphonate mixture were in the acidic region, between

Infrared spectroscopic spectra of the calcium lignosulphonate,
coal, and a pellet with 7.5% binder disclose the differences in
chemical composition (Figure 4). The FTIR spectra reveal that
some chemical differences exist between the pellet and the
starting materials.
Only the main differences in the spectra are described.
The peak band at 1600 cm-1 represents C=C stretching of

"9-21:< "<4.:361;<70<46;1695-<37/.75:564<;5'<.:88:6<3756;9595,<$6,#<3;8392/<89-57428.*75;6:
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6.4 and 6.2. The pellet mixture gave close to neutral pH
values between 6.9 and 7.0. The difference in the pH values
between the coal fines sample, the binder, and the pellet
indicates that the interaction between the binder and the coal
fines may be between acidic and basic ions in the moisture
and on the surfaces of the two components of the pellet.

 ! 

&753824975
The physico-chemical properties that influence the binding
mechanisms between inertinite-rich high-ash coal fines and
a calcium lignosulphonate binder were investigated.
Microstructural analysis of the pellets suggests that the
physical interactions between the coal and binder result in a
decrease in the voids between particles, and thus an increase

 !!  

In an attempt to characterize the interactions that occur
between the calcium lignosulphonate binder and the coal
fines, both microscopic and macroscopic approaches were
used. It is postulated that the interactions between the coal
particles and calcium lignosulphonate in the pellet occur not
only through mechanical processes (Rumpf, 1962), but also
through the surfactant activity of the polymeric calcium
lignosulphonate and the coal surface (Ogura, Tanoura, and
Hiraki, 1993).
The application of high pressure during pelletization
brought particles closer together, and the increased
interparticle contact enhanced interparticle attraction forces
between adjacent particles through weak van der Waals
forces (Rumpf, 1962). During this process, deformation of
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particles results in smaller particles filling the voids between
larger particles, which may bring about mechanical
interlocking between adjacent particles.
Furthermore, the presence of moisture enhances
surfactant activity. Lignosulphonates may act as surfactant
molecules with spherical structures (micelles), where the
sulphonic acid and carboxylic acid groups are positioned
mainly at the surface of a hydrophobic hydrocarbon core
(Rezanowich and Goring, 1960; Le Bell, 1984). These
functional groups are therefore accessible for interactions,
especially when surface moisture is present.
FTIR spectroscopy demonstrated that the chemical
structure in the pellet was slightly altered during mixing and
pelletization, with the formation of additional C–O ether
bonds.
The combination of pH, XRD, XRF, and zeta potential
measurements with the FTIR analyses has provided an
improved basis for understanding the interactions between
the coal surface and the CL binder during pelletization.
Generally, poly-anions such as lignosulphonate groups tend
to be repelled from the already negatively-charged coal
surface. In such instances, adsorption and bonding is
promoted by the presence of polyvalent cations, which act as
bridges between the anionic groups of the surfactant and the
negatively charged sites on the coal. Thus, as demonstrated
in Figure 7, calcium ions share positive charges, resulting in
the formation of ionic or electrostatic bonds between the
sulphonyl groups in the binder and negatively charged sites
on the coal surface, and possible ether sites as an increase in
the ether (C–O) vibrations is observed on the FTIR spectra.
The interactions between the lignosulphonate groups and the
coal surface will also render the surface less available for
basic or acidic interaction with surface water. This is evident
from the almost neutral pH observed when the pellet is mixed
with water.
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in interparticle contact area. This enhances binding through
attractive forces, with van der Waals forces believed to make
the biggest initial contribution.
Chemical analysis confirmed that not only physical, but
also chemical, interactions occur during and/or after mixing
and pelletization. Chemical interactions, whereby new ether
C−O bonds are formed between coal fines and the binder, are
evident from FTIR analysis. Zeta potential investigations
indicate that chemical adsorption through electrostatic
attraction is one of the pathways through which binding
occurs. Increasing the binder dosage in a pellet increases the
sulphonic group concentration, and hence increases the
charge density, which results in an increase in zeta potential
until a maximum effect is obtained at approximately 4% CL
addition to coal fines
In order to utilize calcium lignosulphonate as a binder for
high-ash inertinite-rich coal fines, the fate of the sulphur in
the pellet and during thermal treatment should be known.
Investigation of the interaction between the minerals and
calcium lignosulphonate at elevated temperatures is planned,
in an attempt to determine the fate of the sulphur, and to
propose mechanisms to deal with possible gaseous sulphur
emissions.
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BACKGROUND
Previous SAIMM Mine Planning forums have clearly highlighted deficiencies in mine planning skills. The 2012, 2014, and
2017 colloquia all illustrated developing skill-sets with a variety of mine planning tools in a context of multiple mining methods.
Newer tools and newer skills for the future of mining will feature in 2019.

OBJECTIVES

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Using a backdrop of a generic description of the multidisciplinary mine
planning process, the forum provides a platform for the mine planning
fraternity to share mining business-relevant experiences amongst
peers. While different mining environments have their specific
information requirements, all require the integration of inputs from
different technical experts, each with their own toolsets.
The forum’s presentations will highlight contributions from a series
of technical experts on current best practice, and will be augmented by
displays of state-of-the-art mine planning tools in order to create a
learning experience for increased planning competencies.
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Some rock engineering aspects of multireef pillar extraction on the
Ventersdorp Contact Reef
by J.C. Esterhuyse* and D.F. Malan†

Mining in the Carletonville area of the Witwatersrand Basin predates 1934.
Owing to the depletion of higher grade ore, the current activities focus
increasingly on the extraction of lower grade secondary reefs as well as
remnant extraction. Of particular interest is multi-reef remnant extraction.
Numerical modelling was conducted to investigate some rock engineering
aspects of remnants being understoped on a secondary reef horizon. An
analysis of the stress evolution in the middling between two reef horizons
indicated that a zone of high major and low minor principal stress
develops between the two reefs. This indicates a high risk of violent shear
failure. Some pillars were nevertheless successfully understoped in the
past and a study was conducted to better understand this phenomenon.
An ’extended’ energy release rate concept introduced by Napier and Malan
(2014) proved to be useful for investigating this problem. It was found
that bedding planes and lithology appears to play a role in the stable
dissipation of energy in multi-reef remnant geometries. The study
indicated that the stope convergence and the various energy components
are affected by the presence, position, and properties of a bedding plane.
The energy solutions are complex and sometimes counterintuitive. Care
should be exercised when modelling specific cases. The modelling was
nevertheless valuable as it indicated that energy dissipated on weak layers
may reduce the risk of violent failure in a multi-reef mining scenario.
Additional work is required to investigate if crushing on the reef plane
plays a prominent role when mining these remnants.
GD'3?>:B
deep-level mining, remnant extraction, understoping, multi-reef mining,
energy dissipation, numerical modelling.

@C>?:75CA?@
To extend the lives of the Witwatersrand gold
mines, work is being conducted to include a
larger number of remnants and pillars in the
reserve base of the mines. According to Jager
and Ryder (1999), a remnant is an unmined
block of ground surrounded by extensive
mining. Remnants are typically left because of
adverse or difficult mining conditions caused
by geological structures, poor ground
conditions, low grade, or rockburst damage
(Durrheim, 1997). In contrast, pillars are
typically the result of rock engineering designs
to control energy release rates (ERR) and
seismicity. During the early 1900s, remnants
formed by the practice of scattered mining
layouts had a significant effect on seismicity.
Numerous task teams were appointed during
this period. As the industry expanded, the
severity of rockbursting increased and the
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research was formalized after the 1960s.
Various recommendations were made and
many of these are still used as best practice
today (e.g. Jager and Ryder, 1999).
In contrast, a literature survey indicated
that almost no recommendations are available
for multi-reef mining and multi-reef remnant
scenarios. A large number of reefs are present
within the Witwatersrand Basin. As an
example, the Central Rand goldfield has three
predominant reefs, namely the Main Reef,
Main Reef Leader, and South Reef. These reef
bands are situated in close proximity to one
another. Multi-reef mining is therefore
common within the Basin. Plans dating from
1946 show mined areas on the Main Reef
group with middlings in the order of a few
metres (Riemer and Durrheim, 2011). Most of
the knowledge available on multi-reef mining
is based on empirical data and past experience.
According to Jager and Ryder (1999),
designing layouts or support for multi-reef
mining should always be approached as a
unique problem. Such designs require the
consideration of additional variables, namely
middling, the effect of pillars and remnants,
and the influence of surrounding rock types.
There are two sub-categories of multi-reef
mining: simultaneous and subsequent
extraction. Each category would involve a
different set of considerations for safe
extraction of an area.
Du Plessis and Talu (1997) described
multi-reef pillar mining in a deep-level gold
mine in the West Wits Line. The paper
highlights the influence of rock type and
middling. The authors describe the problems
encountered when the middling was too small
as this caused the stopes to collapse. When destressing of Ventersdorp Contact Reef (VCR)

Some rock engineering aspects of multi-reef pillar extraction on the Ventersdorp Contact Reef
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pillars was done by mining on the lower Kloof Reef, poor
ground conditions were encountered if the middling was too
small. It was also a problem when the VCR mining followed
too far behind the Kloof Reef faces. The strata control
problems encountered were probably a result of the area
being de-stressed with the associated tensile zone above the
stope. VCR pillar mining was sometimes also done by first
mining a de-stressing waste cut (Figure 1). If no waste cut
was carried, the closure rates within the VCR stope were very
high, the hangingwall deteriorated, and even mined itself out
in front of the reef face (du Plessis and Talu, 1997).
Some historical work was conducted on the platinum
mines with specific reference to multi-reef room-and-pillar
mining in shallow conditions. Napier and Malan (2008)
illustrated the value of the TEXAN modelling code for
analysing multi-reef mining conditions. Superimposing of
pillars and bord stability are key considerations in the
platinum bord-and-pillar operations. This is also the case in
coal mining (van der Merwe and Madden, 2002), where the
general rule is that pillars should be superimposed if the
middling is smaller than 0.75 times the pillar centre distance.
The typical problems experienced on the platinum mines and
coal mines are, however, different to those of the deep-level
gold mines, owing to different layouts. In general, in the gold
mines, a significant reduction in the vertical stress
component is achieved once a particular area is extensively
mined. The change in the stress field will affect the rock mass
and the fracturing patterns when mining a secondary reef in
close proximity to the initial mining, thereby increasing the
support requirements. Other associated problems include bed
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separation when understoping or complete closure and
stress-regeneration when overstoping (Hustrulid, 2001).
Based on the experience of the authors in the deep gold
mines, it appears that some reef types are easily under- or
overstoped. The classical example is that the VCR is easily
understoped by the Kloof or Libanon Reefs. In contrast, when
highly stressed Carbon Leader Reef abutments are overstoped
by the Middelvlei Reef (a middling of approximately 50 m),
seismic events of magnitude M3.0 are a common occurrence.
No proper scientific study on this phenomenon has been done
to date. This paper is a first attempt to better understand this
under- or overstoping process. It should be noted that in the
modelling discussed below, only off-reef failure on bedding
planes was allowed and not on the reef plane. This approach
may be questioned as local researchers have conducted
extensive work in the last few years on the use of a limit
equilibrium model to simulate on-reef failure and the
associated energy changes. Readers can find examples of this
work in Napier and Malan (2012, 2014). The 2014 paper is
particularly interesting as examples such as average energy
released per unit area mined for a pillar holing geometry,
where the on-reef material was allowed to crush, are
illustrated. With regard to the calibration of this model,
Malan and Napier (2018) illustrated that the model can give
good qualitative agreement with historic closure profiles
collected in the South African mining industry. Work
indicated that element size plays a role and the TEXAN code
now includes a sub-element construction algorithm that
allows the moving edge of the fracture zone to be simulated
in partially fractured elements.
The work in this paper is presented to illustrate that a
mechanism to safely dissipate the energy stored in the rock
mass in deep-level mining is required to succesfully under- or
overstope remnants. As dwindling production in the gold
mines increases the pressure on companies to mine old
stabilizing pillars, this work is of importance to indicate that
sufficient care should be taken with the attempted
overstoping of these stabilizing pillars. A case study is also
presented of a VCR stope being understoped by mining on the
Libanon Reef.
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Jager and Ryder (1999) indicated that it is difficult to
determine the parameters influencing multi-reef mining.
Numerical modelling is therefore valuable in this regard.
Napier and Malan (2007) illustrated that the TEXAN
displacement discontinuity code is useful for simulating
multi-reef environments. A difficulty with displacement
discontinuity codes is that numerical instability can be
experienced when the reefs are in close proximity. This is
particularly problematic if the reefs are closer than three
element diameters when constant strength elements are used.
This problem can be overcome if higher order elements are
used. Maritz (2014) and Maritz and Malan (2012) also used
the TEXAN code to simulate multi-reef environments.
TEXAN can currently solve 2D and 3D problems with
multiple interacting tabular reef planes and planar fault
planes. The rock is assumed to be elastic and isotropic. Of
particular interest is the ability of the code to use higher
order elements. This allows for the simulation of closely
spaced reefs and accurate calculation of the tensile zones
above the stopes.
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To investigate the mechanism of understoping for the
current study, a simplified geometry was used for the initial
simulations. This is shown in Figure 2. It consists of a mined
VCR stope of 500 m × 500 m with two pillars remaining.
Pillar 1 was incrementally understoped on a secondary reef
plane (Libanon Reef). The full 100 m face length of the
Libanon Reef was mined in steps during this incremental
understoping process. Napier and Malan (2014) explored the
difference between a uniform advance front and a wedgeshaped mining shape when mining in high-stress conditions.
These options were not explored in this current paper. For the
initial run, the middling was 25 m. The stope was simulated
with no dip and the depth was 2000 m. Although only one
pillar was understoped, a second pillar was included in the
simulation to illustrate the increase of stress on this second
pillar after the first pillar was extracted (not shown in this
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paper). The parameters used in the model were a Young’s
modulus of 70 GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.2, k-ratio of 0.5, and
a vertical stress increase of 0.027 MPa/m. Owing to the small
middling between the two reefs, a 2 m grid size was used in
the model.
To understand the process of understoping, an analysis
of the incremental stress evolution in the middling between
the two reef horizons was conducted. The plots in Figures 3–
8 illustrate a section through the centre of pillar 1 and the
stresses between the VCR and Libanon Reef horizons. Note
that a zone of very high major principal stress forms between
the reefs (Figures 5 and 6). The minor principal stress is
significantly reduced during these steps (Figure 8) and the
risk of shear failure between the reefs is therefore high.
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Ryder and Jager (2002) provide an extensive treatise on the
ERR concept. They define ERR as the spatial rate of release of
‘unaccounted-for’ energy per m2 mined. Since the 1960s, it
has been one of the key criteria in the design of deep-level
gold mine layouts in South Africa (see e.g. Salamon, 1984;
Napier, 1991). ERR is considered as a measure of stress
concentration and therefore underground conditions at the
mining faces. Displacement discontinuity numerical methods
are well suited to calculate ERR values for irregular mining
layouts.
ERR has practical shortcomings as a measure of the
rockburst hazard. Its most significant drawback is that no
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dissipative mechanisms are incorporated into the criterion to
allow for the effects of face crushing, failure, and shear on
discontinuities. To address this shortcoming, Napier and
Malan (2014) investigated an extended criterion to include
an energy dissipation term. The basis of this work was a
study by Napier (1991) to compute energy changes in an
elastic rock mass that contains an arbitrary number of
fractures. The key aspects of this approach are illustrated
below.
In the extended criterion, the ‘energy release’ increment,
WA represents the difference between the incremental work
done by gravity forces acting on the rock mass, W , and the
incremental change in the strain energy, U , when the
excavation boundary is extended during a mining step. WA
is therefore given by:
[1]
If the incremental area mined is designated by A then
the ‘classical’ energy release rate is defined to be:
[2]
These ERR values are computed for tabular mine layouts
using programs such as MINSIM (Plewman, Deist, and
Ortlepp, 1969; Deist, Georgiadis, and Moris, 1972; Ryder and
Napier, 1985), which uses the displacement discontinuity
boundary element method. An enhanced criterion is proposed
by Napier and Malan (2014), which include an energy
dissipation term WD. Napier and Malan (2014) proposed
that ‘the traditional energy release rate design criterion
(ERR) is re-interpreted as a metric of extraction sequence
stability by including explicit energy dissipation mechanisms
in the computational framework.’ A general measure of
incremental mining stability, designated as WR, can be
defined as follows:
[3]
and by inserting Equation [1]:

[4]
The incremental stability measure or ‘extended’ ERR, as
defined by Equation [4], is associated with an incremental
change to the excavation shape and may, in addition, include
released energy from explicitly modelled fractures or bedding
planes.
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Inelastic rock behaviour cannot be simulated in displacement
discontinuity codes except for discontinuities, such as
bedding planes and fractures, that can be explicitly included
in the model. The approach followed was to use a layout
geometry similar to that of Figure 2, and including a bedding
plane parallel to the reef planes. The numerical model used a
5 m element grid with a 30 m middling between the reefs. A
bedding plane was introduced 15 m from the excavations at
various positions (above, below, and between the reefs). The
discontinuity parameters (friction and cohesion) were
selected to simulate a ‘weak’ or a ‘strong’ bedding plane. The
values used were arbitrary values on the extremes of the
scale. The ERR was calculated by using Equation [4] to take
energy dissipated by the bedding plane into account. The
objective was to provide some insight as to why
understoping can be successfully used in some areas to
extract pillars, but not in others.
The energy components during the understoping process
are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. The cumulative released
energy WR for different bedding plane positions is plotted in
Figures 9 and 10. For the ‘intact’ case, no bedding plane was
included in the run. From these figures it can be seen that the
cumulative released energy for a bedding plane situated in
the hangingwall of the VCR or footwall of the Libanon is less
than that if no bedding plane is present. This effect is more
pronounced in Figure 10 for the weak bedding plane. This
illustrates that if an appropriate mechanism exists to
dissipate energy in a stable manner, the understoping
process will be less hazardous than that predicted by the
elastic model in Figures 4 to 7. It is also evident that a
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bedding plane between the two reef horizons has a much
higher released energy component. This is the result of the
bedding plane in this position increasing the convergence in
the stope and causing a much higher overall work, W,
component.
From the previous results, it appears that a weak bedding
plane, if correctly positioned, reduces the energy released at
the advancing face and therefore decreases the risk when
understope mining. Care should, however, be exercised when
interpreting the energy results as the bedding plane between
the reefs seems to increase the energy released. To
investigate this, the dissipative energy component, WD, and
the work done, W, are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The
bedding plane between the reefs substantially increases the
energy dissipated on the bedding plane (Figure 11), but it
cannot compensate for the increase in the total work done on
the system (Figure 12). This explains the higher WR
components in Figures 9 and 10.
A table was compiled showing the average closure on the
two reef planes and the associated energy components for the
four scenarios. Table I shows values for the last mining step.
It can be seen that the energy dissipated for the intact

scenario is zero, due to the absence of a bedding plane. By
comparing the closure and the cumulative work done, it can
be seen that the components are related. For the weak
bedding between the reefs, the closure is substantially higher
and the result is the largest cumulative work done. For this
case, the energy dissipated is also the highest, but it cannot
compensate for the greater cumulative work done and
therefore this presents a higher released energy and the
greatest risk. An unexpected result can be seen from the
table, as a large amount of energy was dissipated with the
introduction of a bedding plane between the reefs; this is,
however, offset by the total work done. In simple terms, this
would mean that the system would have more energy
available for effect releases such as seismicity or fracturing.
From the table the shear fracturing is expected to be 10- to
100-fold that of situations where the bedding plane is located
above or below the reefs.
Future work using different codes that can simulate rock
failure is required to further investigate the effect of energy
dissipation by thick weak layers or fracturing. This work
also needs to be extended by allowing failure to occur on the
reef plane.
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176 515

94 452
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186 533
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114 363

243 225
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A back-analysis was conducted on an actual VCR remnant
understoped by a Libanon Reef stope (Figures 13 and 14).
The particular remnant is located to the southwest of this
particular shaft where the LI25-23A stope is overlain by the

C25-23 stope. The middling between the two reefs is 15 m.
Both the VCR and Libanon reefs are a quartzitic conglomerate;
the immediate footwall of the VCR is quartzite, whereas the
footwall of the Libanon is shale. The hangingwall of the VCR
consists of weak Western Area Formation (WAF) lava.
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The mining in the area commenced on the Libanon Reef
to understope the VCR remnant (Figure 15). This was done to
destress the VCR remnant and allow for its eventual safe
extraction. Very little stoping occurred on the Libanon Reef in
this area prior to the commencement of the understoping. The
main VCR target area (17 000 m2) was two pillars on either
side of a raise with mining on all sides. According to the mine
plans, no major geological structure is present in this block of

ground. A fault and dyke are present in the general vicinity,
but these structures were extensively stoped through in the
past.
The historical seismicity in the area (Figures 16 and 17)
shows the cumulative seismic moment. Figure 17 is divided
into four distinct periods of mining. Some of the Libanon
mining occurred in the highly stressed ground below the VCR
pillars. The cumulative seismic moment for this part of the
mining nevertheless does not appear higher than for the
destressed VCR mining. Ideally, the seismic moment released
during the VCR mining must be compared to the mining of
VCR pillars in this area that were not destressed. This data is
unfortunately not readily available to the authors. The
experience of the production personnel at the shaft indicated
that VCR pillars that were not destressed could not be mined
safely, owing to high level of seismicity encountered at these
sites. This observation needs to be further investigated.
To identify possible mechanisms of energy dissipation, an
underground visit was conducted to this site. Figures 18 to
21 illustrate the typical underground conditions in the
Libanon Reef stope. Figure 18 indicates the in-stope
conditions with a solid hanging- and footwall. Surprisingly,
almost no fracturing could be seen in the face of the Libanon
Reef stope, even though it was at the position immediately
below the VCR pillar. This should be considered in future
studies regarding the role played by on-reef crushing. In
some areas, the prominent bedding planes in the hangingwall
of the Libanon Reef could be seen (Figure 19). Figure 20
depicts the conditions between the two reef horizons as seen
some distance up an orepass being developed. Some evidence
of shear between the reefs was observed (Figure 20), and
this may be evidence of the mechanism described above. The
weak nature of the shale in the footwall is probably also
playing an important role, but evidence of this could not be
seen during the visit. Also, the unravelling of the Libanon
Reef hangingwall was very prominent in the back area where
the understoping was completed (Figure 21). This can
possibly be attributed to the tensile zone above the stopes
owing to the destressing process. These observations seem to
support the conditions expected from the modelling results.
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Some rock engineering aspects of multi-reef pillar extraction on the Ventersdorp Contact Reef
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Some rock engineering aspects of multi-reef pillar extraction on the Ventersdorp Contact Reef
The MINSIM code was used to conduct a numerical study
of the area shown in Figure 13. As an example, the simulated
ERR values on the VCR reef horizon are shown in Figure 22.
Note the high values of ERR (red blocks) on the edges of
these pillars not yet understoped by the Libanon Reef.
Sections were also taken in areas where the VCR pillars was
being understoped by mining on the Libanon Reef. Examples
of this modelling are shown in Figures 23 and 24. Note that
the zones of high major principal stress between the reefs
were also indicated with this modelling (Figure 24).

*?@5;7BA?@B
This work investigated some rock engineering aspects of
remnants being understoped on a secondary reef horizon.
Numerical modelling was done using the TEXAN
displacement discontinuity code. An analysis of the stress
evolution in the middling between two reef horizons
indicated that a zone of high major and low minor principal
stress develops between the two reefs. This indicated a high
risk of violent shear failure and this should be considered
when assessing the risk of multi-reef mining. Some pillars
were nevertheless successfully understoped in the past and
some mechanism must therefore exist to prevent violent
failure from occurring. This study investigated one possible
mechanism.
An ‘extended’ ERR concept proved to be useful for
investigating this problem as it allows for a dissipative
component to be incorporated in the criterion. Of particular
interest was the effect of shear on discontinuities as this can
be explicitly simulated in the TEXAN code. The study
indicated that the stope convergence and the various energy
components are affected by the presence, position, and
properties of a bedding plane. The energy solutions are
complex and sometimes counterintuitive, and care should
therefore be exercised when modelling specific cases. The
modelling was nevertheless valuable for indicating that
energy dissipated on weak layers, such as bedding planes,
may reduce the risk of violent failure in a multi-reef mining
scenario. Additional work is required to investigate whether
crushing on the reef plane plays a prominent role when
mining these multi-reef remnants. A key objective of future
work will be to determine which reef types will be problematic
during the under- or overstoping process.

5@?3;D:8D4D@CB
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author at the University of the Witwatersrand. The authors
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New approach to evaluate the TOWS
matrix and its application in a mining
company
by I. Černý*, M. Vaněk*, and J. Hubáček*

SWOT analyses and the closely related TOWS matrix are frequent starting
points for an organization to develop its strategy. The paper deals with the
evaluation of the TOWS matrix and presents three novel approaches to
evaluate the different factors of the TOWS matrix, namely (1) approach to
evaluate the factors with identical weights; (2) approach to evaluate
factors with their weights determined within the different quadrants of the
TOWS matrix; and (3) approach to evaluate factors with weights
determined within the whole TOWS matrix. The third approach has two
variants. The proposed approaches to evaluate the TOWS matrix were
tested on a SWOT analysis of a significant mining company in the Czech
Republic. The results imply that the strategy W-T (weaknesses-threats) is
recommended in three cases, while the strategy S-T (strengths-threats) is
recommended once. The paper may be valuable for managers responsible
for strategic planning.
0 4+*,
strategy, SWOT analysis, TOWS matrix, evaluation methods, mining
company.
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The process of human needs gratification has
been closely connected with raw material
resources of the planet. In the contemporary
socio-economic conditions, the task of the
mining company managers, apart from
extracting mineral resources, is to meet the
owners' intents.
The managerial work itself becomes very
complex. In mining companies in particular,
the complexity is augmented by the
characteristics of the business. Undoubtedly,
the key factor is that mineral resources cannot
be renewed or relocated. Stojanovi (2013)
characterizes mining projects as involving
great investments in finance and time, as well
as consecutive decisions and a 'complex
mosaic of numerous unknown factors that
affect the value of the project'. He adds that
mining projects are typified by a 'number of
geological, technological, technical, economic,
environmental, social, and financial risks'
(Stojanovi , 2013).
Inter alia, the managerial work may also
be intese due to the dynamic internal and
external conditions for the existence of any
company (Vanĕk, 2014). This tallies with
Peter Drucker’s prediction in 1969; that the
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times at the turn of the millennium could be
expected to be turbulent (Drucker, 1969).
In addition, looking at a mining company
in the context of the Eurozone debt crisis, the
specific conditions may be aggravated by
disturbances in the real economy. Vilamová
(2012) claims that the avoidance of risk in the
financial sector reduces the availability of
credit, thus slowing economic growth and
increasing unemployment. The key to
investment and private consumption may be
seen in restoring confidence in the financial
market (Vilamová et al., 2012).
To be able to succeed in such demanding
and complex conditions, management need to
adopt responsible attitudes based on decisionmaking processes grounded in reliable
information. In case of strategic management,
the relevant information may be gained
through a set of strategic analyses, such as
Porter's model, BSG model, PESTEL, or SWOT
analysis.
Special attention is paid here to SWOT
analysis. We believe SWOT analysis has a
somewhat privileged position among strategic
analyses worldwide. SWOT is the acronym for
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats. Earlier, the original acronym ‘SOFT’
stood for satisfactory (good in the present),
opportunity (good in the future), fault (bad in
the present), and threat (bad in the future)
(Humphrey, 2005).
Later, a modification by Weihrich (1982)
led to TOWS (SWOT backwards) in the format
of a matrix, matching the internal factors
(strengths and weaknesses) of an organization
with its external factors (opportunities and
threats) to systematically generate strategies to
be undertaken (Hannah, 2011).

New approach to evaluate the TOWS matrix and its application in a mining company
Although the SWOT analysis does not consist of the mere
breakdown of the different strengths and weaknesses,
opportunities and threats, the breakdown of the interest area
items represents the only output of the analysis. An
evaluation of the analysis and the determination of the
assessed entity's position in the TOWS matrix are often
absent. Therefore, the analysis results may not accurately
define a suitable strategy arising from the given or predicted
internal or external environments.
Expert literature, for example Robbins (2007), Koontz
(1990), Certo (2003), shows that authors usually pay
attention to the description of SWOT analysis, but ignore its
evaluation. An exception may be seen in the publication
‘Marketing Management’ by Kotler and Keller (2012), where
to evaluate the opportunities he uses the attractiveness and
probability of success, threats are evaluated by means of
impact and probability of occurrence, and strengths and
weaknesses are assessed by means of performance and
importance of relevant areas. However, Kotler's approach
does not result in a precise or unambiguous position in the
TOWS matrix.
For this reason, we decided to search for such an
approach that could help strategic managers to forsee which
strategies to formulate for the companies they manage, and
subsequently implement these in practice. As we do not want
to limit ourselves to the theoretical level, we apply the
proposed method to a particular company – OKD, a.s. (OKD,
joint-stock company), one of the biggest mining companies
in the Czech Republic.

2014 was a year of crisis for OKD as they faced
bankruptcy. The management decided to redress the
prevailing structural situation of the company. A SWOT
analysis and its evaluation may be interesting not only for
the management, but also for the wider expert public. The
aim of this paper is to present the authors' approach to
SWOT analysis evaluation and one practical application, on
OKD, a.s.

0-"+,1.'1.-0*).,
Being a well-known method for strategic analysis, the SWOT
analysis or TOWS matrix is often described in expert
literature on management. For details, see for example
Robbins (2007), Koontz (1990), and Certo (2003).
The paper pays attention to the evaluation of the SWOT
analysis and TOWS matrix. A SWOT analysis in
organizations is usually prepared as a list of factors in the
different areas of interest. When evaluating the factors,
companies may encounter problems in determining the
unambiguous weights of the different factors, and thus they
assess them as equally substantial. Or, the factor weights are
decided using decision-making processes in groups (e.g.
brainstorming) based on paired comparison of the factors
(Saaty's method, Fuller's triangle) within the four quadrants
of the TOWS matrix. Nevertheless, the determination of factor
weights (preference) on the grounds of paired comparison of
factors belonging to various TOWS matrix quadrants is not a
common practice.

Table I

"01,-0%,1+100+%0'-1.'10..-)+'1+1-"01(#1.-*)
#-0%
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Zero step

Preparation of SWOT analysis.

Following Janíček (2013), we established an expert team of five

Ask experts from academia and the business sector for their
opinions and advice to ensure a pluralistic approach.

members. These were people both from academia and
management.

First step

Classification of the different factors in the TOWS matrix by
brainstorming.

Table III

Second step

Determination of the approaches to evaluate the different
weights of each factor that tally with the real preconditions
for certain companies or sectors.

Approach 1 - criteria to assess the factor weights cannot be easily
determined
Approach 2 - in other companies criteria to evaluate factor
weights can be determined only within the individual quadrants of

the TOWS matrix
Approach 3 - in the remaining companies, based on the selected
criteria it is possible to determine the factor weight, namely on the
grounds of an overall comparison of all factors from all quadrants
of the TOWS matrix.
Third step

Proposal of criteria to determine the factor weights.

For the second approach, the criterion selected was the impact
(positive or negative) of a given factor on an entity/sector.
For the third approach, we divided all the factors of the TOWS
matrix into categories, among which unambiguous preferential
relationships were established. For example, if category A is
preferred to category B, all the factors falling into category A also
have a higher weight than factors belonging to category B. The
factor weights within a given category may be determined based
on the impact criterion.

Fourth step

Selection of the method to evaluate the factor weights.
The most applied methods include order method, scoring
method, Fuller's triangle, and Saaty's method (Perzina, 2014).

Considering the high number of factors, and difficulty in
identifying an explicit order of the factors or their clear scoring, we
chose the method of paired comparison, namely Fuller's triangle.
The Fuller's triangle method enables an easy and unambiguous
comparison of factors.

Fifth step

Preparation of the methods to evaluate the TOWS matrix.

For each of the approach we determined a method to calculate
the TOWS matrix. The third approach discussed was prepared
in two options and was subjected to modelling.
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New approach to evaluate the TOWS matrix and its application in a mining company
The major aim of the authors here is to offer the expert
public, and especially the business sector, a complex approach
to the evaluation of the TOWS matrix. To meet this need, we
used the procedures and methods described in Table I.

         
We decided to verify the proposed approaches to TOWS
matrix evaluation using a SWOT analysis of the mining
company OKD, a.s. OKD is the sole producer of hard coal
(bituminous coal) in the Czech Republic, and operates in the
southern part of the Upper Silesian Coal Basin in the OstravaKarviná coal district. According to the official company
website, OKD prospects for, extracts, processes, and sells
hard coal with low contents of sulphur and other impurities.
The coal is used as fuel, for coke production, in the chemical
industry, and many other sectors (Raška, 2014).
Currently, OKD operate three active mines and one mine
is on care and maintenance. The mining operations are listed
below:

 Mining operation 1 (mining sites SA, Lazy, and
Darkov)
 Mining operation 2 (mining sites North and South)
 Mining operation 3 (mining sites Star˘íc̆ and
Chlebovice)
The Frenštát Mine is on care and maintenance.
Between 2009 and 2014 the annual production was
about 8–11 Mt of coal suitable for coking or as energy coal.
As of 31 December 2013, OKD had 11 763 employees
and another 3 200 people worked through contractor
companies. The economically mineable reserves of the
company as of 31 December 2013 exceeded 64 Mt.
Selected economic performance parameters for 2009–
2013, are presented in Table II.
Table III gives the SWOT analysis of the company.

0,-,
We prepared three approaches to evaluate the different
factors of the TOWS matrix:

Table II

#00-010+'+)1%0*+*.'01%.*.0-0*,1+*1( 1.,1!&&11!&/
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Coal extracted, kt

10 621

11 193

10 967

10 796

8 610

Pre-tax profit, CZK million

1 991

7 104

7 533

1 549

–23 857

Operation economic performance result, CZK million

2 675

7 890

8 326

2 179

–21 878

Net operation cash flow*,CZK million

5 800

10 916

11 870

6 494

–1 170

Company total assets, CZK million

50 497

47 266

48 434

43 203

22 110

Total company internal staff

14 331

13 693

13 305

13 068

12 369

Total staff of supplier firms

Unavailable

3 679

4 435

4 571

3 704

*Before taxation, working capital changes, and extraordinary items; figures in red indicate negative values
Source: OKD, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013

Table III

#(1.'. ,),1+1( 1.,
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S1 – Know-how (27;5;18;13)

W1 – Limited reserves (27;4;18;6)

S2 – Thick seams (27;6;18;14)
(27;7;22;21)

W2 – Anomalous phenomena (methane, rock bumps, aquifers, outbursts)

S3 – Possible extraction of methane (27;5;18;13)

W3 – Deeper operations (higher temperatures (27;6;18;6)

S4 – Modern technology (27;2;18;10)
(27;3;18;3)

W4 – Adaptation of modern technology to specific mine conditions

S5 – Existence of 'Continuous Improvement' project (27;0;18;0)

W5 – Uncertain sales and cost conditions (27;1;27;26)

S6 – Emphasis on safety (27;2;18;10)

W6 – Intensity of operations of modern technology(27;3;18;3)

S7 – Coal quality (27;5;18;13)

W7 – Higher demands for staff qualification (27;0;18;1)
W8 – Mining progressively deeper and non-uniform thickness
(Ostrava Member) (27;5;18;6)

Opportunities
O1 – Use of new mining methods (27;1;18;10)

Threats
T1 – Long-term fall in coal prices on the world markets (27;6;27;27)

O2 – Potential extraction in Mine Frenštát pod Radhoštěm (27;5;18;18)

T2 – Stagnation or decrease in coal sales (27;6;27;26)

O3 – Potential extraction in the border area near Poland (27;5;18;18)

T3 – Deterioration of geological conditions (27;3;22;21)

O4 – Potential employment of agency workers from Poland (27;1;18;10)

T4 – Deterioration of gas and hydrogeological conditions (27;3;22;21)

O5 – An increase in coal utilization (coke) in other industrial branches
(e.g. pharmaceuticals, chemistry)(27;3;18;16)

T5 – Higher input costs (material, energy) 27;1;27;26)

O6 – Secondary use of methane (27;3;18;16)

T6 – Pressure to increase wages (27;1;27;23)
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T7 – Requests by eco-activities (activists) in the new localities (27;6;22;22)

New approach to evaluate the TOWS matrix and its application in a mining company
 Approach to evaluate the factors with identical weights
 Approach to evaluate factors with their weights
determined within the different quadrants of the TOWS
matrix
 Approach to evaluate factors with weights determined
within the whole TOWS matrix.
The first approach builds upon the fact that it is not
possible to compare factor preferences either within each
quadrant, i.e. S, W, O, T, or among the different quadrants.
All the factors in each quadrant (S, W, O, T) have identical
significance (weight, preference).
v=N–1

[1]

N = PS + PW + PO + PT – 1

[2]

where: v is the weight of each factor; N the total number of
factors from all quadrants (S, W, O, T) of the TOWS matrix;
PS the number of factors in the S quadrant; PW the number
of factors in the W quadrant; PO the number of factors in the
O quadrant; and PT the number of factors in the T quadrant.
The second approach proceeds from the fact that it is
possible to determine factor weights within the different
quadrants (S, W, O, T) of the TOWS matrix by comparing
their preferences, but not by comparing the factor preferences
from different quadrants (Vanĕk et al., 2014).
Expert literature offers several options to evaluate the
first phase of the SWOT analysis (e.g. Saaty's method,
Fuller's triangle, evaluation according to Kotler). We decided
to evaluate the SWOT analysis of the studied company using
the weighting evaluation method, where the weights were set
using the method of paired comparison and the Fuller's
triangle.
The evaluation process using weights is grounded in the
following steps:
 Fuller's triangles are constructed for the different
evaluated quadrants (S, W, O, T) of the TOWS matrix
based on the number of identified factors and facts.
 A paired comparison of factors and facts is carried out
for the different quadrants of the TOWS matrix. The
preferred factors and facts are marked (e.g. in colour,
in bold). If factors in a pair have identical preferences,
we mark both.
 According to their preferences, the absolute weights of
the factors and facts are determined as follows:
[3]
where:
vi is the weight of the i factor/fact in the given quadrant
under evaluation (S, W, O, T)
Pij = 1 – preference of i ≥ preference of j; it is a bivalent
variable (0, 1) that expresses the factor preference in the
paired comparison of the factors i and j
i is the index of factor/fact in the given quadrant (S, W, O,
T) i = {1, …., n}
j is the index of factor/fact in the given quadrant (S, W, O,
T) j = {1, …., n}
sn is the number of factors/facts in the given quadrant
under evaluation (S, W, O, T).
 Next, we determine a scoring number for the evaluated
quadrant of the TOWS matrix as the sum of the
weights of the different factors and facts:
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[4]
where:
HX is the scoring number for the evaluated quadrant X
X
is the quadrant under evaluation (S, W, O, T)
is the weight of the i factor/fact in the evaluated
vi
quadrant X
i
is the index of factor/fact in the evaluated quadrant X
n
is the number of factors/facts in the evaluated quadrant
X.
 Finally, we determine a scoring number (H) for the
individual strategic types (i.e. S-O, S-T, W-O, W-T) as
the product of the scoring numbers of the different
quadrants of the TOWS matrix, as expressed by the
Equations [5]–[8]:
HSO = HS · HO

[5]

HST = HS · HT

[6]

HWO = HW · HO

[7]

HWT = HW · HT

[8]

It is clear that the maximum scoring number for the
different strategic types defines the inquired quadrant of the
matrix and thus the relevant strategic type (ST):
ST = max(HSO, HST, HWO, HWT )

[9]

The third approach builds on the fact that it is possible to
compare the factor preferences within the different quadrants
of the TOWS matrix as well as among the quadrants at the
same time (e.g. the significance of a certain factor from the
area ‘S’ is much higher than that from the area ‘T’). It is
advisable to subject the approach to modelling using two
variants.
The first variant consists of the classification of all
factors from the quadrants S, W, O, T of the TOWS matrix
into categories, among which preferential relations are clearly
given. This means that the categories are not indifferent to
preferences. However, it also holds true that all the factors
within each category are indifferent to preferences, i.e. they
have identical significance (weight). In the sector under
condideration, i.e. the mining industry, it is possible to
arrange the different factors of the S, W, O, T quadrants into
clearly set categories of preference as follows.
 Political factors have the top priority. These are, for
instance, support for sustainable mining or of other
systems of subsidies to overcome unfavourable
barriers to business development, cost, and natural and
environmental barriers. However, political factors are
not taken into account in this paper as the Czech
government has not clearly declared long-term support
for the mining industry. If the government showed a
green light for the mining industry as a strategic sector,
this factor/these factors could be attributed to the
quadrant of Opportunities.
 Business and cost factors represent the second top
priority. There is accessibility and availability of raw
materials, competition in the studied area, purchasing
power of citizens and organizations, etc. Among the
business and cost factors, there are clearly T1, T2, T5,
T6, and W5 (Table III).
          

New approach to evaluate the TOWS matrix and its application in a mining company
 Natural and environmental factors rank third among
the preference group factors. We can classify herein
safe mine operations with excess exploitation in the
studied area, and urban and landscape attractiveness
of the area in question. Among the natural and
environmental factors, there are T3, T4, T7, and W2
(Table III).
 Other factors (unclassified) include all factors that
cannot be allocated unambiguously (Table III).
According to the abovementioned assumptions, we may
determine the following weights:
vP > vB > vE> vO

[10]

vP = N1

[11]

vPi = N – 1 – (KP – 1 – ∑i≠j Pij)

[16]

vBi = N – 1 – KP – (KB – 1 – ∑i≠j Pij)

[17]

vEi = N – 1 – KP – KB – (KE – 1 – ∑i≠jPij)

[18]

vOi = N – 1 – KP – KB – KE – (KO – 1 – ∑i≠j Pij)

[19]

where vPi is the weight of the i political factor; vBi is the
weight of the i business and cost factor; vEi is the weight of
the i natural and environmental factor; vOi is the weight of
the i other (unclassified) factor; and K0 – is the number of
other (unclassified) factors.
The scoring number for the evaluated quadrant X (S, W,
O, T) of the TOWS matrix is determined according to
Equation [20]:

where
vP is the weight of the political factors.
[12]

where vB is the weight of the business and cost factors; KP –
is the number of political factors.
vE = N – 1 – KP – KB

[13]

where: vE is the weight of the natural and environmental
factors.
KB – is the number of business and costs factors.
vO = N – 1 – KP – KB – KE

[14]

where vO is the weight of other factors.
KE is the number of natural and environmental factors.
The scoring number for the evaluated quadrant of the
TOWS matrix is determined as follows:
HX = PXPvP + PXBvB + PXEvE + PXOvO

[15]

where
PXP is the number of factors in the quadrant X (S, W, O, T)
belonging to the category of political factors
PXB is the number of factors in the quadrant X (S, W, O, T)
belonging to the category of business and cost factors
PXE is the number of factors in the quadrant X (S, W, O, T)
belonging to the category of natural and environmental
factors
PXO is the number of factors in the quadrant X (S, W, O, T)
belonging to the category of other (unclassified)
factors.
The scoring numbers for the different strategic types
(S–O, S–T, W–O, W–T) are calculated according to
Equations [5] to [8]. A strategic type is chosen according to
Equation [9].
The second variant, similarly to the first variant of the
third approach, lies in the classification of all factors from the
areas S, W, O, T into categories, among which there are clear
preferential relations (Equation [10]). In contrast to the first
variant, it holds true for the second variant that all the
factors which make part of the given category are mutually
different, i.e. they differ in their significance. In principle, it is
a combination of the third and second approaches, which
increases the practical applicability of the SWOT analysis.
The procedures to implement the variant may be set as
follows.
Partial factors within the individual categories have
different preferences. Therefore, it is vital to determine the
weights of the partial factors within the different categories
as follows:
          

The scoring numbers for the various strategic types (S-O,
S-T, W-O, W-T) are calculated according to Equations [5] to
[8]. A strategic type is chosen according to Equation [9].
For the second variant, it is necessary to set up factor
preferences within the categories based on transitivity.
Transitivity arises from a specific SWOT analysis. Political
factors are not examined herein, as explained above. For the
business and cost factors, the hierarchy of preferences may
be determined as follows:
T1 > T2 = W5 = T5 > T6

[21]

The relationship stated above is grounded in the fact that
the long-term fall in coal prices on the world market (T1) is
unsustainable for the mining industry and cannot be
influenced without political intervention. Therefore, it has the
top priority. Factors (T2, W5, T5) that represent stagnation,
uncertain sales, or an increase in input costs can be
influenced, for example, by improving the industrial logistics
and savings (sales may slacken even at good price levels).
However, such factors are more significant than factor T6
(pressure to increase wages), which is much more easily
influenced (e.g. by collective bargaining), especially in the
regions of so-called ‘old industry’, where there is a general
shortage of new jobs.
Natural and environmental factors may be organized into
a hierarchy as below:
T7 > T3 = T4 = W2

[22]

The increasing requests by eco-activitists (T7) and
changes in the general public's attitudes to the natural
environment may have a political impact on decision-making
about the strategic priorities and investments. This factor is
very difficult to influence, and thus may be considered as the
most important in the given category. Other environmental
and natural factors (T3, T4, W2) are given by the natural
conditions only, and it is thus difficult to identify which
factor is the most significant.
The other (unclassified factors) make up the biggest set
of factors (about 19). Brainstorming must be used to assess
these. The authors of this paper participated in the
brainstorming session. In business, it is routinely possible to
evaluate the different factors within the quadrants S, W, O,
and T. However, the problem lies in the comparison of factors
(1//$
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vB = N – 1 – Kp

[20]

New approach to evaluate the TOWS matrix and its application in a mining company
from different quadrants. Such a comparison is rarely done in
business. As a result, the following two-stage process of
factor comparison can be recommended.
In the first stage, we compare the factors within the
individual quadrants S, W, O, T based on transitivity.
Strengths
S2 > S1 = S3 = S7 > S4 = S6 > S5

[23]

Weaknesses
W1 = W3 = W8 > W4 = W6 > W7

[24]

Opportunities
O2 = O3 > O5 = O6 > O1 = O4

[25]

Threats
No threats are classified in the 'other' factors.
In the second stage, it is vital to compare the factors from
the different quadrants S, W, O, and T making use of the
transitivity characteristics. The algorithm arises from the
comparison of the most preferred factors from the quadrants,
and we continue with comparing at the lower level of
preference according to transitivity.
O2 > S2 > W1; O5 > S2 > O1; S1 > O1; S4 = O4; S1 >
W1; S4 > W1; W1 > S5; W5 > S5; W7 > S5; O1 > W1

[26]

Based on the above stated relationships, from the twostage process of factor comparison using the transitivity rules
it is possible to determine an overall comparison of all factors
from the different quadrants S, W, O, and T within the
category of other (unclassified) factors as follows:
O2 = O3 > O5 = O6 > S2 > S1 = S3 = S7 > S4 = S6 =
O1 = O4 > W1 = W3 = W8 > W4 = W6 > W7 > S6

[27]

),,,)+'
The prepared SWOT analysis has become the point of
departure to apply the proposed methods in the TOWS matrix
evaluation.
We determined the preferences of the factors/facts in the
paired comparison. Table III shows the weights of the items
(in the round brackets, weights ranking to the different
approaches are separated by a semicolon).
Table IV gives the scoring numbers for the TOWS matrix
quadrants and strategic types calculated according to
Equations [4] to [27].
Summing up the weights of the factors in the different
quadrants of the TOWS matrix, we produced the scoring
numbers for the quadrant, which were the points of
departure to calculate the scoring numbers for the strategic
types (see Table IV).
The results imply that the company managers face a
decision whether to close the company or whether the
company strengths should be used to suppress the threats. In
the latter case, the state authorities could play a positive role
and the impact of this could even boost the company
strengths.
In three cases the company should enforce a total phaseout (Table III); only on the basis of the third approach,
second variant, should the strengths of the company be
exploited to suppress the threats. This difference is
particularly due to the opportunity of comparing the different
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factors within the categories. It is clear that the majority of
factors from quadrants S and W of the TOWS matrix are
classified into the ‘other’ factors. Five out of six factors from
quadrant S have a higher preference than the six factors from
the quadrant W.
Nevertheless, it is apparent from the comparison of the
scoring numbers for the strategic types in the third approach,
second variant, that the difference between the optimal
strategic type and the second-best variant is minimal.
Comparing our results with the real conditions of the
company OKD, the results reflect the actual state of the
mining company. Unfavourable economic results of OKD and
the difficult financial situation of the owner, New World
Resources (NWR), meant that the managers of both
companies had to become crisis managers.
Since 2013 bankruptcy has been a real threat to OKD, as
indicated in Table II. In August 2014 bondholders authorized
NWR to undergo capital restructuring. The restructuring was
also approved by courts in the UK and the USA. NWR and
thus OKD were given a chance to stabilize their current
situations and search for future solutions .

2+',)+'
The managements of organizations are facing tough and
complex decisions in the current turbulent economic
conditions as strategies to ensure prosperity and success are
difficult to formulate. The quality of a strategy undoubtedly
mirrors the quality of strategic analyses carried out. The
SWOT analysis is the key one as it considers both the
internal and external conditions of an organization. The
TOWS matrix, grounded in the SWOT analysis, thus may
become a tool to formulate a suitable strategy.
Having studied the issues, we learn that the evaluation of
the TOWS matrix is basically neglected. For that reason, we
have prepared three approaches to evaluate the factors in the
TOWS matrix (an approach to evaluate the factors with
identical weights; an approach to evaluate factors with their
weights determined within the different quadrants of the
TOWS matrix; and an approach to evaluate factors with
weights determined within the whole TOWS matrix).
The proposed approaches have been tested on the TOWS
matrix of the mining company OKD a.s. We believe that the
verification of the approaches was successful and confirmed
our expectations. The functionality of the proposed
approaches is also documented by the comparison of the
evaluation conclusions with the real conditions in OKD a.s.
At this moment, it is too early to say whether those
approaches will become common practice for users of SWOT
analysis, as they need to be subjected to expert discussion.
We are persuaded that the new approaches have a chance for
success, namely with regard to the limited possibilities the
TOWS matrix may currently offer to its users.

*2OKD. About us http://www.okd.cz/en/about-us [accessed 15
January 2015].
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Table IV
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HO = 162

HSO = 30618

HWO = 34922

HT = 189

HST = 35721

HWT = 40824

The second approach to the TOWS matrix evaluation
HS = 25

HW = 29

HO = 18

HSO = 450

HWO =522

HT = 26

HST = 650

HWT =754

The third approach to the TOWS matrix evaluation – first variant
HS = 126

HW = 157

HO = 108

HSO = 13608

HWO = 16956

HT= 174

HST = 21924

HWT = 27318

The third approach to the TOWS matrix evaluation – second variant
HS = 73

HW = 72

HO = 88

HSO = 6424

HWO = 6336

HT = 166

HST = 12118

HWT =11952

'+4000'-

OKD. (Not dated). About us. http://www.okd.cz/en/about-us [accessed 16
January 2015].
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This series of heavy minerals conferences has traditionally focused on the industries associated with
ilmenite, rutile and zircon. There are many other economic minerals which have specific gravities such
that they may also be classed as ‘heavy minerals’. The physical and chemical properties of these other
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such as garnet, andalusite, and sillimanite.
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Influences of alkali fluxes on direct
reduction of chromite for ferrochrome
production
by D. Paktunc*, Y. Thibault*, S. Sokhanvaran*, and D. Yu*

Prereduction and flux-aided direct reduction of chromite provide
significant advantages in reducing energy consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions during ferrochrome production. In this investigation, a
comparative evaluation of the influences of several alkali fluxes was
carried out based on experimental observations supplemented by
advanced material characterization and thermodynamic predictions. Direct
reduction of a chromite ore with alkali fluxes at 1300°C for 1 hour
produced (Cr,Fe)7C3 type alloys with Cr/Fe mass ratios from 0.7 to 2.3.
Among the alkali fluxes, reduction aided by NaOH resulted in a high
degree (85%) of Cr metallization with the ferrochrome alloy being
Cr4.2–4.6Fe2.4–2.8C3. The formation of liquid slag, which facilitated Cr
metallization, was limited by the formation of NaAlO2 between 800 and
1300°C. This, in turn, restricted the collection and transport of the charged
ionic Cr species (i.e. O2–) to graphite particles. Under the conditions
studied, ferrochrome particles were often small and largely unliberated,
which would make the physical recovery of ferrochrome challenging. At
1400°C, the amount of liquid slag increased, enabling the growth of alloy
particles. Direct reduction of chromite aided by NaOH is promising as an
alternative technology to conventional flux-based smelting in electric arc
furnaces.
J+1EI@C
chromite, ferrochrome, direct reduction, prereduction, smelting,
carbothermic reaction, alkali flux.

DGIE@=BGFED
Conventional smelting processes are energyintensive (Riekkola-Vanhanen, 1999) with the
energy requirements greater than 4 MWh/t
(Naiker and Riley, 2006; Beukes, van Zyl, and
Neizel, 2015), and the greenhouse gas
emissions can be significant, exceeding 10.5 t
CO2 per ton Cr in ferrochrome produced
(International Chromium Development
Association, 2016). These include emissions
occurring on-site (smelter), emissions due to
electricity production, and emissions due to
upstream processes. Overall energy
requirements are influenced by the degree of
prereduction and smelter charge temperature.
Significant reduction in electricity consumption
can be realized if the charge is prereduced
before feeding to the submerged arc furnace
(Niayesh and Fletcher, 1986). This
consideration has led to the development of
several prereduction technologies, with the
most important example being the Premus
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process. In comparison to the conventional
smelting processes, this prereduction process
lowers the overall energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions by about one-third
(Naiker, 2007).
Prereduction of chromite with the use of
various fluxes or additives has been the topic
of many studies over at least three decades.
The additives tested since 1986 include
borates, NaCl, NaF, and CaF2 (Katayama,
Tokuda, and Ohtani, 1986), CaF2 and NaF
(Dawson and Edwards, 1986), K2CO3, CaO,
SiO2, Al2O3, and MgO (van Deventer, 1988),
granite and CaF2 (Nunnington and Barcza,
1989), SiO2 (Weber and Eric, 1992; Lekatou
and Walker, 1997), Portland cement, lime, and
SiO2 (Takano et al., 2007), CaO and SiO2
(McCullough et al., 2010), CaCO3 (Neizel et al.,
2013), and MgO, CaO, SiO2 and Al2O3 (Wang,
Wang, and Chou, 2015). Since the filing of the
patent application on the use of several alkalis
as the accelerants (Winter, 2015; Barnes,
Muinonen, and Lavigne, 2015), we have been
performing systematic studies to improve our
understanding of the roles of various fluxes.
Our studies involved using NaCl, NaOH,
Na2CO3, CaCl2, Ni, and a metallurgical waste
product as the fluxes in accelerating the
reduction of chromite and developing a
fundamental understanding of the kinetics and
mechanisms of reduction and metallization
(Sokhanvaran and Paktunc, 2017, 2018;
Sokhanvaran, Paktunc, and Barnes, 2018; Yu
and Paktunc, 2017; Yu and Paktunc, 2018a,
2018b, 2018c). These studies formed parts of
the broader research into improving and
optimizing the conventional smelting
processes as well as developing new reduction
technologies to reduce energy demands and
greenhouse gas emissions, and evaluating the

Influences of alkali fluxes on direct reduction of chromite for ferrochrome production
development of direct reduction of chromite as an alternative
ferrochrome production technology. Direct reduction of
chromite can be defined as the production of ferrochrome
from chromite ore using a carbon reductant but without
melting/reduction in electric arc furnaces. Although direct
reduction of iron is well known and widely practiced as an
industrial process for producing pig iron, direct reduction of
chromite has not been tested until recently. The SRC process
developed in Japan in the 1970s can be considered direct
reduction if it is used as a stand-alone process. Previous
studies considered the use of various fluxes in a prereduction
process prior to smelting in electric arc furnaces and as such,
they differ in philosophy from the direct reduction process. In
this paper, we present our study results in a comparative
manner to illustrate the influence of the three alkali
compounds in the direct reduction of chromite.

!HGJIFHACHD@>JG?E@C
An ore sample from the Black Thor deposit from the Ring
of Fire area in northern Ontario was ground and sieved to
–106+75 m size range. The ore, with a grade of 43.12 wt%
Cr2O3 and Cr/Fe ratio of 1.97 (21.4 wt% Fe2O3), was blended
with graphite as the reductant and an alkali flux (NaCl,
NaOH, or Na2CO3) in the proportions of 100:22:12 (by
weight) unless otherwise indicated in the text. The ore
contained 84 wt% chromite, with an average composition of
(Mg0.4Fe0.6)(Cr1.3Al0.5Fe0.1)O4, and 16 wt% clinochlore with
the average formula of Si6.0Al3.3Cr0.5Mg9.9Fe0.2O20(OH)16
based on ModAn estimates (Paktunc, 2001). The mixture
was homogenized prior to the experimental studies.
The experiments were performed in a sealed vertical tube
furnace with MoSi2 heating elements. The sample, weighing
60 g, was placed in an alumina crucible suspended in the
furnace by a tungsten wire and the tests were conducted at
1100 and 1300°C for periods of 45 and 60 minutes under Ar
atmosphere at a flow of 900 mL/min. Following reduction,
the crucible was raised to the upper zone of the furnace and
cooled in Ar. Off-gases were continuously analysed by an
infrared gas analyser.
The samples were also subjected to thermogravimetry
and differential scanning calorimetry (TG-DSC) analyses
under Ar atmosphere with continuous gas analysis. TG-DSC
analysis was performed using a NETZSCH STA 449C
simultaneous thermal analyser coupled to a NETZSCH QMS
403C Aeolos mass spectrometer. For each test, a sample of 42
mg was placed inside an alumina crucible before loading it
into the TG-DSC. After closing the top of the instrument, the
atmosphere surrounding the crucibles inside the TG-DSC was
purged with a vacuum to remove air. A controlled flow of
ultra-high purity argon was introduced and maintained as an
inert carrier gas for the duration of each test. The sample was
quickly heated from room temperature to 700°C, followed by
heating at 10°C/min to the target temperature and held for a
specified time before being rapidly cooled to room
temperature under argon atmosphere.
The products formed during carbothermic reduction in the
sealed tube furnaces were characterized by X-ray diffraction,
optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and
electron microprobe analysis and, at the molecular-scale, by
synchrotron-based X-ray techniques. Electron microprobe
analysis (JEOL JXA-8900) involved wavelength-dispersive X-
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ray microanalysis on polished sections at an accelerating
voltage of 20 kV. Individual quantitative analyses were done
using a probe current of 10 to 35 nA and counting times
ranging from 10 up to 60 seconds on peak and background.
Na K X-ray intensity was monitored as a function of time to
ensure that there was no Na mobility under the analytical
conditions used. Estimation of the distribution of Fe3+ and
Fe2+ in the chromite analyses was based on stoichiometry to
balance the charge from the ideal spinel formula
(Mg,Fe2+)(Cr,Al,Fe3+)2O4. Carbon concentration in the
metallic phase was determined by difference from a total of
100%, an approach consistent for crystalline M7C3 type
carbides. Matrix corrections were made using the (z)
program provided by JEOL to take into considerations matrix
effects introduced by compositional differences between the
unknowns and standards.
Mineral quantities and liberation were determined using a
TESCAN Integrated Mineral Analyzer (TIMA) equipped with
four silicon-drifted energy-dispersive X-ray detectors. The
analyses were done at an accelerating voltage of 25 kV and a
beam current of 5.5 nA using the high-resolution mapping
mode with a step size of 0.5 μm.
Synchrotron-based X-ray absorption near-edge
spectroscopy (XANES) spectra were collected at bending
magnet and insertion device beamlines. Bulk XANES spectra
were collected in transmission mode on finely ground
samples spread onto tape as monolayers. Micro-XANES
spectra were collected using a 2 m beam and confocal
microchannel array optics. The confocal method provides
2–5 m depth resolution and limits detection of emissions to
small volumes of materials at specified depths along the path
of the focused beam through the sample. Data reduction and
analysis were done by ATHENA (Ravel and Newville, 2005)
and the least-squares fitting analyses of the XANES spectra
were performed with LSFitXAFS (Paktunc, 2004).
In support of the experimental and characterization
studies, thermodynamic simulations were performed using
FactSage with the input parameters being identical to those of
the experimental studies (i.e. mass proportions of
ore:graphite:flux being 100:22:12 and the ore composed of
84 wt% chromite and 16 wt% clinochlore).

KJC=AGC
   

TG-DSC tests in the absence of a flux indicated that the first
thermal event took place at approximately 700°C, resulting in
the appearance of an endotherm as well as about 3 wt% mass
loss (Figure 1). Off-gas analysis by mass spectrometry
indicated the formation of gaseous H2O from this thermal
event. This is likely to be resulting from the loss of structural
water from clinochlore. No appreciable amount of reduction
took place before 1100°C. The reduction rate became
significant when the temperature reached 1300°C, resulting
in a rapid mass loss. The main gas product was CO, based on
the off-gas analysis. To allow for an unambiguous
comparison with the other tests, the thermogravimetry (TG)
curve was reprocessed by separating the two thermal events
(i.e. loss of structural water and reduction), and normalizing
the mass loss to represent the mass loss per 100 mg ore. The
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mass loss curves for both the thermal dehydration and
reduction (Figure 1a) indicate that the carbothermic reduction
of chromite was not complete after 2 hours of reduction.
TG-DSC test results evaluating the effect of NaCl addition
on the carbothermic reduction are shown in Figure 1b. The
same thermal dehydration event described earlier for the noflux case also took place in this test, as indicated by the mass
loss and an endotherm at about 700°C. A second endotherm
was identified at approximately 800°C, representing the
melting of NaCl. Significant evaporation of the molten NaCl
took place with an increase in temperature, resulting in
continuous mass loss. The evaporation of NaCl was complete
when the temperature reached about 1150°C, marked by the
sudden change of the slope of the TG curve and a rapid
decrease of the DSC signal. Based on off-gas analysis, the
contributions of dehydration, evaporation of molten NaCl,
and reduction to the mass loss were evaluated. The curve
representing the mass loss due to reduction was calculated by
re-processing the TG curve (Figure 1b). A comparison of the
results to those of the no-flux case suggests that the addition
of NaCl inhibited the carbothermic reduction of chromite to a
certain degree.
TG-DSC tests in the presence of NaOH produced a DSC
signal that is different from the ones observed with NaCl and
without a flux. As illustrated in Figure 1c, the first endotherm
appeared at temperatures above 100°C with about 2 % mass
loss. The appearance of gaseous H2O from the off-gas
analysis indicates that this thermal event is due to the
evaporation of absorbed water from NaOH. The second
endotherm occurred at approximately 300°C, resulting from
the melting of NaOH. A second stage of mass loss was
observed in association with the melting of NaOH. The
increase in the H2O peak at this stage can be explained by the
mass loss resulting from the decomposition of NaOH to Na2O
and H2O. The third stage of mass loss is linked with an

endotherm on the DSC curve and an increase in CO in the offgas analyses that occurred at 700°C. A reaction between
Na2O and C forming CO gas (Sokhanvaran, Paktunc, and
Barnes, 2018), in addition to the decomposition of
clinochlore and reduction of Fe, could be responsible for this
change. Reduction reactions progressed aggressively above
1100°C resulting in a major mass loss (Figure 1c). Mass
losses corresponding to about 38% of the ore occurred during
the latter stages of the test.
The effect of Na2CO3 on carbothermic reduction was
investigated by mixing chromite and graphite with 32%
Na2CO3 (Figure 1d). The first thermal event occurred above
100°C, resulting from the evaporation of absorbed water in
the sample, similar to that observed in the case of NaOH
(Figure 1c). The second endotherm appeared at 700°C in
association with a new water peak. This phenomenon, which
is similar to those observed with NaCl flux and with no flux
(Figure 1a and 1b), is linked to the dehydration of
clinochlore. The third endotherm on the DSC curve appeared
around 800°C. This change is probably a result of the
reaction of Na2CO3 with C to form CO gas and Na vapour.
Melting of Na2CO3 occurred at 850°C, resulting in an increase
in the rate of mass loss. Reduction of chromite occurred
during the last stage, which is confirmed by the CO in the offgas analyses. Similar to the case with NaOH, isolation of the
different mass losses is impossible due to the interactions
between carbonate and graphite. The mass loss during the
final stage was about 38% of the ore, which is similar to that
observed in the NaOH case.
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Representative backscattered electron photomicrographs of
the products that formed after 1 hour of reduction at 1300°C
are shown in Figure 2. The ore reduced in the presence of
NaCl displays some similarities to that reduced with no flux.

Influences of alkali fluxes on direct reduction of chromite for ferrochrome production
The residual chromite grains in the products of the NaOH
and Na2CO3 experiments have virtually no Fe remaining
(Figure 3). The zoning in chromite is less apparent. The
lighter grey areas in Figures 4a–c represent residual
chromite, whereas the darker grey domains represent the
slag. The residual chromite grains in both cases, represented
by lighter grey areas in Figures 4a–c, are depleted in Fe (both
divalent and trivalent) and the Cr and Al contents are
variable.
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Both are characterized by a lower degree of metallization in
terms of Fe and Cr and the occurrence of alloy particles as
rings on the residual graphite particles. In contrast, the
products that formed in the presence of NaOH and Na2CO3
display higher degrees of metallization with increased
amounts of alloy particles.
The compositions of the products as determined by
powder XRD and scanning electron microscopy include
chromite, graphite, and Cr-Fe carbides in all the samples
formed after 1 hour of carbothermic reaction. Forsterite
(Mg2SiO4) is present in the products that resulted in the
presence of NaCl and Na2CO3.
Chromite grains in the original ore display zoning
developed along particle margins and microfractures. The
zoning is primary as observed in the original ore due to a
geological event that affected the chromite deposits and the
host rocks. The electron microprobe analyses indicate that
the rims have much higher Cr contents and slightly lower Mg
in the tetrahedral sites in comparison to the original (premetamorphic event) chromite compositions reflected by the
chromite core compositions (Figure 3). The zoning, with
higher Cr and lower Al in the octahedral sites and slightly
increased Mg fractions in the tetrahedral sites, is one of the
characteristics of the Ring of Fire chromite, and is believed to
play an important role in the reducibility of the ores. This
feature will be discussed in detail in a separate paper.
The compositions of the chromite reduced in the presence
of NaCl after 45 minutes’ reaction are similar to the original
chromite compositions, indicating that very little or no
detectable chemical changes occurred. The sample reduced
for 60 minutes in the presence of NaCl displayed some
changes in the chromite composition although some residual
chromite particles remained intact. Compositional changes
are essentially the same, limited to reduced Fe2+ contents (or
increased Mg at the expense of Fe2+) due to removal of iron
from the crystal structure.
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The compositions of the ferrochrome alloys formed under the
influence of NaCl flux are shown in Figure 5. There are two
compositional types: one that occurs along intergrain
boundaries and crystallographic planes of the host chromite
as shown in Figure 4d; and a second, which is essentially an
Fe metal with minor Cr and carbon. The latter type is an M7C3
type carbide with a variable composition from Cr3.2Fe3.8C3 to
Cr5.0Fe2.0C3 (Figure 5). The M7C3 type occurs as rings on
residual graphite particles (Figure 2b).
Ferrochrome alloys formed with NaOH flux appear to
have a tighter compositional variation along the M7C3 join
(Figure 5). The composition is variable from Cr4.2Fe2.8C3 to
Cr4.6Fe2.4C3. Ferrochrome particles in larger domains of slag
tend to be coarser (Figure 4a) than those developing from
within the chromite grains (Figure 4b). Another mode of
occurrence of the alloy particles is in the form of blebs or
metal droplets that are rich in Fe. In the example shown in
Figure 4e, an Fe-rich M7C3 phase (Cr2Fe5C3) occurs as an
exsolved phase from the Fe metal.
The alloys formed in the presence of Na2CO3 flux have
compositions variable from Cr3Fe4C3 to Cr4Fe3C3 (Figure 5).
The carbide occurs along the particle rims of the residual
chromite as well as developing along the crystallographic
planes of the host (Figure 4c). Its occurrence is similar to that
formed in the presence of NaOH flux (Figures 4a and 4b).
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Influences of alkali fluxes on direct reduction of chromite for ferrochrome production
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degraded the metallization. The degree of metallization is
85% for Cr and 100% for Fe with the use of NaOH as the
flux. This is significant in comparison to the degree of Cr
metallization reached in the absence of a flux, approximately
36%. A lower degree of Cr metallization at 66% and 100% Fe
metallization were achieved with Na2CO3 as the flux. In
general, the results indicate various degrees of reduction and
metallization, with Fe reduction always preceding that of Cr.

  

XANES spectra collected at the Cr and Fe K-edges are
shown in Figure 6. In terms of Cr reduction, least-squares
fitting of the spectrum representing no-flux conditions
indicates that the degree of Cr metallization is only 36% after
1 hour of reduction at 1300°C, while Fe metallization is
complete at 100% (Figure 6). Reduction of Fe much earlier
than Cr is also evident from the empirical evidence shown by
TGA-DSC analyses, furnace tests, and thermodynamic
predictions. Addition of NaCl as the flux resulted in a slightly
improved metallization at 45% after 1 hour of reduction. In
terms of Fe reduction, addition of NaCl as the flux slightly
          

   
In order to understand the mechanism of Cr release to the
molten slag, we determined the speciation of Cr in slag using
a focused X-ray beam and confocal optics, allowing detection
of emissions from small volumes of material at specified
depths. One of the samples represents reduction at 1300°C
3!(88'
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Electron microprobe analyses indicate that the slags formed
in the presence of NaOH and Na2CO3 are dominated by SiO2,
Al2O3, Na2O, and MgO. In contrast, as illustrated on the
Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 phase diagram representing 1300°C and
1 atm. (Figure 7), the slag formed in the presence of NaCl
contains very little Na.
Slag that formed from reduction in the presence of NaOH
is represented by material near the residual chromite particles
as shown on the backscattered electron photomicrograph
(Figure 7). It plots in or near the slag-liquid+NaAlO2 field.
Only a few points at the outer edges of the ’slag’ plot in the
slag-liquid field. Those that are away from the residual
chromite, such as the one marked as ‘2’ on the backscattered
electron photomicrograph, plot in the slag-liquid field (Figure
7). The MgO content is high at 16.64 wt% in comparison to
that near a chromite particle (4.92 wt%). The slag contains
minor amounts of Cr2O3 with values of 0.92 wt% near a
residual chromite particle and 0.38 wt% in an isolated slag
particle.
Slag formed with Na2CO3 displays some similarities to
that with NaOH. However, the ‘slag’ materials appear to have
a bimodal distribution: one plotting in the NaAlO2+NaAl9O14
field and the other largely in the slag-liquid field.

Influences of alkali fluxes on direct reduction of chromite for ferrochrome production
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Another sample representing reduction with NaOH at
1100°C for 1.5 hours was studied with the aim of
determining Cr speciation of the slag, which is dominated by
Na(Cr,Al,Fe)O2. Based on electron microprobe analyses of 15
grains, its composition can be defined as Na0.9-1.2Cr0.20.5Al0.3-0.5Fe0.0-0.3O2. It occurs with a Na-Mg-Al silicate and
residual chromite, which is MgCr1.4Al0.6O4 and similar to the
species illustrated in Figure 3. Micro-XANES spectra from the
slag indicate that Cr occurs as trivalent species and that it is
octahedrally coordinated to oxygen (Figure 9).
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without a flux (Figure 8). A residual chromite particle
rimmed with minute Fe-rich alloy particles along the particle
surface displays concentric zoning with decreased Cr and very
low Fe in its outer zone. Micro-XANES spectra collected from
these zones (labelled with ‘1-1’ and ‘1-3’ in Figure 8c)
indicate identical Cr speciations that are typical of the
chromite structure. Another zoned chromite particle with no
Fe remaining in its outer rim (labelled ‘3’ and ‘4’ in Figure
8c) and adjacent to a large Cr-rich ferrochrome alloy particle
(labeled ‘2’) is also dominated by Cr3+ species. In other
words, Cr is trivalent and octahedrally coordinated to oxygen
atoms across the residual chromite particle, irrespective of the
zoning, and there are no intermediary species between the
trivalent and zero-valent species. These results are
conclusive, since the micro-XANES spectra are collected from
very small volumes within the particles, and as such they are
not influenced by emissions from adjacent zones.
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Equally important in the direct reduction process are the
physical separation and recovery of ferrochrome particles
from the slag. This requires that the ferrochrome particles are
coarse and that they are liberated when ground to a particle
size range that is suitable for conventional gravity and/or
magnetic mineral processing techniques.
The distribution of the ferrochrome particles and their
degree of liberation were determined by automated
mineralogy techniques, in which the particles are identified
chemically and their quantities along with their liberation are
measured. Shown in Figure 10 are backscattered electron
images of the particles and their colour-coded representation.
These are particles formed after 1 hour of direct reduction
with NaOH at 1300°C. In general, the ferrochrome alloy
particles are smaller than 20 m. It appears that the
ferrochrome alloy particles tend to occur as larger particles,
around 20 m in size, where the associated slag phase is
coarse.
Between 20 000 and 30 000 such particles were
measured by the quantitative or automated mineralogy
technique (Figure 11). In the case of NaOH flux, ferrochrome
alloy particles constitute about 26% by volume of the total
particles. The slag constitutes about 50%, and the residual
chromite 22%. The amount of ferrochrome particles is
significantly underestimated because the spatial resolution of
the technique is limited in detecting and counting small
          

Influences of alkali fluxes on direct reduction of chromite for ferrochrome production
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As illustrated in Figure 11, the size of ferrochrome
particles formed in the presence of NaCl is too small,
suggesting that the degree of liberation would be less than
satisfactory for typical mineral processing circuits. This is
much improved in the case of NaOH-assisted reduction;
however, the alloy particles are rather small. The particles are
dominated by residual chromite, with much lower amounts of
alloy and slag particles. These are detrimental to effective
beneficiation of the alloy particles in the examples provided
in this study.

FCB=CCFED
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ferrochrome particles. The ferrochrome particles are largely
unliberated or locked with the residual chromite and gangue
particles. The degree of liberation clusters around the 20–
40% range. This suggests that the liberation of ferrochrome
at a coarse grind will be challenging and that the recovery of
ferrochrome by conventional gravity and magnetic separation
techniques would be limited.

Alkali-assisted direct reduction of chromite results in various
degrees of reduction and metallization, with Fe reduction
always preceding that of Cr. In comparison to the 36% Cr
metallization with no flux at 1300°C after 1 hour, it appears
that NaCl addition slightly improved the Cr metallization to
45%. The degree of Cr metallization reached to 85% with the
use of NaOH, and 66% with Na2CO3 as the flux.
It appears that the reduction and metallization of Cr and
Fe species are localized along grain boundaries,
microfractures, cleavage planes, and imperfections within
chromite particles (Figure 4a–4d). With continued reduction,

Influences of alkali fluxes on direct reduction of chromite for ferrochrome production
Fe-rich Fe-Cr melt pools and segregates into larger immiscible
liquid patches (Figures 2d, 4c, 4e, and 4f). Intricate spatial
relationships among the alloy, residual chromite, and slag
particles suggest that Fe is reduced in situ by CO whereas Cr
is reduced on solid carbon particles. The alloys in the final
product of NaOH reduction (Cr4.2-4.6Fe2.4-2.8C3) are at a
slightly lower degree of Cr metallization in comparison to the
predicted alloy composition at equilibrium (Cr4.8Fe2.2C3). In
terms of Cr content, the individual alloy particles represent
variable degrees of metallization, from 87.0 to 95.7% of the
equilibrium value. These values are slightly higher than the
observed degree of metallization, which is 85% based on the
bulk XANES spectra of the final product. This discrepancy is
reasonable considering the limited number of alloy particles
analysed by electron microprobe and the uncertainty in the
least-squares fitting of the XANES spectrum, which is about
5%. In the case of Na2CO3, compositions of the alloy particles,
which are variable from Cr3Fe4C3 to Cr4Fe3C3 are indicative of
Cr metallization varying from 61.5 to 82.7%, covering the
observed degree of metallization at 66%. TGA measurements
indicate mass losses of about 63% of the ore after 2 hours of
reduction with 32% Na2CO3. When compared to the mass loss
of about 41% with 12 % NaOH, these observations suggest
that more Na2CO3 would be needed as the flux to achieve a
similar degree of reduction as with NaOH. In addition, the
CO2 released from the decomposition of Na2CO3 would further
retard the reduction. The compositions of the M7C3 type alloy
particles formed under the influence of NaCl (Cr3.2-5.0Fe2.03.8C3) indicate variable degrees of metallization in the 65.7 to
104.4% range, deviating from the equilibrium value. These
numbers suggest non-equilibrium compositions for the alloy
particles nucleated on graphite.
The products formed at 1300°C after 1 hour with NaCl
flux are composed of chromite, graphite, Cr-Fe carbide, and
olivine and are similar to those formed with no flux. At
equilibrium, the quantities of alloy, spinel, and graphite
forming at the temperature range of 800–1400°C in the
presence of NaCl flux are similar to those formed without a
flux (Figure 12a). Olivine contents forming at 800, 900,
1200, 1300, and 1400°C are also similar. The only
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differences are in the Al-Si phases, which are cordierite
(Mg2Al4Si5O18) and slag-liquid in the case of no flux and
nepheline (NaAlSiO4), feldspar (NaAlSi3O8), and slag-liquid
in the case of NaCl flux. It appears that at low temperatures,
there is little or no reaction between NaCl and chromite. The
reaction products include nepheline, feldspar, and slag-liquid,
some of which may have formed from the reactions with the
gangue. The thermodynamics are in essence identical and
NaCl has little influence on reduction and metallization.
In the presence of NaCl flux, predicted chromite
compositions evolved, in part, towards increased Mg through
the loss of Fe from the crystal structure, with little change in
terms of the proportions of trivalent cations (Figure 3). In
this case, with continued reduction Fe2+ would diffuse out
towards the particle margins or reaction front. It is also
possible that the Fe2+ ions are substituted by Mg released to
the melt from the dissolution of clinochlore. The changes in
the chromite composition were limited and occurred only after
1 hour of reduction, providing significant kinetic limitations
to the reactions in accordance with the TGA results. In
contrast, such changes in the residual chromite compositions
were complete in the presence of NaOH and Na2CO3 fluxes.
At equilibrium, the changes in the chromite composition are
limited to increases in Mg due to reduction of Fe in the
tetrahedral sites until 1100°C for the NaCl-assisted reduction
(Figure 12b). Significant changes are predicted to occur in
octahedral site occupancies above 1100°C. The mole fraction
of Al increases by about 45% from 1100 to 1200°C (Figure
12b). This occurs at the expense of Cr in the octahedral sites,
indicating significant Cr releases from the chromite structure
in this temperature range. These cation distributions in
chromite are similar to those occurring with no flux between
800 to 1400°C (Figure 12b). However, this does not
necessarily mean that NaCl has no influence in accelerating
the carbothermic reactions.
Our experimental findings and observations indicate that
the role of NaCl in slag formation was also limited, likely due
to its beginning to volatilize at around 1150°C. The TGA
results indicate that NaCl melts around 800°C and evaporates
at approximately 1150°C, which is in accordance with the
empirical data (i.e. melting point being approx. 801°C and
boiling point 1465°C)(Haynes, 2011). Furthermore, the NaCl
slag has much higher MgO concentrations, at 29.4 and 33.2
wt%, and Cr2O3 concentrations at 6.2 and 13.7 wt%.
Thermodynamic predictions indicate that the amount of liquid
slag forming is very low, even at 1400°C. This would make
NaCl not desirable as a flux. As discussed in our earlier
publications, an effective accelerant must have a boiling point
that is much higher and melting point that is lower than
1300°C, the optimum direct reduction temperature
(Sokhanvaran and Paktunc, 2017a; Sokhanvaran, Paktunc,
and Barnes, 2018; Yu and Paktunc, 2017, 2018a, 2018b).
The quantities of the main products forming at
equilibrium in the presence of NaOH are shown in Figure 13a
for the temperature range of 800–1400°C. The amounts of
graphite remaining across the 800-1100°C range are
relatively uniform, with a gradual decrease from about 14 to
13 wt% as the temperature increases. Across this temperature
interval, the alloy is fcc-type Fe, increasing gradually in
response to decreases of reductant. The amount of
chromite/spinel remaining in the product across this
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decomposition and with the release of Al, the refractory
spinel (Mg0.7Al0.3)(Al1.7Mg0.3)O4 forms at 1400°C.
It appears that the amount of Al2O3 released from the
chromite is limiting the formation of slag liquid through the
formation of NaAlO2. The Cr species in the slag, which is
dominated by Na(Cr,Al,Fe)O2, is trivalent, occurring in sixfold coordination to oxygen (Figure 9). This suggests that Cr
is transported as small polymeric species in the molten/liquid
slag. This highlights the importance of NaAlO2 in limiting the
formation of slag-liquid and the transport of Cr species. This
is analogous to our findings for CaCl2 (Yu and Paktunc,
2017, 2018a, 2018b) and waste material (Sokhanvaran and
Paktunc 2017) in that the formation of a molten medium in
the temperature range 800–1400°C is crucial for effective
collection and reduction of the Cr and Fe species. It is
predicted that the amount of slag-liquid forming at 800–
1300°C under equilibrium conditions is very low, not
exceeding 2.7 wt%. This increases to 11.3 wt% at 1400°C,
suggesting that NaOH-assisted direct reduction would require
temperatures higher than 1300°C. For an effective reduction
and segregation of ferrochrome from the residual slag, as in
the case of CaCl2-assisted direct reduction (Yu and Paktunc,
2018a, 2018b), the reducible cations (i.e. Cr3+ and Fe2+)
should be transported as ionic species in the form of
monomers, dimers, or small oligomeric species in molten
media or a gas phase and reduced on carbon particles.

temperature interval is also uniform at about 45 wt%.
Significant changes occur from 1100 to 1200°C, including a
drastic decrease in the chromite/spinel content by about
30 wt%. Accompanying this change is the formation of M7C3
type carbide, reaching to about 32 wt%, and a sudden drop in
the graphite content by about 8 wt%. This indicates that
significant Cr reduction and metallization occur between
1100 and 1200°C. As chromite rapidly decomposes and is
reduced by graphite, M7C3 alloy forms. At 1300°C, chromite
is largely reduced to about 2 wt%. Another important
compound forming in the case of direct reduction with NaOH
is NaAlO2. This phase is stable, and relatively abundant at
about 20 wt% across the temperature interval of 800–1300°C
(Figure 13a). NaAlO2 is present as Na0.9-1.2Cr0.2-0.5Al0.30.5Fe0.0-0.3O2 in the product formed at 1100°C. The source of
Al in this case is the chromite, as discussed below. The
product formed at 1300°C is composed of chromite, graphite,
M7C3 type carbide, and a Na-Al silicate.
Thermodynamic simulations indicate that between 800
and 1200°C, the dominant chromite/spinel end-member is
magnesiochromite (MgCr2O4), which is present at 80 wt%
and higher (Figure 13b). Overall, chromite/spinel is depleted
in Al. Thermodynamic simulations predict the formation of
NaAlO2 across this temperature range, including 1300°C. A
small amount of Fe substitutes for Al in the structure. The
presence of NaAlO2 in the experimental products formed at
1100°C is confirmed by electron microprobe analyses and Xray diffraction analyses. Its composition can be formulated as
NaAl0.40-0.45Cr0.35-0.40Fe0.2O2. This phase has a layered
structure with edge-sharing Al (and/or Cr and Fe) octahedra
alternating with the close-packed Na octahedra in an edgesharing form. These observations suggest that NaOH reacts
with chromite to form NaAlO2 and magnesiochromite across
this temperature range. At 1200°C, the chromite composition
is (Mg0.9Al0.1)(Cr1.7Al0.2Mg0.1)O4, becoming
(Mg0.7Al0.3)(Cr0.1Al1.6Mg0.3)O4 at 1300°C. Essentially no
reduction of Cr species occurs until 1100°C, and Cr is retained
in the chromite (Figure 13b). Simulations indicate that
NaAlO2 becomes unstable after 1300°C. Following its

Direct reduction of chromite ore with alkali fluxes at 1300°C
for 1 hour produced (Cr,Fe)7C3 type alloys with Cr/Fe mass
ratios variable from 0.7 to 2.3. Among the alkali fluxes, NaCl
resulted in a low degree of Cr metallization, at 45%. This is
largely due to evaporation of NaCl at around 1150°C.
Reduction with Na2CO3 resulted in 66% Cr metallization.
NaOH caused a much higher degree of Cr metallization,
reaching 85% with the ferrochrome alloy being Cr4.2-4.6
Fe2.4-2.8C3 and having a Cr/Fe mass ratio of 1.4–1.8.
Metallization is facilitated by the formation of liquid slag
in the presence of Na2O and Al2O3. The Cr and Fe oxides are
transported in the liquid slag as ionic species to the reduction
sites on solid carbon particles. The details of the reaction
mechanism will be presented in a separate paper. Across the
temperature range of 800–1200°C, NaOH reacts with
chromite to form NaAlO2 and magnesiochromite, which is
(Mg0.9Al0.1)(Cr1.7Al0.2Mg0.1)O4 at 1200°C. Magnesiochromite
becomes unstable at 1300°C, resulting in the release of Cr.
However, NaAlO2 is still stable, which limits the formation of
liquid slag. This is detrimental to collecting and transporting
the charged octahedral CrO6 species in molten media to
graphite particles. Following the decomposition of NaAlO2
above 1300°C, the amount of liquid slag increases to about
12 wt% at 1400°C and a refractory Mg-Al spinel forms.
Ferrochrome particles formed under the limited
experimental conditions studied in this paper at 1300°C and
lower are small and largely unliberated. This would make the
recovery of ferrochrome by conventional gravity and
magnetic separation techniques difficult. It appears that the
NaOH-assisted direct reduction and alloy growth would
require reduction temperatures greater than 1300°C and
effective transport of reducible cations in a molten medium or
gas phase to carbon particles.
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Influences of alkali fluxes on direct reduction of chromite for ferrochrome production
With a degree of metallization of 85%, direct reduction of
chromite aided by NaOH is promising as an alternative
technology to conventional smelting in electric arc furnaces or
as a prereduction technology prior to conventional smelting.
Based on our extensive review of furnaces used for direct
reduction of iron and the work of Sokhanvaran, Paktunc, and
Barnes (2018), it is envisaged that rotary kiln- and rotating
hearth-type furnaces would be potentially suitable for direct
reduction of chromite. There is the potential for the formation
of Cr6+ in the presence of excess oxygen during reduction.
This and other waste management issues related to direct
reduction of chromite are being investigated.
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A review of work-integrated learning in
South African mining engineering
universities
by L.A. Maseko*

: *,2
As part of the mining engineering curriculum, students are required to be
placed in industry for vacation work or work-integrated learning (WIL). In
this paper we review work-based placement as done at the four South
African mining schools: the University of Johannesburg, the University of
Pretoria, the University of the Witwatersrand, and the University of South
Africa.
Key aspects of past and current WIL (pre- and post-graduation)
practices that may need attention are highlighted for consideration by all
universities that provide professional qualifications. Work-directed
theoretical learning, problem-based learning, project-based learning,
workplace learning, and simulated work experiences are discussed as
legitimate approaches to WIL.
Regardless of the choice each institution makes, commitments of
universities, preparedness of university teachers, and the desire for equity
and excellence will play an important role in the provision of WIL.
71 ,/
mining engineering programmes, vacation work, work-integrated learning,
experiential learning, work placement, work-based learning.

Graduate: a qualifying learner, irrespective of
whether the qualification is a degree or a
diploma.
Level: a measure of learning demands in
terms of types of problems, knowledge
required, skills, and responsibility, expressed
in terms of level descriptors.
Level descriptor: a measure of performance
demands at which outcomes must be
demonstrated.
Practicum: a period of work that provides the
student with the opportunity for practical
experience in the real world as part of an
academic programme.
Problem-based learning (PBL): a term used
in higher education for a range of pedagogic
approaches that encourage students to learn
through the structured exploration of a
research or practice-based problem (SavinBaden and Major, 2004).

Accredited Qualification: a qualification
awarded on successful completion of an
accredited programme.
Advisory Boards (or Committees): are
essential infrastructure for a WIL curriculum
that is built on the integration of the workplace
and the university. This requires the
collaboration of experts from both
environments. Workplace advisors are critical
to the success of the academy as they embody
expert knowledge of the ‘real world’.
Assessment: the process of determining the
capability or competence of an individual
against standards by evaluating performance.
Category: a mode of registration defined in or
under the ECSA Act which has a distinctive
purpose, characteristic competencies, defined
principal routes to registration, and
educational requirements.
Experiential learning: (in South Africa
sometimes used synonymously with work
placement or cooperative education) is a term
used with a great variety of meanings in the
international literature. More broadly, it may
$%.'&(300#

Programme: a structured, integrated teaching
arrangement with a defined purpose and
pathway leading to a qualification.
Project-based learning (PJBL): combines PBL
and workplace learning in that it brings
together intellectual inquiry, real-world
problems, and student engagement in relevant
and meaningful work. Project work is
generally understood to facilitate students’
understanding of essential concepts and
practical skills.
Qualification: the formal recognition of a
specified learning achievement, usually awarded
on successful completion of a programme.
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refer to learning that has meaningful learner
involvement. It is the process of generating
meaning from direct experience. In the
international literature, experiential learning is
learning through reflection on doing, which is
often contrasted with rote or didactic learning.

A review of work-integrated learning in South African mining engineering universities
Simulated learning: learning through an activity that
involves the imitation of the real world in the academy. The
act of simulating something entails representing certain key
characteristics of the selected workplace and includes such
things as laboratories, patient models, mock meetings, flight
simulations etc.
Standards: in the context of engineering training
programmes, statements of outcomes to be demonstrated, the
level of performance, and content baseline requirements.
Work-based learning: has been defined as ‘learning for, at,
or through work’ (Brennan and Little, 1996). WBL involves
the acquisition of work-related knowledge and skills both in
the university and in the workplace, with the formal or nonformal involvement of employers (Boud and Solomon, 2001).
Work-directed theoretical learning: involves an attempt to
ensure that theoretical forms of knowledge (such as
mathematics and physics in engineering programmes) are
introduced and sequenced in ways that meet academic
criteria and are applicable and relevant to the career-specific
components (Barnett, 2006).
Work-integrated learning: an umbrella term for describing
curricular, pedagogic, and assessment practices across a
range of academic disciplines that integrate formal learning
and workplace concerns.
Work placement: a way of gaining ‘on the job’ experience in
the real world. Work placement is part of the curriculum
design for WIL for professional qualifications. The aim of a
work placement is to develop the student as a professional
through observation, participation, and completion of tasks
that demonstrate competency.

*-/,"-2,*
One may ask whether there is any need to investigate workintegrated learning (WIL) in the context of engineering
education. The answer to this question lies in the changes
worldwide in the nature of work. There is also currently a
debate about excellence and equity in the field of sociology of
education, and this further underlines the importance of
reflecting on how we conduct WIL. Indeed, the changing
patterns of technology have altered the demand for particular
occupations and skills. This, in turn, requires that employees’
skill and knowledge levels are developed continuously; hence
the renewed interest in WIL.
Increased global competition among institutions for
students has contributed significantly to the changed status
of WIL in higher education. Gamble, Patrick, and Peach
(2010) have proved that WIL can help students develop selfmanagement, conceptual, and analytical skills, personal and
professional effectiveness, communication and problemsolving skills, as well as workplace flexibility. It is because of
this potential that students who have participated in WIL
programmes are sought after in Australia. Blicblau, Nelson,
and Dini (2016) found that students who spent time on WIL
or industry-based learning (IBL) in the penultimate year of
their engineering course obtained better marks than those
who did not undertake such a placement.
Although different universities use various terminologies
to describe their programmes and practices, all are based on
similar understanding of the importance of enabling students
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to integrate theoretical knowledge gained through formal
study with the practice-based knowledge acquired by
immersion in a work or professional context. It is important
to point out that the work-based training takes place before
as well as after graduation, where it is referred to as training
and development programme.
In this paper we review work-based placement as done at
the four South African mining schools: at the University of
Johannesburg (UJ), the University of Pretoria (UP), the
University of the Witwatersrand (Wits), and the University of
South Africa (Unisa). New qualifications have been approved
and universities have decided on qualifications that they
want to offer as presented by the Engineering Council of
South Africa (ECSA), approved and finalized by the Council
on Higher Education (CHE). Consequently, new content
needs to be developed, and some institutions have started
following guidelines provided by the CHE in conjunction with
ECSA. In order to appreciate WIL further, it may be necessary
to reflect on its origin to place the discussion in the right
context.

,/ 2*-1!/+-13)1+/*2*!638+"!/,*
Theories of education have been developed over the years to
explain how students learn outside the classroom. The aim of
this section is to highlight those basic education theories that
are a foundation to WIL programmes, and then reflect on
current practices of the various mining schools that are
offering experiential learning as part of their programmes.

     
Dewey (1938) was one of the first educational theorists who
held the view that people learn by doing. He further
emphasized the notion that genuine education is achieved
through experience. His theory also stressed the importance
of any chosen career encompassing critical and scholarly
engagement with the key issues of public life that link
professional and vocational competence.
Kolb (1984) pointed out that experiential learning is a
dialectic and cyclical process consisting of four stages:
experience, observation and reflection, abstract
reconceptualization, and experimentation.
While experience is the foundation for learning, learning
cannot take place without reflection. In the same manner,
while reflection is essential to the process, it must be
integrally linked with action. Schön (1983) acknowledged the
importance of reflection and reflective practice in the
education of professionals. This implies that reflective theory
works in the context of the experiential learning cycle in
Figure 1. In simple terms, Schön advocated practice first, then
integrating theory and practice, thought, and finally action.
More recently, the theoretical foundation of the
experiential learning cycle by Kolb (1984) and the reflective
practitioner model by Schön (1983) have been challenged.
The basis for the challenge is that people do not necessarily
learn from experience and general reflection. This is
particularly true if they do not think critically about their
learning or do not take responsibility for its creation. Such
learning should not be seen as the only approach to gain
information about the workplace and to link technical
knowledge with workplace application for it to be effective.
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Biggs (1999) claims that effective learning requires a
knowledge base, a motivational context, learning activities,
and interaction in the higher education context. For learning
to occur, students need to observe and reflect on experience,
develop concepts to make sense of the experience, and then
apply and test these concepts through new experiences.
Yorke (2006a, 2006b) argues that WIL is not simply a
process of students engaging in work experience with the
hope that it will result in employability. Instead, it is an
educational process, service, and experience, with
foundational pedagogy and theory (Moreland, 2005; Yorke,
2006a; Yorke and Knight, 2006), and can be aligned with the
processes and outcomes of experiential learning (Kolb,
1984), which seeks to secure and maximize learning through
experience, often outside the traditional sphere of education.
When all is said and done, experiential learning as the
process of gaining meaning from direct experience is intrinsic
to WIL. Understanding the experiential learning cycle by Kolb
(1984) and reflective practitioner model by Schön (1983)
offers a valuable contribution to curriculum reform and
design and can help to inform quality assessments as well.
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The quality of education in South Africa was a burning issue,
even long before the dawn of democracy in 1994. To this
day, education providers and all the stakeholders involved
are still struggling with the problem.
The new democratic government of South Africa, after
taking power in 1994, had to attend to the problems created
by the former apartheid regime. These problems revolved
around two main issues: a hostile work environment and an
educational system that was failing the citizens. This
explains why the protest action was led predominantly by the
trade unions and students.
In the workplace, the demands in the early 1970s for a
better wage were rejected by employers on grounds that
workers were unskilled and therefore could not justify their
demands. In the quest to address their needs, workers began
to see training as a means to obtain better wages. It was
during the same period in the mid-1970s that the educational
system was challenged by activists, and this culminated in
the 1976 Soweto student uprisings.

A number of stakeholders led the change in South Africa.
Resistance in the non-governmental educational sector
eventuated in the birth of the National Education Policy
Initiative (NEPI), which was to develop proposals for the
restructuring of the formal education system. This involved
discussions with a wide range of stakeholders within the
democratic alliance. The NEPI reports and framework, which
was published in 1992, were based on the principles of nonracism, non-sexism, democracy and redress, and the need for
a non-racial unitary system of education and training.
COSATU played a crucial role in the NEPI process until the
dawn of democracy in 1994.
The meeting between the Department of Manpower and
the trade union federations in 1992 led to the formation of a
representative task team, which established eight working
groups charged with developing a new national training
strategy. Represented in the working groups were trade
unions, employers, the State, providers of education and
training, the ANC Education Department, and the democratic
alliance (SAQA, 2010).
All the processes and discussions that took place for the
purpose of rebuilding the country did not necessarily go
smoothly. Task teams and working groups were established
with the sole aim of arriving at solutions, but there were
challenges that involved legitimacy, exclusion, and difficulty
in handling differences of opinion. Despite these challenges,
in 1995 there was a significant improvement in the
government’s Reconstruction and Development Programme.
The establishment of the NQF by the government, labour
movement, and organized business brought a new hope for
the future of education in South Africa. It was envisaged that
the NQF would open up learning and career pathways for all
South Africans, irrespective of their previous formal
education, training, or work experience. The South African
Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act, which was passed in
1995, established SAQA to oversee the development and
implementation of an integrated national framework of
quality-assured learning. The focus areas for SAQA’s
mandate include facilitation of access; mobility and
progression within education, training, and development;
enhancing the quality of education and training; accelerating
redress of educational and job opportunities; and advancing
personal, social, and economic development (SAQA, 2002)
The process of refining the NQF later became a central
issue on the agenda of improving education and training.
This is so because the South African NQF is comprehensive
and complex in nature and therefore requires a lot of
adjustment. One of the major adjustments was the
introduction of changes based on organs that are responsible
for qualifications and quality assurance. These Quality
Councils (QCs) have been established for General and Further
Education and Training, Higher Education, and Trades,
Occupations, and Professions. The appropriate QCs that have
been identified are, respectively, Umalusi, the CHE, and the
new QC for Trades and Occupations (QTCO). The National
Qualifications Framework Act No. 67 of 2008 gives
legislative effect for these changes (SAQA, 2010). In the light
of these changes, one cannot ignore the complexity of
addressing the abovementioned initiatives.
The compelling reason for mining engineering
universities to revisit WIL is the need to reflect on and to look
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for possible areas of improvement in order to contribute
positively towards enhancing the quality of education in the
country. This is widely acknowledged to be pivotal in
preparing engineers, technologists, and technicians who are
able to function efficiently in the 21st century. Experiential
learning or WIL forms an important part in this process of
developing young professionals who are expected to lead the
mining industry in the future. The CHE, through its
subcommittees, plays a very important role in the process to
inform all necessary changes in education.
The Higher Education Quality Committee (HEQC)
established a project in 2002 to prepare the core functions of
teaching and learning in the tertiary education sector. The
key objective was to restructure higher education in the
context of tuition while developing a national quality
assurance system. In March 2005, the HEQC published the
Improving Teaching and Learning (ITL) resource as its
priority to address quality issues in teaching and learning
(CHE, 2005). Since then, there have been a number of
teaching- and learning-related publications. Examples
include ‘Service-learning in the curriculum: A resource for
higher education institutions’ (2006), ’Higher Education
Monitor: A case for improving teaching and learning in South
African higher education’ (2007), and ‘Higher Education
Monitor: Access and throughput in South African higher
education – three case studies’ (2010). These have served to
increase the level of national and institutional debate on the
conceptualization, quality, and practice of teaching and
learning.
The heart of the HEQC approach since its inception has
been the concept of initiating and facilitating quality-related
activities for capacity development in higher education in
collaboration with relevant stakeholders. These activities
included large dedicated projects in selected areas such as
workshops, training sessions, seminars, and publications. It
is because of these activities that the CHE WIL Good Practice
Guide was published in 2011.
The CHE WIL Good Practice Guide (2011) is currently
used for the development of the new Programme
Qualification Mix (PQM) by universities in South Africa. The
guide was produced in the context of the promulgation of the
Higher Education Qualification Framework (HEQF) and
processes of national curriculum review. The HEQF proposed

six higher education levels (Levels 5–10), with different
qualifications requiring appropriate credits at different levels
(Table I).
This guide is intended to assist academic staff,
particularly where existing programmes are undergoing
revision, in developing appropriate forms of WIL for different
levels of the HEQF. The guide is comprehensive in nature
and covers a conceptual framework for WIL, curriculum
design and development for WIL, teaching and learning for
WIL, assessment for/of WIL, partnerships for WIL, and the
management of WIL.
As indicated before, the CHE continuously monitors the
education system in the country and gives advice to
institutions of higher learning on issues that need attention.
The latest publication, ‘Learning to teach in higher education’
(2017), still emphasises the need for university
lecturers/teachers to improve in pedagogy. This indicates that
tuition and learning matters are going to be areas of focus in
the future, and WIL education falls in that category.

,/ 2*-1!/+-13)1+/*2*!3/,!/+1
Different institutions use different terms to describe workintegrated learning (WIL), which can cause confusion.
Patrick et al. (2008) list the following terms: practicum,
professional practice, internship, workplace learning,
industry-based learning, project-based learning, cooperative
education, fieldwork education, service learning, real-world
learning, university-engaged learning, placements,
experiential learning, clinical placement, and professional
placement, to mention but a few.
According to the CHE WIL Good Practice Guide (2011),
work-integrated learning is used as an umbrella term to
describe curricular, pedagogic, and assessment practices
across a range of academic disciplines that integrate formal
learning and workplace concerns. It is this definition on
which this paper is based.
Theory and practice in student learning can be integrated
through a range of WIL approaches, apart from formal or
informal work placements. The CHE WIL Good Practice Guide
(2011) identifies four modes of approach to WIL: workdirected theoretical learning (WDTL), problem-based learning
(PBL), project-based learning (PJBL), and workplace learning
(WPL). Simulated work experiences have been identified as a

Table I
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10

Doctorates (PhD); post-doctoral studies [360 credits]

9

Master’s degrees [180 credits]

8

Professional 4-year Bachelor’s degrees; Bachelor honours degrees [480 credits]
Professional Engineering 4-year Bachelor’s degrees;
Bachelor honours [BEng: 560 credits]

7

Bachelor’s degrees; advanced diplomas (third-year level) [360 credits]
Professional Engineering 3-year Bachelor’s degrees;
[BEngSc: 360 credits]; [BEngTech: 420 credits]

6

Diplomas, advanced certificates (first- and second-year levels)
[240 credits - 360 credits]

5

Higher certificates; Foundation modules [120 credits]
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legitimate option available that industry and tertiary
educational institutions can use to implement WIL.
Table II provides an overview of the most common types
of approach to WIL curricular practice recommended by the
CHE.
Based on Table II, university lecturers are expected to
negotiate boundaries of the education theories and design
appropriate curricula for pre-graduation WIL. The curricula
should align teaching and learning with the course outcomes.
In addition to this, assessment practices should also be
aligned with the intended outcomes.
In order to ensure that quality is improved, these
programmes need to be evaluated. Smith (2012) identifies
the key dimensions of the different WIL programmes for
evaluation as including authenticity, integrated learning
support (both at university and the workplace), alignment (of
teaching and learning activities and assessments with
integrative learning outcomes), supervisor access, and
induction/preparation processes. He then suggests that the
variations in the way that WIL courses or subjects are
designed within these dimensions are the basis for different
expressions of the quality of such courses.

,/ 2*-1!/+-13)1+/*2*!3+-3:,-3/2"+*
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The mining universities in South Africa currently use two
different models for work placement to fulfil WIL
requirements in their programmes. It should be noted that the
concepts alluded to in this paper apply to each of the nine
recognized engineering disciplines, although the context may
be subject to the requirements of each discipline. The first
approach is where the work placement component is
embedded in the National Diploma qualifications offered by
universities of technology or comprehensive universities, and
is referred to as experiential learning (Unisa and in this case
UJ). In the context of universities of technology or former
technikons, the term ‘experiential learning’ was used
synonymously with work placement; it is not the case in this

paper). In the curriculum these are referred to as Mining
Engineering Practices 1 and 2 (popularly known as P1 and
P2) to indicate that they are done in two semesters. It should
be noted that that P1 and P2 are being phased out at UJ and
the university is moving towards a 3-year BET degree. This
is a similar approach to that of Wits and UP.
P1 and P2 have clearly defined activities stipulated in the
logbook. These activities include exposure of the student to
basic mining and technical services in the operation. The first
part of the assessment is carried out in industry by a mentor
who declares the student to be competent after all the
requirements in the logbook have been met. The summative
assessment will then be carried out by the university lecturer.
The student submits a record of all the work done in the
workplace in the form of a portfolio. The required period of
placement for this type of WIL is a minimum of one year in
the workplace. This placement can be continuous or done in
two parts in different years, depending on the institution. In
many instances the student will come out with a national
rock-breaking certificate (NQF level 3) at the end of P2. It is
important to note that this approach was not based on ECSA
exit level outcomes but it contributed to enhancing the
learning. The new PQM will accommodate the ECSA exit level
outcomes.
The second model is what is referred to as vacation work
by universities that offer the Bachelor’s qualifications (Wits
and UP in this case). In this model the students are required
to attend an engineering workshop at the end of their first
year. In their second year the students are exposed to
practical training on a mine, focusing on mining activities.
This where the students complete the Competent Person A
and Competent Person B qualifications. The focus of this
training includes examination, declaring a workplace in the
mine to be safe, and carrying out all practical mining tasks in
a safe manner. Both of these skills programmes are
accredited by the Mining Qualifications Authority (MQA).
The third year is dedicated to project work for the
dissertation. The total duration of exposure amounts to eight

Table II
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Terms and
practices
associated

Classroom-based
instruction, lecture, tutorial,
peer learning groups

Sequenced real-world
problems, integrated
learning, discovery learning,
self-directed learning,
peer learning groups

Industry project, real-world
learning, guided practice,
capstone modules

In-service work
placements, cooperative
education, practicum
work-based learning,
sandwich courses,
apprenticeships,
internships, traineeships

Examples

Career focused courses and
curricula (e.g., maths for
engineering, communication
for business), guest
lecturers (e.g., from industry),
authentic examples,
workplace assessors

Work-simulated problems,
case studies and scenarios,
team learning

Study visit, site visit, job
shadowing, authentic tasks
and texts, fieldwork,
interviews, team work,
service learning, integrated
trans- or inter-disciplinary
projects

Learning contracts, work
record books, learning
logs, journals, mentoring,
specific training, learning
portfolios

Site of
learning

Lecture theatre, classroom
laboratory, studion, websites
blogs

Classroom, laboratory,
group sessions, library,
electronic media

Multiple sites: classroom
and workplace, laboratory
and workplace, electronic
media etc.

Workplace and classroom
(for preparation and
reflection) electronic
media
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weeks in industry per year in the first three years at
university. In addition, students are taken for mine tours,
survey camps in the middle of their third year, and mine
visits in their fourth year. A university can arrange these
activities in a manner that suits its particular calendar.
The assessment criteria in the vacation work model can
be in the form of projects that students carry out while in the
industry. The industry mentor plays an important role in
identifying the project in the mine and also in reviewing the
project report of the student for facts and accuracy of content.
At the end of the vacation work, the summative assessment
will be carried out by the university to gather evidence of the
student’s critical analysis skills, good organization, clarity,
and conciseness. This will be clearly demonstrated in the
dissertation that the student submits to the university.
Practical mining is assessed through the Competent Person A
and Competent Person B reports.
Student placement forms an important part in the
provision of WIL at all the universities. The MQA has played
a very significant role in helping universities to place
students in mines. There are also challenges associated with
the placement of students. These challenges include failure to
implement agreements between the MQA and some mining
companies, resulting in fewer placement opportunities.
In the past, universities such as Wits, UJ, and UP were
easily able to place students in the industry. However, this
has been changing due to the economic situation in the
mining industry. Wits and UP currently have embarked on
new initiatives to complement the learning activities of their
students.
UP has a Virtual Reality Centre for Mine Design which
aims to enhance education, training, and research in
operational risk across industries through an innovative
approach to information optimization and visualization (UP,
2018). Wits has the DigiMine laboratory, the sole purpose of
which is to make mining safer and more sustainable using
digital technologies. This project comprises a mock mine
equipped with a life-size tunnel, stope, lamp room, and other
features (Wits Mining Institute, 2018). Both initiatives
contribute immensely in exposing students to a similar
environment to that of the real world. Given the limitation of
the resources, this will help the students to understand the
concepts in the curriculum. After graduation, students can
then build their skills set using the graduate development
and training programmes outlined by ECSA.

An open distance learning (ODL) institution such as
Unisa faces challenges in placing international students,
especially those from elsewhere on the African continent,
owing to the great number of such students and the fact that
they study in their home countries. The effective placement of
international students is currently possible for those who
have financial resources to travel, and the Colliery Training
College has contributed towards alleviating the problem by
accepting such students. The other solution is for students to
be placed in their respective countries where possible, but
that entails its own challenges.
Despite the placement challenges, both of the work
placement models outlined above contribute to a certain
extent to students’ learnings, but involve quality assurance
difficulties. Some issues that affect the quality include
induction/preparation processes; industry mentor readiness,
access, and qualifications; authenticity; integrated learning
support by both the university and industry; and alignment
of teaching and learning activities and assessments with
integrative learning outcomes, as alluded to by Smith (2012).
Effective WIL programmes require policies that guide the
offering of work placements. From a scan of the websites and
related policies of the four universities (Wits, UJ, Unisa, and
UP), the terms ‘work-integrated learning’ seem to describe
educational programmes that are linked to work placement.
It is important to note that no specific policy for
experiential learning was found for Wits or UP. Universities
that are developing the new curriculum and those that are not
need to consider the guidelines offered by the CHE to
overcome deficiencies in their programmes and align the
outcomes with the NQF levels and ECSA exit-level outcomes.

+/-*1/23,/3/1 4+)22"+-2,*3.
WIL programmes cannot be effective until all stakeholders
involved take part in implementation. The objective of the
WIL programme should be to build linkages between
workplace knowledge and the academic curriculum. It should
also be to help students transfer academic knowledge to
workplaces. Therefore, commitment is necessary from both
academic and professional partners representing the different
knowledge fields to construct effective WIL programmes
(CHE, 2011).
According to a study by Pennaforte (2015), studentworkers’ perception of co-workers and supervisor support
helps them to develop commitment to the teams in the

Table III
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University of Johannesburg

WIL - The component of a learning programme that focuses on the application of learning in an
authentic learning work-based context under the supervision and/or mentorship of a person/s
representing the workplace. It addresses specific competencies identified for the acquisition of
a qualification that make the learner employable and assist in the development of related
personal attributes. Workplace/service employees and professional bodies are involved in the
assessment of the learning experience, together with university academic employees.

University of South Africa

WIL is used as an umbrella term to describe curricular, pedagogic, and assessment practices
across a range of academic disciplines that integrate formal learning and workplace concerns.

University of the Witwatersrand

WIL policy could not be found

University of Pretoria

WIL policy could not be found
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Although ECSA has been mentioned as one of the partners, it
is important to focus on its role because of the unique
responsibilities of this institution. The core functions of
ECSA include: (i) the accreditation of engineering
programmes, (ii) registration of persons as professionals in
specified categories, and (iii) the regulation of the practice of
registered persons. This clearly indicates that ECSA is
involved in all aspects of engineering education and practice.
WIL is one aspect that is addressed in the engineering
programmes before graduation in order to fulfil all the
requirements for qualifications to be conferred. After
graduation the candidate undergoes further education to
develop professional competence in the industry. This will
require a candidate to undergo training and gain experience
in order to register either as a Professional Engineer (Pr
Eng), Professional Engineering Technologist (Pr Eng Tech),
          

or a Professional Engineering Technologist (Pr Eng Techn),
to mention a few examples. The next phase will be dedicated
to observing code of conduct and maintaining competence
through lifelong learning; and there is a 5-year professional
registration renewal. The important information about
postgraduate training is clearly set out in the ‘Training and
Mentoring Guide for Specified Categories’ document
published by ECSA. It is important to note that ECSA uses the
term WIL to refer to the learning/training and development of
engineering graduates towards complying with the prescribed
registration requirements.

&+*+!2*!3,/ 2*-1!/+-13)1+/*2*!
The successful managing of WIL relies heavily on academic
leadership. The university department in this case plays a
very important role. While the task of managing WIL will be
undertaken largely by university teachers, it is obviously
much easier for university teachers, heads of departments,
and heads of programmes to manage WIL when there are
clear institutional guides, policies, and resources for WIL
programmes. With regard to the administrative aspects of
management, in the Good Practice Guide and self-evaluation
instruments for managing the quality service learning, a very
useful resource is the list of 15 criteria for programme
accreditation (HEQC, 2004). These accreditation criteria
indicate important elements that should form part of an
effective curriculum to facilitate quality learning.
From Table IV it can be seen that any effective
programme, according to the CHE, should be informed by
many aspects, ranging from programme design, student
recruitment and staffing, to the coordination of work-based
learning. Universities that opt for the diploma programmes in
the new curriculum are expected to consider the 15 criteria
for programme accreditation in designing the WIL component
of the advanced certificate.
The other accreditation is that of ECSA, which involves
the accreditation of engineering programmes on a 4-year
cycle. The aim of this accreditation visit to institutions aims
is to approve the engineering programmes of a specific
tertiary educational institution, inclusive of providing
concomitant financial support to the institution. This process

Table IV
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1
2
3 and 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 and 14
15

Programme design
Student recruitment, admission, and selection
Staffing
Teaching and learning strategy
Student assessment policies and procedures
Infrastructure and library resources
Programme administrative services
Postgraduate policies, regulations, and procedures
Programme coordination
Academic development for student success
Teaching and learning interactions
Student assessment and practices
Coordination of work-based learning
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workplace. Bravenboer and Lester (2016) provide some
evidence that where competence is conceived of as a matter
of open ongoing professional development, it can be
integrated and aligned effectively with the intended outcomes
of academic qualifications. This finding further indicates the
importance of bringing together academic institutions and
professional bodies.
Partners can be divided into two types: internal and
external. The internal partners include university teachers
and departmental colleagues (including faculty officers and
placement officers), faculty or institutional centres or units
that support WIL, and students. External partners include
potential employers, professional practices, companies
(particularly those that have a commitment to education),
community partners (including non-governmental
organizations, community-based organizations, non-profit
organizations, etc.), government departments, sector
education and training authorities such as the MQA, and
professional bodies such as ECSA and the Southern African
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM). In large
companies, the training manager, who is usually located in
the human resources department, can act as a supportive
partner for WIL.
The most important player in WIL is the mining industry.
This industry faces challenges regarding its contribution to
student placement from time to time. Some of the challenges
are commodity price fluctuations that lead to cutbacks in
training as the first cost-saving resort, production pressure
which affects the training of students, lack of training
capacity on small mines, and the lack of suitable mentors, as
there are still many shift supervisors (shift bosses), mine
overseers, and even managers in some mines who have
government certificates of competency but no tertiary
qualifications. This affects the quality of the training of
students on mines, because those supervisors may not be
familiar with the university curriculum content and so be
unable to help student to link the theoretical aspects
accurately with the real world. The other notion in the
industry is that students from universities will be promoted
quicker when they have entered employment, hence a hostile
atmosphere prevails and prevent effective learning. The
abovementioned barriers and others have to be interrogated
in our plans to review our current practices of WIL.

A review of work-integrated learning in South African mining engineering universities
is designed to ensure that graduates exiting from the
institution meet the learning outcomes prescribed for this
purpose by ECSA/CHE. In both of the two accreditations,
quality maintenance is crucial.
For an ODL institution such as Unisa, any deficiency in
study material can be addressed by the review cycle
curriculum in a period of seven years that is stipulated in
their curriculum policy. Unisa, like most universities,
acknowledges that WIL plays a crucial role in the attaining of
professional qualifications, but there are other factors that
mitigate against this acknowledgement.
Over-emphasis on research is an impediment to
managing an effective WIL programme. Teaching and
learning are not given the same attention as research, and
that creates an impression that tuition and learning issues
can be attended to later. The merger between the former
technikons and universities to form comprehensive
universities has led to a lack of appreciation of technology
programmes by senior managers in some of the universities.
Such an environment affects the provision of WIL and
student-centredness since experiential learning focuses on
the development of a student.

//1*-3-/1*
One approach that can assist in overcoming the deficiency of
professional education and industry dissatisfaction has been
suggested. Situated in the field of the sociology of education,
the research draws primarily on the work of Bernstein (2000)
and Maton (2014). This is basically a cutting-edge
sociological approach to describe the structuring of design
knowledge. Design knowledge is composed of theories,
practices, principles, cases, guidelines, patterns, and cognitive
strategies. It has been applied in many areas including
business strategy, technological innovation, management
theory, and educational curriculum and human development
policy (Maton, Dong, and Carvalho, 2014).
Since there is a great deal of complexity involved in
understanding the whole concept of design knowledge, a
multi-dimensional framework for analysing the organizing
principles of knowledge practices has been developed, termed
legitimation code theory (LCT). LCT seems to be the most
popular instrument currently used in social realist research.
Social realist research explores the organizing principles of
different forms of knowledge, their modes of change, and
their implications for issues such as social inclusion, student
achievement, and knowledge-building (Maton and Moore,
2010).
Engineering in general offers an ideal environment to
interrogate the relationship between theoretical,
technological, and context-specific practical knowledge which
encompasses many disciplines in one. WIL forms one part of
engineering education where the different knowledge forms
of different disciplines have to be integrated. It is therefore
necessary for university teachers to consider the
fundamentals offered in the structuring of design knowledge.
Current trends are important to observe as they provide an
opportunity for university teachers to be aware of new
possibilities and to improve their teaching skills based on
new ideas that are emerging. There is no doubt that in South
Africa we still need to do more on WIL, considering what
other countries have done.
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WIL will remain important for years to come, as the literature
indicates, and for the reason that practice is part of education
for professional qualifications. In an unequal society such as
South Africa, WIL can be used to bring about equity and
excellence in the workplace.
This paper has summarized all the important elements of
WIL in order to provide industry and tertiary institutions with
a broader view of how WIL is conducted. This will help to
identify possible areas of improvement in mining engineering
programmes, although this also applies to all engineering
programmes.
The history of apartheid and the struggle of the working
class and students have shown that training and
development is crucial. The formation of the NQF in 1995
created opportunities for South Africans to address this need.
Since then, positive outcomes have emerged universities are
addressing challenges of student placement using different
approaches, development of a new curriculum for WIL with
the support of ECSA has started, and the UP Virtual Reality
Centre and Wits DigiMine project are examples of progress in
addressing education and training in South Africa.
Despite the positive developments mentioned above, WIL
programmes face challenges that need attention. These
challenges include student placement in the industry, further
improvement of the WIL curriculum and programmes,
improvement of pedagogical skills for university teachers in
engineering, availability of suitable mentors, environments
conducive for training and development in the industry, and
effective partnerships to improve WIL.

91",1*+-2,*
In the light of the discussion presented in this paper, the
recommendations below will help in improving the WIL
offering.
 More research needs to be done to study the
environment in the mining industry to determine
whether the current culture affects the development
and training of people, and if this is indeed so,
ascertain to what extent and identify the main
contributors. This is so because no amount of
curriculum design can compensate for a hostile
environment for learning. This research can help to
advance the goals of the NQF. The CEOs can help to
prepare for such an exercise as industry resistance to
WIL may defeat the whole purpose.
 The training of university teachers, encompassing
teaching as delivery, programme design and
evaluation, and the scholarship of teaching and
learning, is critical. The curricular modalities of WIL
programmes presented by the CHE are diverse in
approach as they integrate classroom and workplace
environments. Engineering is an ideal environment in
which to interrogate the relationship between
theoretical, technological, and context-specific practical
knowledge, since it encompasses many disciplines and
requires the skills that have been mentioned above. In
this case, the current LCT approach may be helpful to
identify a curriculum design that enables students to
realize their full potential for growth. For this to be
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BEng: Bachelor of Engineering
BSc (Eng): Bachelor of Science in Engineering
CHE: Council on Higher Education
COSATU: Congress of South African Trade Unions
HEQC: Higher Education Quality Committee
ECSA: Engineering Council of South Africa
ITL: Improving teaching and learning
LCT: Legitimation code theory
NEPI: National Education Policy Initiative
MQA: Mining Qualifications Authority
NQF: National Qualifications Framework
PBL: Problem-based learning
PJBL: Project-based learning
PQM: Programme and qualifications mix
Pr Cert Eng: Professional Certificated Engineer
Pr Eng: Professional Engineer
Pr Tech Eng: Professional Engineering Technologist
RPL: Recognition of prior learning
SAQA: South African Qualifications Authority
SETA: Sector Education and Training Authority
WDTL: Word-directed theoretical training
WIL: Work-integrated learning
WPL: Workplace learning
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effective, university teachers need to research and
apply the effectiveness of any programme they
introduce.

2nd SAMREC/SAMVAL COMPANION
VOLUME CONFERENCE
An Industry Standard for Mining Professionals in South Africa

2–3 October 2019, Emperors Palace, Johannesburg
2 ECSA CPD points
will be allocated to all
attending delegates

OBJECTIVES
The conference provides Competent Persons and Competent Valuators the opportunity
to prepare and present details of recognised standards and industry benchmarks in all
aspects of the SAMREC and SAMVAL Codes. These contributions will be collated into a
Companion Volume to provide a guideline and industry standard for the public reporting of
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves and the Valuation of Mineral
Projects.
The conference will provide a wide range of information pertaining to industry best
practice including aspects of a various geological deposit types, commodities, permitting
and legal obligations, resource estimation, mining engineering methodologies,
metallurgical and process arrangements, engineering/infrastructure design, social and
environmental factors etc for SAMREC Code reporting. Other papers will cover the
application of the various methods of valuation and where and when they should be
applied in accordance with the SAMVAL Code.
This is a valuable opportunity to be involved in the compilation of industry standards
and benchmarks to support in all fields related to the SAMREC and SAMVAL Codes.

SAMREC CODE
Mineral Reserves

Reporting of Exploration Results
Exploration Targets
Target generation

The modifying factors
Selecting a mining method
Metallurgy
Markets
Optimal mine scheduling
Cut-off grades
Feasibility studies
Risk assessment in Resource and Reserve
Classification and reporting
Grade reconciliation

Geological data collection
Drilling techniques and drilling density
Bulk density
Sampling theory
QA/QC
Sampling and analysis protocols
Geological interpretation and geological
modelling
Mineral Resource estimation
Conditional simulation
Mineral Resource estimation
Classification and reporting
Audits and reviews
Deleterious elements/minerals

The conference provides a platform for:










Resource geologists
Resource investors
Project Finance Practitioners
Exploration geologists
Geoscientists
Mining engineers
Mineral Resource and Reserve managers
Mineral Resource and Reserve practitioners
Competent Valuators.

SAMVAL CODE

Exploration Targets

Mineral Resources

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Other Aspects
Legal aspects
Environmental
Sustainability issues
Social and labour planning

Diamond Resource and Reserve
Reporting
Coal Resource and Reserve Reporting

Cost Approach
Valuation of exploration properties using the
cost approach

Market Approach
A review of market-based approaches
Valuation of mineral properties without Mineral
Resources
Valuation methods for exploration properties
and undeveloped Mineral Resources

Cashflow Approach
A Review of cashflow approaches
Discounted cash flow analysis input
parameters and sensitivity
Discounted cash flow analysis methodology
and discount rates
The valuation of advanced mining projects and
operating mines
Valuing mineral opportunities as options

SPONSORSHIP
Sponsorship opportunities are available. Companies wishing to sponsor should contact the Conference Co-ordinator.

For further information contact:
Camielah Jardine, Head of Conferencing,
SAIMM, P O Box 61127, Marshalltown 2107
Tel: (011) 834-1273/7, Fax: (011) 833-8156 or (011) 838-5923
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za · Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
2019
11–13 March 2019 — 7th Sulphur and Sulphuric
Acid 2019 Conference
Swakopmund Hotel, Swakopmund, Namibia
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

19–22 Augusts 2019 — Southern African Coal
Processing Society 2019 Conference and
Networking Opportunity
Graceland Hotel Casino and Country Club, Secunda
Contact: Johan de Korte
Tel: 079 872-6403
E-mail: dekorte.johan@gmail.com
Website: http://www.sacoalprep.co.za

22–23 May 2019 — Mine Planning Colloquium 2019
Glenhove Conference Centre, Melrose Estate,
Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

2–3 October 2019 — 2nd The SAMREC/SAMVAL
Companion Volume Conference
An Industry Standard for Mining Professionals in
South Africa
Emperors Palace, Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

24–27 June 2019 — Ninth International Conference
on Deep and High Stress Mining 2019
Misty Hills Conference Centre, Muldersdrift,
Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
5–7 August 2019 — The Southern African Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy in collaboration with the
Zululand Branch is organising The Eleventh
International Heavy Minerals Conference
‘Renewed focus on Process and Optimization’
The Vineyard, Cape Town, South Africa
Contact: Yolanda Ndimande
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

17–18 October 2019 — Tailing Storage Conference
2019
‘Investing in a Sustainable Future’
Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
13–15 November 2019 — XIX International Coal
Preparation Congress & Expo 2019
New Delhi, India
Contact: Coal Preparation Society of India
Tel/Fax: +91-11-26136416, 4166 1820
E-mail: cpsidelhi. india@gmail.com, president@cpsi.org.
inrksachdevO1@gmail.com,
hi.sapru@monnetgroup.com
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18–21 August 2019 — Copper 2019
Vancouver Convention Centre, Canada
Contact: Brigitte Farah
Tel: +1 514-939-2710 (ext. 1329)
E-mail: metsoc@cim.org
Website: http://com.metsoc.org

Company Affiliates
The following organizations have been admitted to the Institute as Company Affiliates

3M South Africa (Pty) Limited

eThekwini Municipality

Multotec (Pty) Ltd

AECOM SA (Pty) Ltd

Expectra 2004 (Pty) Ltd

Murray and Roberts Cementation

AEL Mining Services Limited

Exxaro Coal (Pty) Ltd

Nalco Africa (Pty) Ltd

Air Liquide (Pty) Ltd

Exxaro Resources Limited

Namakwa Sands(Pty) Ltd

Alexander Proudfoot Africa (Pty) Ltd

Filtaquip (Pty) Ltd

Ncamiso Trading (Pty) Ltd

AMEC Foster Wheeler

FLSmidth Minerals (Pty) Ltd

New Concept Mining (Pty) Limited

AMIRA International Africa (Pty) Ltd

Fluor Daniel SA ( Pty) Ltd

Northam Platinum Ltd - Zondereinde

ANDRITZ Delkor(Pty) Ltd

Franki Africa (Pty) Ltd-JHB

OPTRON (Pty) Ltd

Anglo Operations Proprietary Limited

Fraser Alexander (Pty) Ltd

PANalytical (Pty) Ltd

Anglogold Ashanti Ltd

G H H Mining Machines (Pty) Ltd

Arcus Gibb (Pty) Ltd

Geobrugg Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd

Paterson & Cooke Consulting
Engineers (Pty) Ltd

Atlas Copco Holdings South
Africa (Pty) Limited

Glencore

Aurecon South Africa (Pty) Ltd
Aveng Engineering
Aveng Mining Shafts and Underground
Axis House Pty Ltd
Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum Mine
Barloworld Equipment -Mining
BASF Holdings SA (Pty) Ltd
BCL Limited
Becker Mining (Pty) Ltd
BedRock Mining Support Pty Ltd
BHP Billiton Energy Coal SA Ltd
Blue Cube Systems (Pty) Ltd

Hall Core Drilling (Pty) Ltd

Polysius A Division Of Thyssenkrupp
Industrial Sol

Hatch (Pty) Ltd

Precious Metals Refiners

Herrenknecht AG

Rand Refinery Limited

HPE Hydro Power Equipment (Pty) Ltd

Redpath Mining (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd

Immersive Technologies

Rocbolt Technologies

IMS Engineering (Pty) Ltd

Rosond (Pty) Ltd

Ivanhoe Mines SA

Royal Bafokeng Platinum

Joy Global Inc.(Africa)

Roytec Global (Pty) Ltd

Kudumane Manganese Resources

RungePincockMinarco Limited

Leco Africa (Pty) Limited

Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited

Longyear South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Salene Mining (Pty) Ltd

Lonmin Plc

Sandvik Mining and Construction
Delmas (Pty) Ltd

Lull Storm Trading (Pty) Ltd

Bluhm Burton Engineering Pty Ltd

Perkinelmer

Maccaferri SA (Pty) Ltd

Sandvik Mining and Construction
RSA(Pty) Ltd

Magnetech (Pty) Ltd

SANIRE

MAGOTTEAUX (Pty) LTD

Schauenburg (Pty) Ltd

Maptek (Pty) Ltd

Sebilo Resources (Pty) Ltd

MBE Minerals SA Pty Ltd

SENET (Pty) Ltd

MCC Contracts (Pty) Ltd

Senmin International (Pty) Ltd

MD Mineral Technologies SA (Pty) Ltd

Smec South Africa

MDM Technical Africa (Pty) Ltd

Sound Mining Solution (Pty) Ltd

Metalock Engineering RSA (Pty)Ltd

SRK Consulting SA (Pty) Ltd

Metorex Limited

Technology Innovation Agency

Data Mine SA

Metso Minerals (South Africa) Pty Ltd

Time Mining and Processing (Pty) Ltd

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry

Minerals Council of South Africa

Timrite Pty Ltd

Digby Wells and Associates

Minerals Operations Executive (Pty) Ltd

Tomra (Pty) Ltd

DMS Powders

MineRP Holding (Pty) Ltd

Ukwazi Mining Solutions (Pty) Ltd

DRA Mineral Projects (Pty) Ltd

Mintek

Umgeni Water

DTP Mining - Bouygues Construction

MIP Process Technologies (Pty) Limited

Webber Wentzel

Duraset

Modular Mining Systems Africa (Pty) Ltd

Weir Minerals Africa

Elbroc Mining Products (Pty) Ltd

MSA Group (Pty) Ltd

Worley Parsons RSA (Pty) Ltd

Bouygues Travaux Publics
CDM Group
CGG Services SA
Coalmin Process Technologies CC
Concor Opencast Mining
Concor Technicrete
Council for Geoscience Library
CRONIMET Mining Processing SA Pty Ltd
CSIR Natural Resources and the
Environment (NRE)
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NINTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DEEP AND HIGH STRESS MINING 2019
24–25 JUNE 2019 - CONFERENCE
26 JUNE 2019 - SARES 2019
27 JUNE 2019 - TECHNICAL VISIT
MISTY HILLS CONFERENCE CENTRE, MULDERSDRIFT, JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

BACKGROUND
The Ninth International Conference on Deep and High Stress Mining (Deep Mining
2019) will be held at the Misty Hills Conference Centre, Muldersdrift, Johannesburg on
24 and 25 June 2019. Conferences in this series have previously been hosted in
Australia, South Africa, Canada, and Chile. Around the world, mines are getting deeper
and the challenges of stress damage, squeezing ground, and rockbursts are everpresent and increasing. Mining methods and support systems have evolved slowly to
improve the management of excavation damage and safety of personnel, but damage
still occurs and personnel are injured. Techniques for modelling and monitoring have
been adapted and enhanced to help us understand rock mass behaviour under high
stress. Many efficacious dynamic support products have been developed, but our
understanding of the demand and capacity of support systems remains uncertain.

OBJECTIVE
To create an international forum for discussing the challenges associated with deep
and high stress mining and to present advances in technology.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND







Rock engineering practitioners
Mining engineers
Researchers
Academics
Geotechnical engineers
Hydraulic fracturing engineers







High stress mining engineers
Waste repository engineers
Rock engineers
Petroleum engineers
Tunnelling engineers

Sponsors

For further information contact:
Camielah Jardine, Head of Conferencing, SAIMM, Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 833-8156 or +27 11 838-5923
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

As another successful and busy year comes to a close, we at

The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
wish all of our members
and those who supported us throughout this year,
a heartfelt Seasons greetings to you and yours.
We point out to anyone who is interested in joining the SAIMM of the
benefits of being a member:
• Receipt of a monthly professional Journal with informative technical content
of a high standard which serves as a communication medium to keep
members informed on matters relating to their professional interests.
• Attendance at conferences, symposia, colloquia, schools and discussion
groups at competitive prices with discounted rates for members.
• Invitations to participate in technical excursions and social events which
create further opportunities for inter-active professional association and
networking.
• The SAIMM is registered with ECSA as a Voluntary Association and all
SAIMM members qualify for discounted ECSA fees as a result of their SAIMM
membership.
• Members obtain valuable ECSA Continued Professional Development (CPD)
points when they attend our accredited events.
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